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ABSTRACT

This dissertation is the first twentieth-century 
edition of Horace Walpole's Gothic drama, The Mysterious 
Mother. since that produced, in 1925 by Montague Summers.
The present edition should, supersede the Summers' edition, 
which is unsatisfactory for several reasons. Summers does 
not identify his copy-text; he claims to have collated, four 
editions (1768, 1789, 1791 Dublin, 1811). There was no 
1789 edition; I believe he meant the 1781 edition. None of 
the variants listed, in' his textual notes are from the 1768 
edition; three variants (one substantive) are from the 1781 
edition and the 1798 Collected. Works (not listed, in his 
collation); the balance of the variants in his notes are 
from the 1781 edition and. an 1811 anthology of English drama. 
The fact that Summers cites po variants from the 1768 edi
tion makes me doubt that he did, in fact, collate that 
edition. If the 1768 ed.ition served, as his copy-text, he 
emended, the text silently.

Summers' explanatory notes are as unsatisfactory as 
his textual notes. Most of the explanatory notes either 
reflect Summers' personal prejudices against the play's 
theme— incest— or consist of irrelevant accounts of church 
history.

■



vii
The limited number of copies of Summers ' edition 

makes it almost unavailable to students of eighteenth- 
century drama. Copies of the eighteenth-century editions 
of The Mysterious Mother are rare and. usually not available 
in the smaller libraries, forcing interested, scholars to 
resort to the Summers' edition. The present edition will 
make Walpole's drama more accessible.

I have used, the 1770 edition of The Mysterious 
Mother as the copy—text for my ed.ition because it was the 
last ed.ition printed, under Walpole's supervision. It was 
also the only ed.ition of his play which Walpole intended, 
for public distribution. Against the 1770 edition I 
collated, the following editions: 1768, 1781, 1791 Dublin,
1791 London. I did. not include the 1796 edition, since 
Walpole was not remotely connected, with it; the 1798 edi
tion, since it was a posthumous publication and. was based, on 
the 1770 edition; or the 1811 anthology because it .was an 
anthology."

I did. not emend, the 1770 edition because I believe 
that this edition represents The Mysterious Mother as 
Walpole wished, it to be read. All substantive and. quasi- 
substantive variants between the 17 70 ed.ition and. the other 
editions are listed, both on the page and. in Appendix A.
All accidental variants are listed, in Appendix B. Explana
tory footnotes appear below the textual notes, in the text, 
and. are keyed, to the lines of the play. I have included, the
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following in appendices: the story of the Rev. William
Mason's attempts to alter The Mysterious Mother° the states 
and. variants of the 1770 Works • an account of the printers 
employed, at Strawberry Hill; a selected.-bibliography.

The Mysterious Mother has been ignored, by critics of 
eighteenth-century d.rama. The Gothic mode in general has 
received, more critical attention since the middle of the 
twentieth century, but the critics have paid, most attention 
to the Gothic novel. There is only one major work which 
discusses Gothic dxama, Bertrand. Evans' Gothic Drama from 
Walpole to Shelley (Berkeley, 1947); it was written before 
the critical revaluation of the Gothic began. In addition, 
Evans appears to place value upon eighteenth-century Gothic 
drama only as a crud.e precursor of nineteenth-century 
romantic dxama.

Since the popularity of the Gothic in the eighteenth 
and. nineteenth centuries the term "Gothic" has been loosely 
applied, to all works having one or more medieval elements, 
and. not fitting into any defined, literary period.. In the 
twentieth century it has become the vogue to deny that the 
Gothic is a valid, mode capable of effective development. It 
seems to me that a definitive study of the Gothic might show 
that the mode split into two schools after Walpole's Gothic 
works. While one school may have degenerated, into cheap 
sensationalism, that which followed, those elements and



techniques used by Walpole may have been a precursor 
much of value in later literature.



INTRODUCTION

Critical Introduction
The Gothic is one of the least understood mod.es in 

English literature. Some critics ignore it* others approach 
it with an attitude of amused.. toleration or attempt to use 
it as support for personal critical , "hobby-horses."
Literary histories show a marked, tendency either to lump 
the Gothic with main types of literature (usually not giving 
it the title Gothic) or to discuss briefly the Gothic novel 
alone.^ In only one aspect is there agreement among those 
critics who have dealt with the Gothic in one way or 
another— none of them has yet devised a suitable definition 
of the term.

Those critics who deny that the Gothic is, indeed, 
a separate mode tend, either to treat it in terms of later 
Romanticism or to value it only because Gothic literature 
can be said, to show influences from previous periods and 
genres. James Foster, for example, dismisses the Gothic as 
"mummery imported, into sentimental fiction," and. suggests

iThe treatment given the Gothic in Baugh's A 
Literary History of England, is representative of the atten
tion paid, to the Gothic by most literary histories. See 
Albert C. Baugh et al. , A Literary History of England, 2nd., 
ed. , III (New York, 1967) , 1028-1.031; 1037-1038.

x
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2that the term "adventure" be substituted, for "Gothic."

Harrison R. Steeves does not use the term Gothic at all; he
prefers to view "the spiritual forces at work in literature"

3during the eighteenth century as "rational and. romantic, "
giving victory to the romantic forces after.1759. Those who
treat the Gothic as a mode of which any genre may partake
are little more encouraging. Montague Summers links the
Gothic to romanticism in such a manner as to imply that

4 'Gothic literature is a form of escapism while Peter Burra 
concludes that eighteenth century writers ". . . embraced,
anything Whatever, provided, only that it came from any 
country other than their own, and. belonged, to any generation, 
but that in which they were living. . . . Gothic Romance

5 .. . . is far the most important of the exotic tastes."
Clara McIntyre feels that in the eighteenth century the term 
"Gothic" did. not necessarily refer to any historical epoch,

2James R. Foster, "The Minor English Novelists: 
.1750-1800" (Unpublished. Ph.D. Dissertation, Harvard. Univer
sity, 1926), pp. 198-201. See also James R. Foster, History 
of the Pre-Romantic Novel in England. (New York, 1949), 
pp. 186-189; 202.

3Harrison R. Steeves, "Introduction," Three Eight
eenth Century Romances (New York, 1931), pp. ix, xi. Steeves 
dates the victory of romanticism with Johnson1s Rasselas.

^Montague Summers, "Introduction," The Castle of 
Otranto and. The Mysterious Mother (London, 1925), pp. xxiii-

• xxiv.
~*Sr„ Mary Muriel Tarr, Catholicism in Gothic Fiction 

(Washington, D. C., 1946), p. 11. Sr. Mary Muriel quotes 
from Peter Burra, "Baroque and Gothic Sentimentalism,"
Farrago. Ill (October 1930), 167-169.
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did not represent "any actual period of the world's
history, 11 but represented, "what we might call the artificial
period, constructed, by Elizabethean dramatists out of
Renaissance I t a l y . J .  M. S. Tompkins suggests that the
Gothic appeared, as a result of initial romantic tendencies
in the eighteenth century combined, with the bad. taste of

7eighteenth century readers. Marvin Mudrick dismisses 
Gothic as the eighteenth century's "oddly nostalgic label 
for the dark time before the Protestant disinfection, when 
superstition reigned, omens and. prodigies trampled, the 
order of nature, and. all sorts of powers and. passions for
bidden to civilization burst freely forth like splendid, 
fatal diseases. . . .

Critics who attempt a fuller explanation often go 
off on tangents, or, at best, are distressingly vague.
Railo, in his zeal to link Gothicism to Romanticism, via
certain shared, themes, appears to wander through eleven

9chapters without reaching any definite conclusions.' Praz, 
in The Romantic Agony, attempts to fit the Gothic into the 
pattern of a general theme and. ends up with a psychological

^Clara F. McIntyre, "Were the Gothic Novels Gothic?," 
PMLA. XXXVI (1921), 655-666.

7J. M. S. Tompkins, The Popular Novel in England. 
(Lincoln, Nebraska, 1961), pp. 208-209.

®Marvin Mudxick, "Introduction," The Castle of 
Otranto (New York, 1963), p. 7.

^Eino Railo, The Haunted. Castle (London, 1927).
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10study of masochism and. sadism. Varma's work on the 

Gothic, after excellent discussions of the origins of the 
Gothic, influences upon the Gothic, types of the Gothic, and 
later literature influenced, by the Gothic, unfortunately 
weakens in the concluding chapter; his enthusiasm concerning 
"the Gothic spirit" and. "man's quest for the numinous" 
causes him to overemphasize the spirituality and. psycho
logical content of Gothic l i t e r a t u r e . Y e t  another critic, 
Robert D. Hume, treats Gothic literature, fiction in particu
lar, as an eighteenth century treatment of psychology— in 
this case "the psychological problem of evil." While his 
basic premise has merit, his typing of Gothic fiction, as.
well as his "four components" of Gothic fiction, do not

12encompass enough works within the genre to be valid,. Sr.
Mary Muriel Tarr chose to deal only with "Catholic worship,
both liturgical and. non-liturgical, and. monastic and. con- 

13ventual life" and. the function of these elements in the 
Gothic. She finds mainly anti-Catholic and. anti-clerical 
attitudes reflected, by those Gothic works which she dis
cusses. From these attitudes she concludes that Gothic

1 0Mario Praz, The Romantic Agony, 2nd. ed., trans. 
Angus Davidson (New York, 1956).

■*""*"Devend.ra P. Varma, The Gothic Flame (London,
1957) , p. 1.

12Robert D. Hume, "Gothic Versus Romantic: A revalua
tion of the Gothic Novel," PMLA, LXXXIV (March 1969), 286- 
287.

"^Tarr, p. 17.
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literature reflects "three main currents of eighteenth 
century thought: the natural religion of Deism, the natural 
morality of Shaftesburian ethic, and the sublime of Burkean

"14aesthetic."
The bulk of criticism and scholarship concerned, with 

Gothic literature has created, an impression that novels were 
the only works written in the genre. Gothic drama has 
received, little attention; in fact, many scholars of late 
eighteenth century drama do not recognize Gothic drama as 
having an identity of its own. Allardyce Nicoll, one of the 
few critics to treat late eighteenth century drama exten
sively, places Gothic plays into three categories— domestic
tragedy, pseudo-romantic tragedy, and melodrama— finding

15little of worth in any of the plays. Booth, concerned, 
solely with melodrama, devotes a chapter to Gothic and. 
Eastern melodrama. However, since Booth dates the beginnings 
of English melodrama at 1790, the earlier Gothic dramas 
appear in his chapter merely as source material for later 
dramatists. According to Booth's theory Gothic melodrama 
rose directly from Radcliffe's novels, which began to appear 
in print in 1789. ̂

*1 Ax Ibid., p. 122. •
^Allardyce Nicoll, "Late Eighteenth Century Drama,"

A History of English Drama, III (Cambridge, 1955), 90-107.
"^Michael R. Booth, English Melodrama (London,

1965), p. 69.
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There is only one major critical work which deals
primarily with Gothic drama: Bertrand Evans' Gothic Drama
From Walpole to Shelley. Evans regards the Gothic as a
valid, genre characterized, by an attitude toward, "the
architectural ruin. " According to Evans the ruin symbolized.
a "dark, barbarous, superstitious time" to the writers of
the Gothic, a time which would, terrify the "enlightened.
gentlemen and. 'sensible1 ladies" of the eighteenth century,

17were they suddenly thrust back into such a barbarous age. 
Working from the Gothic novels, Evans distinguishes the 
Gothic as a genre which utilizes the architectural ruin as 
a symbol of terror, adds other features which may or may not 
be medieval in tone, but which must contribute to the sense 
of terror, and features a villain whose sole function is "to
frighten heroines." The raison d'etre for the genre, then,

*is to illustrate what might happen to eighteenth century
men and women were they suddenly thrust into a different
era. Consequently Evans believes the only non-eighteenth

18century character in a Gothic work is the villain. The 
development and. treatment of the villain, Evans holds, 
separates Gothic drama from Gothic fiction and. makes "Gothic

17Bertrand. Evans, Gothic Drama From Walpole to 
Shelley (Berkeley, 1947), pp. 7-12.

*1 OIbid.. ' Evans' discussion of "what makes Gothic 
works Gothic?" effectively answers those critics and 
scholars who have persisted, in finding sources for Gothic 
works in Elizabethean and. Jacobean literature because of 
elements commonly found, in all three.
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drama a distinct genre," Further, he sees in the change
which the villain-figure undergoes a key to the development
of the Byronic hero. Since "the medium of dramatic verse

19remains constant," Evans declares that Gothic plays allow 
us to trace the development of the Gothic villain "through 
stages of villain-hero and. hero-villain to the special kind, 
of hero to whom Byron's name has been given. It was the

20[Gothic] drama, not the novel, which effected, the change."
In spite of Evans' contention that Gothic drama

should, be regarded, as a separate genre, his criticism of
Gothic drama is predicated, upon the similarities between the
Gothic novels of the eighteenth century and. the Gothic plays
of the late eighteenth and. early nineteenth centuries.
Since Evans himself says that the first Gothic novel, The
Castle of Otranto . was the "fount of both Gothic fiction and.
drama . . „ without which there might have been no Gothic 

21school," I suggest that all Gothic literature be.treated, 
as one mod.e. I further suggest that what differentiates the 
Gothic from other "schools" in literature is the attitude of 
Gothic writers toward, admittedly "stock" elements, and. the 
reflection in the Gothic of changing id.eas regarding the 
imagination, id.eas which probably influenced, the romantics

19Ibid., p. 3.
?oIbid., pp. 9-10; p. 4.
2lIbid., p. 31.
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of the nineteenth century„ Thus the Gothic becomes an
indication of change in aesthetic values, not a new type
either of fiction or drama. What is new is the fact that
"the eighteenth century Gothic writer related the medieval,
not so much to an objectional epoch in history, as to a

22subjective state of mind.. "
The change in taste which caused "writers to

23gravitate decidedly towards the Middle Ages about 1760" 
was gradual. , Earlier Locke had stressed the importance of 
sense experience, Addison had written a series of essays on 
the force of visual images in literature, and Burke had 
investigated the connection between the sublime and terror. 
There was a renewal of antiquarian interest; people were 
fascinated by the medieval cathedral and the architectural 
ruin alike. Macpherson wrote the Ossian poems, adding 
impetus to the growing literary interest in past eras. 
Perhaps the "first conscious.and sustained defence-of the 
Gothic [was] Hurd.1 s Letters on Chivalry and. Romance (1762)" 
in which he stated.: "May there not be something in the
Gothic Romance peculiarly suited, to the. views of genius and. 
to the ends of poetry? And. may not the philosophic moderns 
have gone too far in their perpetual ridicule and. contempt

22Tarr, p. 16.
23Varma, p. 24. '
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24of it?" The word "Gothic" had. become respectable; Walpole

25"launched, it in its way as a critical term. "
Interestingly enough, Walpole himself did. not use

the term Gothic to categorize either his novel or his play.
The Castle of Otranto he designated, "a story"” The
Mysterious Mother, "a tragedy." Yet, there can be no doubt
that with each work Walpole started, a trend.; upon the worth
of Walpole's works critics and scholars disagree. The
Mysterious Mother, in particular, has suffered, from a lack
of critical understanding.

Critical controversy over The Mysterious Mother
started, in 1768, when Walpole printed, fifty copies of his
play at Strawberry Hill and began to send, copies to chosen 

20
friends. Ketton-Cremer notes that the theme of the play-—
incest— caused, much speculation among Walpole's friends:
"In general there was a feeling of surprise that Walpole
should, have chosen a theme so od.ious in itself and- quite

27impossible for presentation on the stage." Some of the 
people who had read, the play extended, their emotions of 
horror and disgust at the theme to the author himself;

24Ibid.. , pp. 24-25.
25Ibid., p. 12.
2  z- See my Introduction, pp. xliii-xlv, for a d.iscussion 

of the 1768 edition.
27R. W. Ketton-Cremer, Horace Walpole: A Biography. 

2nd., eel. (New York, 1966), p. 235.
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Fanney Burney wrote: " . . .  all the entertainment and
pleasure .1 had, received from Mr. Walpole seemed extinguished
by this [play], which almost made me regard. Him as the

28patron of the vices he had been pleased to record.. " The
Rev. William Mason, while professing to be extremely pleased,
attempted repeatedly to persuade Walpole to include altera-

29tidns designed to temper the effects of the play. But in 
the nineteenth century Byron paid a striking tribute to 
Walpole which stands in opposition to the verdicts of 
Walpole's friends. In the Preface to Marino Faliero Byron 
wrote:

It is the fashion to under-rate Horace Walpole; 
firstly, because he was a nobleman, and secondly, 
because he was a gentleman; but, to say nothing of 
the composition of his incomparable letters, and 
of The Castle of Otranto, he is the "Ultimus 
Romanorum," the author of The Mysterious Mother, a 
tragedy of the highest order, and not a puling 
love-play. He is the father of the first romance 
and of the last tragedy in our language, and 
surely worthy of a higher place than any living 
writer, be who he may.30

Judging from most twentieth century criticism of The
Mysterious Mother it is still fashionable to under-rate both
Horace Walpole and his drama.

Mario Praz, apparently totally involved, in his search 
for late eighteenth century and. early nineteenth century

29See Appendix C for a d.is cuss ion of Mason's pro
posed. Alterations. .

^Ketton-Cremer, pp. 235-236.
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literary works which would, support his theory of recurrent
sadism and. masochism in literary themes, dismissed. Walpole's

31writings as the "whim of a dilettante medievalist."
Lucas, in an otherwise sympathetic essay, cited. The
Mysterious Mother as "aminly remarkable as an instance of
how badly „ » . clever minds can write when they attempt to

32create, 11 Lucas also sees Walpole as "driven to dramatize
a theme so unattractive to normal minds [because of] signs

33of mother-fixation." Lewis hints at the possibility of
the same psychological fixation, but calls The Mysterious
Mother "perhaps superior to any other tragedy written at the 

34time." Lewis further feels that all of Walpole's writings
reflect "Walpole's desire to inform, to innovate, and to 

35entertain, " In an essay included, in a Festschrift
celebrating the two hundred, and fiftieth anniversary of 
Walpole's birth, C. B. Hogan makes remarks which are repre
sentative of the lack of critical understanding concerning 
The Mysterious Mother prevalent today:

[The play] is a protracted, investigation of one 
thing only: the mind, of a woman who sees in

■^Praz, p. 27.
"^F. L„ Lucas, The Art of Living (New York, 1959),

p. 104.
33Ibid., pp. 107, 119.
3^W. S. Lewis, Horace Walpole (New York, 1960),

p. 162.
35Ibid., p. 142.
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everything around, her „ . „ a reflection of an
unnamed remorse. . . .36

Hogan’s deprecation of The Mysterious Mother is mild., how
ever, when contrasted, to the comments made by Marvin Mudrick 
in his introduction to an edition of The Castle of Otranto. 
As a prime example of subjective criticism his remarks 
deserve extensive quotation:

Just three years after his novel, Walpole wrote a 
blank verse tragedy, The Mysterious Mother. The 
verse, which Walpole seems to have regarded, as 
Shakespearean, alternates between rant and. metro
nomic doodling (from "Confusion! phrenzy! blast 
me, all ye furies!" to "Stranger, did chance of 
purpose guide thy steps . . ."); the characters
are put together out of patchy recollections of 
Webster and. other Jacobean scaremongers. It is a 
very bad. play. It is nevertheless memorable for 
its subject, [which is] incest . . . double incest 
between mother and. son and. then— almost— between 
the son and his daughter by the mother, . . . the
first incest quite deliberately precipitated, by 
the mother, so inflamed, with lust for her husband, 
that, when he dies unexpectedly one morning, she 
enjoys her son the same night as the best available 
substitute! . = . Augustan Walpole, Master of
Ceremonies for the ice age whose breakup he was 
unintentionally announcing, had. a taste for freaks 
and. marvels, d.isord.er, and. the abyss of unknowing.
Across the Channel, a few years later, the Marquis 
de Sad.e began to indulge a similar taste and to 
make similar if not quite so harmless-looking,
discoveries.37

Fortunately, The Mysterious Mother fares a little 
better in Nicoll's hands. He, too, is disgusted, with the 
"horrible" story told, by the play, but he gives faint praise

16Charles Beecher Hogan, "The ‘Theatre of Geo. 3,'" 
Horace Walpole: Writer. Politician, and Connoisseur, ed.' 
Warren H. Smith (Yale Univ. Press, 1967), pp. 232-234.

■^Marvin Mudrick, "Introduction " The Castle of Otranto (New York, 1966), pp. 8-9; p. 12,
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to "the treatment of the subject," which he terms "good."
Of Walpole's verse Nicoll says: "The blank verse shows
Walpole's power over a lower kind of poetry. . . . "  Testing
The Mysterious Mother against other drama of its time,

38Nicoll pronounces it "by way of being a masterpiece."
Ketton-Cremer's approval is far stronger than that of
Nicoll. He terms the play "tense, powerful and authentic,
. . p unlike anything else that Walpole wrote, and. unlike

39anything else written in his century." Evans sees The
Mysterious Mother as an important work because he regards
it as "the first Gothic p l a y . . He does not, however,
regard it as a totally new form; labeling Walpole a
"classicist," he describes, the play as "a picture of a
barbarous age as seen through the eyes of a classicist and
painted in tones of horror for an age which viewed, it 

41similarly." But Evans is so intent on demonstrating his 
conception of the function of the Gothic play, that of 
transplanting the eighteenth century Englishman in a strange 
and terrifying medieval era, that he neglects a thorough
going analysis of the play and distorts Walpole's attitude 
toward, the middle ages. While Evans' work is vitally

"^Nicoll, p. 96.
^^Ketton-Cremer, p. 233.
40„ onEvans, p. 31.
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important because it establishes the Gothic as a genre in
English literature, his evaluation of The Mysterious Mother
does not do it justice,

Horace Walpole rarely saw the Gothic as a fountain-
head. of barbarism; rather, he joyed, in antiquities, and. left
notes in his library for a projected, "vast work on early
English customs, dress, and. pastimes. Heraldry was one
of his consuming hobbies; Gothic architecture one of his
passions. Of antiquity he wrote: "Old. castles, old.
pictures, old. histories, and. the babble of old. people make
one live back into centuries that cannot disappoint one."
(To Montague, 5 January 1 7 6 6 . Probably the only aspect
of earlier days which horrified. Walpole was "the crimes
committed, by catholic churchmen, when the reformation not
only provoked, their rage, but threatened, them with total 

44ruin." Walpole was not anti-Christian; he was, at most, 
anti-clerical and anti-Catholic.

By the time Walpole wrote The Mysterious Mother an 
interest in earlier ages had. become acceptable in England. 
Possibly that fact explains why Walpole did. not feel it 
necessary to add. the word. "Gothic" to the titles of either 
his novel or his play. I cannot agree with Evans that

^ W .  S. Lewis, Horace Walpole's Library (London,
1958), p. 33.

43Ibid., p. 43. . .
44See Postscript, p. 140.
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Walpole included Gothic elements in his play solely because 
"he had found the right working combination for a Gothic 
drama. „ „ , [and. had] devised, a plan for exploiting

45selected, materials, [thus establishing] "a new species. "
Some of the most familiar passages in Walpole's letters 
(to take only one bit of evidence) suggest that including 
Gothic elements in his literary works was extremely natural 
for him.

The plot of The Mysterious Mother is deceptively 
simple, yet not non-existent as Evans finds. Walpole's plot 
basically concerns incidents which affect the two main 
characters-— the Countess and Benedict— and presents the 
conflict between these two. The emotions presented by the 
plot are also those of the two main characters; the action 
is psychological rather than physical. An involved, plot 
would, detract from the delineation of the Countess and 
Benedict, would, not allow the development of the two 
characters, whose personalities change as they are affected 
by events in the plot, to be fully appreciated, by a reader 
or an audience.

Walpole used a standard technique— that of beginning 
a drama at a time in the lives of his characters directly 
preceding the advent of crucial complications— and skill
fully structured, his play so that, as he revealed, past

45Evans, p. 59.
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events through dialogue, suspicion and tension gradually 
increased until the last scene. In the last scene Walpole 
confirmed what he had previously allowed the audience only 
to guess at— he revealed the Countess' secret.

Action in The Mysterious Mother, that is, physical 
action, is minimal. The action which modifies the charac
ters in Walpole's, play is verbal; there is no fight scene, 
no fainting heroine is raped or abducted, and no murder is 
committed off-stage, to be reported by a breathless envoy. 
Walpole was more concerned with character delineation than 
with spectacle. Too much busy action on stage would dis
tract the audience's attention from the gradual unfolding 
of his two major characters, the Countess and Benedict.

The protagonist, the Countess, is a dynamic charac
ter and I see her as a complex character as well. Through 
her speeches, as well as through speeches of minor charac
ters, Walpole presents us with a picture of more than one 
side of her personality. Florian's soliloquy in Act I gives 
us the picture of her held by the peasants who live near the 
castle:

. . .  None there [at the castle], said he, are welcome. 
But now and then a mass-priest, and the poor.
To whom the pious Countess deals her alms,
On covenant, that each revolving night
They beg of heav'n the health of her son's soul
And of her own: but often as returns
The twentieth of September, they are bound
Fast from the midnight watch to pray till morn.

(I, ii, 23-29. )
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Subsequently Florian encounters the Porter of the castle,
Peter, and hears the following description of the Countess
from the lips of the faithful old man:

Canst thou in hair-cloths vex those dainty limbs?
Canst thou on reeking pavements and cold, marble,
In meditation pass the livelong night?
Canst mortify that flesh, my rosy minion,
And bid thy rebel appetite refrain
From goblets foaming wine, and costly viands?
These are the deeds, my youngster, must draw down 
My lady’s ever-heav1 n-d.irected. eye.

(I, ii, 49-56.)
Thus the initial picture of the Countess is of a solitary 
woman, scorning the company of others, charitable to the 
poor and. to begging friars, and tormented by a guilt which 
leads her to seek expiation in self-mortification. We also 
learn that the twentieth of September holds some special 
significance for the Countess. In the Porter's next speech 
above we find out also that "for sixteen years and. more"
(I, ii, 64.) the castle has been gloomy and melancholy.

The Porter divulges yet another side of the
Countess' personality in scene ii; as the Countess walks
across the stage, attired in mourning, the Porter relates:

At break of morn She hies to yonder abbey,
And prostrate o'er some monumental stone,
Seems more to wait her doom, than ask to shun it.
The day is pass'd in ministring to wants 
Of health or means; the closing eye beholds 
New tears, new pray'rs, or haggar'd meditation.
But if cold, moonshine, deepning ev'ry frown 
Of these impending towers, invite her steps,
She issues forth.— Beshrew me, but I tremble,
When my own keys discharge the drawbridge chains.
And rattle thro' the castle's farmost vaults.
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Then have I seen this sad, this sober mourner,
With frantic gesture and, d.isord.er'd. step--[italics mine]

(I, ii, 123-135.)
Not only has Peter given us the Countess' unvarying daily .
schedule, but also he has implied, that the Countess suffers
from intermittent mental derangement.

The first speech of Benedict, the antagonist,
establishes the Countess' strength of character, which
Benedict finds equal to any scheme of threat he devises; it
also reinforces the true piety of the Countess:

This woman was not cast in human mould.
Ten such would foil a council, would unbuild.
Our Roman church— In her devotion's real.
Our beads, our hymns, our saints, amust her not:
Nay, not confession, not repeating o'er 
Her darling sins, has any charms for her.
I have mark'd her praying: not one wand'ring thought 
Seems to steal meaning from her words.— She prays 
Because she feels, and feels, because a sinner.

(I, iii, 152-160.)
Ironically, Benedict is not only establishing a dichotomy
between himself and the Countess, but also between true
Christianity and. the organized, church— the Countess' devotion
is real; that his and. the church's is not may be implied.
from the words which which Benedict complains against the
Countess.

That the Countess is seeking to cleanse herself from 
a secret, sin is established, in the second, scene of Act I ; 
in the third, scene Benedict hints at yet another sin which 
might be resting heavily on the Countess' conscience— the 
sin of murd.er. He and Martin discuss Beatrice, an old. amour
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of Edmund (the Countess' son), and. speculate upon her fate. 
Benedict hints that he suspects the Countess had. Beatrice 
murdered. (I, iii, 170-174.) In the same scene Benedict 
tells Martin that the Countess appears impervious to super
stitions but is prone to nightmares which arise from super
stitious thoughts which. Benedict has planted in her mind.
(I, iii, 215-226.) We also discover that in all matters 
save those pertaining to her secret the Countess is frank 
and. honest. (I, iii, 197-198.) .

One important thing about the Countess which Benedict 
divulges in Act I is the fact that she has confessed, to him 
that she did not love the Count before their marriage; that, 
in fact, she was ignorant of the art of love-making at the 
time of her marriage. From this we are able to infer that 
she was relatively young and. unsophisticated when she was 
given to the Count as his bride. (I, iii, 187-196.)

Benedict and Martin, the other monk attendant upon 
the Countess, discuss the Countess' character for the 
balance of the third, scene. Benedict, perhaps unwittingly, 
clarifies his idea of piety, which involves confession and. 
complete subjugation of self and property to the church, 
when he says of the Countess "This steady woman / Can ne'er 
be pious with so many virtues" (I, iii, 242-243). He also 
details the Countess' acts regarding her son, whom she has 
exiled for over sixteen years, informing Martin that the boy 
is receiving all of his estate willed him by his father; the
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Countess has taken from her widow's portion the money she 
spends on her charities and. on her ward, Adeliza.

The Countess herself appears on stage in the fourth 
scene of Act I. In a short soliloquy, she adds another' 
facet to her character— she was not always as charitable or 
as sensitive to the plight of others. Before the death of 
her husband, she herself had. been so happy that she thought 
all were as happy and, well-provided, for; poverty and. misery 
she had. childishly attributed, somehow, to envy or "ill- 
nature." Since the death of the Count she has seen the 
world, in a truer perspective. (T, iv, 280-299.) We also 
find, out in scene iv that the Countess is supporting an 
orphanage and. a convent, as well as the order to which 
Benedict and. Martin belong.

Thus, in four scenes of the first act, Walpole has 
unfolded, not a static character, but a complex character. 
The Countess, before the opening of the play, was unsophis
ticated, oblivious to the sordid aspect of life, protected., 
and. coddled.. The death of her husband., and. whatever 
terrible d.eed. she had. committed, made her aware not only of 
her own sin, guilt, and. misery but also of the plight of her 
fellow man. The Countess we encounter after the opening of 
the play is the mature, guilt ridden, charitable Countess, 
who is also honest, truly repentant, and. involved, in a 
conflict with a rascally, wily priest: Benedict. She is 
capable of mdther-love; she does, in fact, love the son whom
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she inexplicably exiled. She is given to spells of tempo* 
rary madness which increase in number in the last portion of 
the play. Walpole has not, in truth, dwelt upon one 
dominant personality trait of the Countess (although a 
cursory perusal of the play may create this impression); by 
giving us details about the Countess as she was before the 
period of time involved in the play he has revealed a multi
faceted personality which has been radically changed by 
events which have affected her life.

The Countess' antagonist, Benedict, is not a complex 
character, but he is a character whose personality undergoes 
considerable modification in the course of the play.
Walpole concentrated, upon one character trait of Benedict—  

his unscrupulous, crafty nature— skillfully showing 
Benedict's development from the stock figure of the un
pleasant priest to a man governed by personal greed and 
hatred. In his own way Benedict is as strong a character 
as the Countess; for this reason he is a perfect opposing 
figure for her. His unctious bigotry and insincere lip- 
service to the Church and to the God. whom he professes to 
serve effectively set-off the Countess' honesty, sincerity, 
and virtue. Walpole allows Benedict to damn himself by 
showing us his true character through his speeches. As his 
name, Benedict, signifies, he does, indeed, speak well.

Even before Benedict appears oh stage we know that 
Peter fears and dislikes him. In Act I, scene ii, Peter
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bids Florian hide as Benedict and. Martin approach. Peter 
calls Benedict "meddling" and. does not want the priest to 
see him conversing with Florian, a stranger. (I , ii, 139-. 
140.) Benedict and Martin enter, conversing about the 
Countess. Benedict details to Martin the many ways in which 
he has attempted to discover the Countess1 secret, and. in 
the process not only lists those traits which make the 
Countess strong but also shows us that he has opposite 
traits, that he tries to obtain mastery by subterfuge or by 
withholding the blessings of the Church. (I, iii, 150-205.)

Benedict divulges the greedy side of his nature as
he cautions Martin to bide his time:

Be patient, brother— Tho1 of adamant 
Her reason, charity dissolves that rock,
— And. surely we have tasted, of the stream.
Nay, one unguarded, moment may disclose
This mystic tale— then, brother, what a harvest.
When masters of her bosom-guilt! . . .

(I, iii, 206-211.)
In effect, Benedict is saying that, while his order has 
enjoyed, the bounty of the Countess, he will not be content 
until he gains her entire estate. He reveals to Martin that 
part of his scheme to subdue the Countess involves playing 
upon her mental state; Benedict has made a habit of relating 
to the Countess tales of visions and. phantoms which he. knows 
will be retained.-by the Countess ' tortured, imagination, even 
though her reason tells her to ignore such superstitious 
r amblings. (I, iii, 215^-226.) Martin compliments Benedict 
upon his "masterly" ability; Benedict replies, and. we see
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that mixed, in with his greed, and. craft is a hatred, of the
Countess, whom he resents for her rank and. virtue, along
with a single-minded: desire for personal power:

Poor mastery 1 when I am more in awe 
Of my own penitent, than she of me.—
My genius is command; art, but a tool 
My groveling fortune forces me to use.
Oh! were I seated, high as my ambitions.
I'd. place this naked, foot on necks of monarchs,
And. make them bow to creeds myself would, laugh at.

(I, iii, 227-233.)
Line 233 also hints at Benedict's lack of sincere ideals 
regarding the Church and. his holy vows.

The encounter between the Countess and. Benedict in 
Act I, scene v , establishes the conflict between the two 
characters. Lines 314 through 407 involve them in a 
sparring-bout on faith, beliefs, superstitions, and pride. 
Benedict, attempting to force the Countess into admitting 
that she is proud., comes off the loser. The Countess 
remains steadfast in her conviction that no mortal, erring 
man has the power to pardon her sins. She also shows a 
knowledge of Benedict's (and. other priest's) hypocrisy. 
Pressured, by Benedict to consult an oracle about her son, 
she answers that only weak minds d.epend. upon oracles and. 
"holy juglers." The fact that the Countess weakens 
momentarily, questions her own faith, and. admits that she 
is in mental terror, makes her seem more human; the fact 
that she refuses to subordinate herself to a man whom she 
intimates she knows is false indicates, not pride, but an
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ability to see through sham and. hypocrisy. She loses her 
temper with Benedict in this scene and. apologizes; this, 
too, not only shows her to be a more magnanimous person 
than the priest but also serves to make him appear even 
more petty.

By Act IV Benedict has ceased, attempting to hide his 
true nature; he is no longer merely an unpleasant priest.
He has amassed, enough information, through unguarded, word.s 
spoken by the Countess and by evaluating her reaction at the 
sight of her son, to have confidence that he has, ind.eed., 
guessed, the Countess1 secret-. In the exchange of speeches 
between him and. Martin in Act IV, scene i, Benedict throws 
off any last vestige of interest in the church, in religion, 
in anything save himself. Arrogant and. revengeful, he 
speaks of the debt owed, him by the Church, mocks the laity 
for being fools and dupes, and. tells Martin that, since the 
Countess and Edmund, use reason and. cannot be duped., total 
destruction of the house of Narbonne is their only recourse. 
For one moment, though, Benedict shows a glimpse of a dif
ferent side of. his personality. When a voice is heard, 
intoning the word. "Forbear!11 Benedict starts, but then 
recovers himself. Martin, weaker than Benedict, is 
terrified; when, in the next scene, Benedict proves to 
Martin that the voice was not supernatural, Martin reminds 
him that he had. been the first of the two of them to show 
fright. For the balance of the play Walpole allows
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Benedict's true character to be revealed. (See IV, i f 1-85; 
IV, ii, 86-99.)

With the exception of Martin, all of the other 
characters in The Mysterious Mother are static. Martin is, 
in a way, a foil for Benedict in that he unconsciously shows 
Benedict's true nature to the audience. Martin changes, 
slightly, in the- play. In the beginning of the play he 
acquiesces to Benedict's plans after protesting, mildly, 
that he is afraid. By the last acts of the play Martin is 
concocting almost as elaborate schemes as is Benedict. He 
appears to be a pupil of Benedict's; the lesson he learns is 
one involving craft and greed.

Two characters, the Porter and Florian, while static, 
serve as chorus-characters; their roles in the play are to 
comment on past and present actions in the play and. to serve 
as confidants to other characters. Edmund and Adeliza have 
one excuse for being in the play: they are necessary to the
plot.

Walpole was more concerned, with the mental processes 
of his characters than with their actions; therefore he 
rightly refrained, from picturing completely supernatural 
events in his play as he had done in his novel. The two 
apparently supernatural events in the play have implied, 
natural explanations; but some of the characters, because 
they are under considerable mental strain, interpret the 
events as supernatural ones. In Act II, scene ii, as Martin
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and. the orphans are oh their way to pray for the soul of the 
dead. Count, they encounter Edmund, and. Florian. Martin sends 
the children on ahead., ignoring their protestations that 
they are afraid, of the Count's ghost, which supposedly 
inhabits the church porch. Talking with Edmund and. Florian, 
Martin informs them that the day is the anniversary of the 
Count's death. As the three converse a sudden, violent 
storm occurs, accompanied, by thunder and lightning. The 
children, terrified, run on stage, screaming that lightning 
has toppled, the statue of the Count near the church and. the 
cross upon the church as well. Martin, fully as supersti
tious as the children, declares "This is unholy ground."; 
with his next breath he turns on Florian, blaming him for 
bringing some new calamity to Narbonne. Martin's apprehen
sion, superstition, and. inner guilt cause him to believe an 
unseasonal storm to be supernatural; Walpole does not 
characterize it as supernatural, nor does he explain it away 
rationally.

A second, apparently supernatural event occurs in Act 
IV, scene i (to which I have earlier referred.) , as Benedict 
and Martin are scheming. Martin appears reluctant to 
continue with their plans; it is while Benedict is berating 
him that the "deep-toned, voice" thrice intones "Forbear. " 
Martin, thoroughly frightened., calls upon the Angels for 
protection, and. starts to lash out at Benedict for having an 
unholy purpose. At that moment a procession of friars
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crosses the stage, chanting a funeral anthem for the Abbess, 
recently deceased. The anthem begins: "Forbear! forbear!
forbear!" (IV, ii, 1.) Benedict, disgusted, with Martin’s 
superstitious fears, points out the friars, telling Martin 
that they are the Gods Martin thought were threatening him 
and. Benedict. Even though Benedict was momentarily startled 
by the apparently ghostly voice, he was not affected, as 
Martin was; Martin still has vestiges of a conscience and. is 
capable of being bothered by guilt— Benedict is totally 
devoid, of conscience.

Setting in The Mysterious Mother is relatively 
unimportant as far as plot and action are concerned.
Walpole chose to locate his play in Narbonne, a region of 
southern France. The actual physical setting is the castle 
of Narbonne which, I suspect, would, have appeared, in the 
background, of the stage had. the play ever been performed. 
Only two places near the castle are directly involved, in the 
play: the platform outside the castle walls and. the garden
within the walls. Walpole does not employ any hidden 
passages, caves, dungeons, or forests in The Mysterious 
Mother; the actual castle is there as part of the melancholy 
mood., not as an awesome place of horrors.

The melancholy mood, is additionally enhanced, by 
Walpole’s blank verse, which Mudrick deplores, Nicoll 
patronizes, and. Evans attempts to cite as evidence of "a 
pattern of horror." Evans first reprints partial speeches
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from Act I, scenes i , ii, and iii,̂  in order to illustrate

47that they add. to "a mounting sense of gloom and, terror. 11 
All of the quotations upon which he bases his interpreta
tion of the play are drawn from these opening scenes. He 
next takes words out of context from the same speeches in 
an attempt to reinforce his theory that Walpole's only 
purpose was to create horror.

Mudrick's classification of the speech from which 
he cites one line as rant is valid.; what Mudrick does not, 
apparently, realize is that the rant was an accepted, 
eighteenth century convention thought to be particularly 
suited, to speeches reflecting violent passion or great 
turmoil. When Walpole wrote:

Confusion! phrenzy! blast me, all ye furies!
Edmund, and Adeliza! when! where! how!
Edmund, wed. Adeliza! quick, unsay
The monst'rous tale— oh! prodigy of ruin!

(291-294.)
he was using an approved, eighteenth century technique in 
order to show the Countess' shock and mental confusion at 
hearing that Edmund, and. Adeliza have been wed. The very 
thing the Countess has feared, has happened; Edmund., joined, 
to his own daughter in marriage, has technically repeated, 
his mother's sin. Mudrick's objection to "Stranger, did 
chance or purpose guide thy steps?" is also predicated upon

46See I, i, 1-30; I, ii, 49-51, 55-56, 63-65, 129- 
133, 161-162; I, iii, 196-197.

47Evans, pp. 35-37.
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citing words out of context. Granted., the line does have a 
metronomic, sing-song, quality to it; yet, viewed, in 
context, the passage is necessary. In II, iv, Florian, 
waiting for Peter by the castle wall, muses aloud, on the 
relationship between Edmund, and. Adeliza. The Countess over
hears the words "Adeliza" and. "love" coming from a total 
stranger and. queries Peter concerning Florian1 s identity. 
(The Countess was constantly seeking a means of providing 
for Ad.eliza1 s future— Florian must have appeared, to be a 
possible answer to the Countess' problem.) Learning that 
Peter does not know who Florian is, she approaches Florian 
in order to find. out. There is no alternative to asking 
"who are you"; any other line written in blank verse would, 
sound, equally as metronomic.

Nicoll's classification of blank verse as one of the
"lower kinds" is, to me, surprising. By Walpole's time,
even though some dramatists were using prose for tragedies,
blank verse was the most frequently used, verse form for
tragedy. Karnes, one of the critics we can be certain 

48Walpole read., held, blank verse to be "well suited, for 
dialogue" and. to provide the dramatist with "a more exten
sive and. complete melody than was afforded, by the heroic

A O See Alan T. Hazen, A Catalogue of The Library at 
Strawberry Hill, 3 vols. (New Haven, 1969).
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coupleto" He also lauded blank verse as "appropriate in

49scenes of dignity and grandeur,"
Walpole * s blank verse is adequate at most times in 

the play. Occasionally there are passages which contain 
striking images, such as in IV, iv, 217-218, when the 
Countess refers to "the scorpion pleasure" and warns Adeliza 
that "Death lurks beneath the velvet of his lips." There 
are also lines which appear without merit at all, such as 
Edmund.1 s reply when informed, by the Countess that he has 
entered, into an incestuous marriage: "Incest! good, heavens i " 
(V, vi, 318.)

. The Mysterious Mother undeniably reflects Walpole's 
avid, interest in antiquity, especially in the so-called 
Gothic era, and. it can validly be termed the first Gothic 
play. What distinguishes it from later Gothic plays is 
Walpole's ability to take the elements of a play— plot, 
character, theme, action, setting— and combine them into an 
effective tragedy. . The dramatists who followed. Walpole's 
example and. included. Gothic elements in their plays did not 
all reach the same happy combination as did. Walpole. In 
fact, many of the plays listed by Evans as "Gothic plays" 
are merely plays with Gothic trappings or plays with one 
character which can be made to fit Evans' theory of the

AQJ. W. H. Atkins, English Literary Criticism: 17th 
and. 18th Centuries (London, 1966), p. 251. Atkins quotes 
from Karnes = Elements of Criticism.
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50villain-hero. Evans lists one hundred and forty plays in

an appendix, titled "A List of Gothic Plays." The
chronological list, extending from 1768 to 1823, contains
"plays chiefly Gothic [or] characterized, in part by Gothic
elements [for] the first two decades [and] thereafter only

51those in which Gothic elements predominate. In
fact, over ten years passed from the first edition of The
Mysterious Mother before a notable Gothic drama was written 
and performed.

In 1781 Robert Jephson1s The Count of Narbonne. an 
adaptation of The Castle of Otranto, was performed, at Covent 
Gardens. In his version Jephson eliminated most of the 
supernatural spectacle and physical action of Walpole's 
novel. He also altered the character of the Count, changing 
him to a man who suspects that a violent crime is hidden in 
his family's past but does not know for sure, what that crime 
was. Jephson‘s Count is tortured, by guilt and driven by
conscience, but he is still a vicious man.

In 1783 Cumberland's Mysterious Husband, was per
formed.. The title of the play and. the theme— technical 
incest— seem little qualification for listing the play as . 
Gothic, but it appears in Evans1 list. Cumberland did, 
though, write three other plays which can be called. Gothic

5DEvans, pp. 239-245.
51Ibid.
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in that they have concerns similar to.those in Walpole's
play: The Carmelite (1784),"^ The Days of Yore (1796), and.
Joanna of Montfaucon (1800).

Other dramatists attempted to capitalize on the
growing Gothic vogue during the years between 1781 and 1797;
but most of their plays are Gothic only in that they may be
said to contain Gothic elements. In 1797, however, "Monk"
Lewis' Castle Spectre was performed for the first time. It
was subsequently acted forty-seven times. With his play
Gothic drama became as popular as the Gothic novel; people
not only attended performances, but also purchased, editions

53of Gothic dramas. The prolific Lewis went on to write ten 
more dramas, from 1801 to 1811, deserving to be called. 
Gothic.

Another writer beside Lewis was writing Gothic 
plays: Joanna Baillie. From 1795 to 1805 she wrote ten
Gothic plays in addition to sixteen other dramatic works.
All of her plays involved, themes of passion. Miss Baillie 
attempted to depict in her plays the consequences arising 
out of unchecked, passions, subordinating plot to psycho
logical investigation of character. In one of her best

52Unless otherwise stated., the dates given for plays 
are the dates of performance.

■^Evans, pp. 143, 145-146. "The Castle Spectre went 
through seven editions in 1798 and eleven by 1803. In 1829 
Sarah Wilkinson turned, it into a prose romance— a reversal 
of the usual novel-dramatic adaptation relationship. . . . "
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tragedies, Romiero, for example, Miss Baillie explores the 
consequences arising out of blind, jealousy. The protagonist, 
Romiero, shows the personality changes which occur in a man 
who places credence in veiled hints, over-heard, snatches of 
conversation, and. rumor. Romiero first doubts his wife, 
Zora&a, then openly accuses her of infidelity; half-mad. 
with jealousy, he follows his wife one night and. attacks 
the man he supposes to be his wife's paramour. ■ Zorada steps 
between the two men, receiving a mortal wound, from Romiero1 s 
sword. As she expires, Romiero discovers that the other man 
is his father-in-law, Don Sebastian, who had been exiled, 
from Castile. Whether or not she was in any way influenced, 
by Walpole has yet to be proved; that her plays are similar 
in at least one respect to The Mysterious Mother is evident.

The first decades of the nineteenth century also 
produced Gothic plays which.were adaptations of Anne 
Radcliffe1s Gothic novels. Ten such plays were written in 
the years between 1806 and. 1854.

Since the popularity of the Gothic in the eighteenth 
and. nineteenth centuries the term "Gothic" has been loosely 
applied, to all works having one or more medieval elements, 
and. not fitting into any defined literary period,. in the 
twentieth century it has become the vogue to deny that the 
Gothic is a valid. mod.e capable of effective development. It 
seems to me that a definitive study of the Gothic might show 
that the mode split into two schools after Walpole's Gothic
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works„ While one. school may have degenerated into cheap 
sensationalism, that which followed those elements, and 
techniques used by Walpole may have been a precursor to much 
of value in later literature^

Textual History of The Mysterious Mother

The First Edition
Walpole began writing The Mysterious Mother on

Christmas Day, 1766. For some reason he laid the play aside
and did not finish it until March 15, 1768. On April 15,

11768, he wrote to George Montague:
I have finished my tragedy, but as you would not 
bear the subject, I will say no more of it, but 
that Mr. Chute, who is not easily pleased, likes 
it, and Gray,  ̂ who is still more difficult, 
approves it. I am not yet intoxicated enough 
with it to think it would do for the stage, though 
I wish to see it acted.

Two months later, under the date of June 14, 1768, Walpole
noted the following in The Journal of the Printing Office at
Strawberry Hill:

Began to print fifty copies of my tragedy of The 
Mysterious Mother. 6 August. Finished them."5

^George Montague and Walpole became friends at Eton. 
Montague was one of Walpole's favored correspondents.

2John Chute helped Walpole plan Strawberry Hill.
3Thomas Gray was also a friend of Walpole at Eton.

’ ^W. S. Lewis, ed., The Yale Edition of Horace 
Walpole's Correspondence, XXVII (New Haven, 1955) , 259.

A. T. Hazen, A Bibliography of the Strawberry Hill 
Press (New Haven, 1942), p. 79.
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After fifty copies of The Mysterious Mother were printed. 
Walpole began distributing them among his friends. He was 
very careful in choosing which friend.s were to receive 
copies and. often, after presenting a copy of his play to a
friend., Walpole requested, that the friend, return the copy to

6 * him. Hazen believes that "Walpole's reluctance to give
copies away tended, to encourage people to make MS copies of
[The Mysterious Mother]." At least seven MS copies were
extant in 1942. Three of these MS copies mention a marginal

6Ibid.. , p. 84. Hazen was able to locate the follow
ing presentation copies of the 1768 ed.ition of The 
Mysterious Mother:

1. HW's copy, with a long note (signed. 'HW» ) concerning 
the plot, and. on an inserted, leaf another long note 
(signed. 1 Or ford.1 ) written about 1791.

2. Inscribed, by H W , 1 With MSS alterations by Mr. Mason. ' 
[W. S. Lewis believes that this copy of the 17 68 
edition was presented, to Mason by Walpole and. that 
Walpole later requested. Mason to return it. See 
Appendix C for a complete discussion of William 
Mason's attempts to alter The Mysterious Mother.]

3. Richard. Bull's copy. An inserted, note (1780?) by HW 
reads: 'Mr. Walpole has sent to Mr. Bull the only
copy he has left of the play, but begs to have it 
returned. . . .'

4. Presentation copy to Thomas Barrett of Lee; uncut.
5. Lady Diana Beauclerk's copy, with her name on title- 

page.
6. Samuel Lyson's copy, inscribed, on fly-leaf: 'Given me

by the author, Horace Earl of Orford.. The MS correc
tions etc. are in his Ldship's handwriting.'

7. Michael Lort's copy, inscribed, on fly-leaf: 'M. Lort.
A gift of the Author.'

8. Bound., probably about 1790, in yellow morocco, by 
Roger Payne; bookplate of Robert Hoe.

9. Horace Mann's copy, presented, in 1779. In the same 
year Walpole requested, that Mann return the copy.
^Ibid., p. 81.
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8note in Cole's copy of the 1768 edition, but Hazen has been

9unable to locate Cole's copy or to find any record of it.
The Collation of the 1768 edition is as follows:

Octavo in half-sheets ° approximately 19.3 x 12.5 
cm. trimmed. . _
Signatures: Quarter-sheet, unsigned; B-R ,
Pagination: [i] title-page; [ii] blank" [iii]
Errata; [iv] Persons; [11-120 text; [lj-10 Post
script; one blank leaf, often missing.10

Hazen notes the following states and variants: "The error
on page 34 (corrected by Errata) is corrected in MS,
probably by HW, in many copies; the other correction, on
page 8 , is less frequently made in MS.

QThe Rev. William Cole was also friendly with 
Walpole at Eton. Later Cole, who became an antiquary of 
note, and Walpole carried on a lengthy correspondence.

9 .Hazen, p. 81.

Ibid., pp. 81-82. Dr. Hazen also included the 
following discussion of the so-called "thick-paper copies": 

The following MS note is inserted in a copy of 
George Baker's Catalogue (1810) at Harvard: 'A copy
of the Mysterious Mother, on THICK paper, was sold 
for nine pounds at a sale at Evans's in April 1833.
It would have justly excited the indignation of 
Horace Walpole to find his printer had taken off a 
copy of his own play, at his own press, superior to 
any printed for himself.» [Evans, 3 April 1833, 
lot 118, 'This copy on thick paper is supposed to be 
unique.' In the Jolley Sale at Sotheby's, 1844, 
another copy of the Mysterious Mother and also a 
copy of Fugitive Pieces are advertised as on thick 
paper.] Since I have no other knowledge of such a 
reprint, I suspect this description to be an error; 
to say 'on thick paper' of a copy on good paper is 
as natural an error for a bookseller as to say 
'large paper' of an untrimmed copy— a frequent 
error. Kirgate had no copies for sale in 1800, 
and only one copy was in his library when it was
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The 1770 Works

Shortly after he finished printing the fifty copies
of the 1768 edition of The Mysterious Mother. Walpole
decided to print an edition of his collected, works. He
wrote William Cole:

I am going to reprint all my pieces together, and, 
to my shame be it spoken, find, they will at least 
make two large quartos. You, I know, will be 
partial enough to give them a place on a shelf; 
but as I doubt many persons will hot be so 
favorable, I only think of leaving the edition 
behind, me.

(Walpole to Cole, August 20, 1768.)
The entry in the Journal of the Printing Office at Straw
berry Hill for August 24, 1768, confirms that Walpole had. 
started, work on the edition, interrupted, it, and. resumed, 
printing his edition eight months later:

Began to print an ed.ition in quarto of all my 
works. . . .  24 April, 1769. Finished. [Hoyland's

sold, in 1810; he is therefore not to be suspected, of 
any reprint such as the thick-paper Odes. The paper 
in Cornelie and. The Mysterious Mother is the same in 
all copies that I have examined., a rather heavy 
paper with watermark 'crown, lily, L V G ' and. counter- 
mark 'W'. I am inclined, to think that this unusually 
thick paper may have led. to the unjust accusation of 
kirgate.

Hazen's opinions regarding the "thick-paper copies" are 
interesting, especially in relation to the following state
ment made by Ketton-Cremer in his biography of Walpole:
"Mr. A. T. Hazen has further proved., in his bibliography of 
the Strawberry Hill Press, that Kirgate was responsible for. 
a number of extremely skilful forgeries . . . in particular
for those thick-paper copies of Gray's. Odes „ . ." See R.
W. Ketton-Cremer, Horace Walpole: A Biography, 3rd.. ecL (New 
York, 1966), p. 294. See also my remarks regarding Kirgate 
on pp. 197-198 of Appendix E.

12Hazen, A Bibliography of Horace Walpole (New Haven, 1948), p. 87.
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Poems]; and the printer [Kirgate] returned to the 
edition of my works. 1_

(JPO, p. 13.)
Work on the edition was sporadic, since Walpole continually
interrupted the printing of his own writings in order to

14print those of his friends. In July, 1787, Walpole
stopped printing his collected Works completely. The last
entry in the Journal of the Printing Office at Strawberry
Hill which mentions the collected Works does not mention
Walpole's reason for abandoning the project:

6 July , 1787. Resumed, printing my works in quarto , 
with additions to Royal and Noble Authors. Not 
continued. r

(JPO, p. 20.)
However, a possible reason for discontinuing the edition of 
the collected. Works may be contained, in the following MS 
note which appears in the Grenville copy of Historic Doubts 
(see #9 in the list of extant copies of the 1770 Works, 
p. 192):

"This copy had. belonged to Kirgate, Mr. Walpole's 
printer. Kirgate said that it was originally 
printed at SH; . . . but after the printing of 
this part, the whole bundle of the Historic Doubts 
was accidentally destroyed, and Mr. Walpole 
abandoned the printing of the edition— this copy

13x Ibid.
14In fact, by establishing his own printing press at 

Strawberry Hill, Walpole was following a precedent set by 
Tiptoft, Earl of Worcester, Widville, Earl Rivers, and 
Archbishop Parker.

15Hazen, A Bibliography of Horace Walpole. p. 88.
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was however preserved by Kirgate, who considered, 
it accordingly as rare and valuable,"16

I doubt that we will ever know exactly why Walpole abandoned
the 1770 Works after printing two volumes.

We do know Walpole's plans for the arrangement of 
the pieces in the Works. Walpole left two sets of MS notes, 
comprising "several reworkings of his plans at different 
dates. . . . [These] notes are now in the Morgan Library,
Hazen has reconstructed, the MS notes as follows, beginning 
with the earliest list, which Walpole probably compiled, 
early in 1769:

My Works in Quarto.
Vol. 1.

As already printed.
Vol. 2.

Castle of Otranto.
Account of the Patagonians.
Historic Doubts on Richard. 3d.
Supplement to the above. •
Aed.es Walpolianae.

Vol. 3.
Anecdotes of Painting and. Catalogue of Engravers.

Vol. 4.
[A considerable list of political pieces and of 

miscellaneous prose and verse.]
Another list, written many years later, as the text 
shows, has the contents of the first volume 
(Fugitive Pieces, The Mysterious Mother, Royal and.
Noble Authors) in the upper right corner of the 
page, and then continues:

Ibid.. . pp. 91-95. See Appendix D for Hazen1 s dis
cussion of other interesting copies of the 17 70 Works in 
addition to the Grenville copy.

17Ibid., p. 88.
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Vol. 2d. (already printed). 

The Castle of Otranto.
An Account of the Giants. 
Historic Doubts, &c.
Aedes Walpolianae.
Nature will prevail.

(to be added).
Letters on Tragedy.
Thoughts on Comedy.
Parody of Lord Chesterfield’s Letters.
On Keeping the Sabbath,
Letter on Chatterton.
Character of Lady Hertford. "/•< •
Preface to Description of Strawberry Hill.
Detached Thoughts. Strange Occurrences.
Letters.

Third Volume.
Anecdotes of Painting.
Defence of General Conway.
Detection of a late Forgery.
Life of Mr. Baker.
Additional Verses, as by the list.
This list of verses is included, on another leaf of 
the Morgan MS, as well as an earlier list of prose 
and a list containing both prose and v e r s e . 18

By combining information contained in Walpole's notes, his
entries in the Journal of the Printing Office, and the

19marginal glosses in Kirgate's copy of the Works, Hazen was
able to reconstruct, with reasonable accuracy, the printing

20dates of the 1770 Works. Volume I, through page 528, was 
printed first and then pages 1-287 of Volume II. Volume I, 
through Royal and Noble Authors, was probably completed

18Ibid. . pp. 88-89.
19Kirgate's copy is now in the Clark Memorial

Library.
20The Mysterious Mother is in this volume.



early in 1770 and Volume II in 1771. Additions to Volume II
were probably printed as follows: The Reply to Dean Milles
was probably printed, in 1770, but may have been printed in
1774; Nature Will Prevail (pp. 289-304) was printed, in 1773
or 1774; the reply to Mr. Masters was printed in 1774. The
last part of Volume I (additions to Royal and. Noble Authors .
the Postscript of .1786, the Supplement to Chesterfield's

21letters) was printed, in 1787.
Walpole's reasons for abandoning the printing of his

Works may never be clear, but his reasons for beginning the
edition are set forth in several of his letters. On June

2229, 1787, Walpole wrote John Pinkerton:
I am in no haste, for I only intend to leave it 
[the collected. Works] behind, me, and have 23
actually put all the materials in order. . . .

Walpole was concerned with posterity all of his life. He
felt certain that his Memoirs and letters^ would live after
him, but he also wanted his other works to live and to
remain exactly as he had. written them. One of his greatest
fears was that someone might, after his death, publish an
edition of his works and add. "some babes . . .  that were no

21Hazen, Bibliography of Horace Walpole, p. 89.
22John Pinkerton was a Scottish historian and

antiquary.
^ H a z e n , Bibliography of Horace Walpole, p. 88.
^Walpole chose his correspondents carefully and 

appears to have been conscious of how his letters would 
affect later generations even as he was writing them.
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25babes of mine." His fear of an unauthorized posthumous

edition was largely responsible for his beginning the
collected. Works; when he was unable to complete the edition,
Walpole entrusted, all of his notes and. plans for the edition
to Mary Berry, extracting a promise from her that she would.

26publish an edition after his death.
Because Walpole was planning an edition which he

intended, for the public and which he hoped, would, cause his
works to live on after he was gone, he was even more careful
in the preparation of the collected. Works than he usually
was with volumes which were printed, at Strawberry Hill.
Walpole did. not choose the type or the paper for those books
printed, at Strawberry Hill, nor did. he set type himself, but
he did. make all decisions concerning "what was to be

2 7printed, and. the size of [each] ed.ition [printed.]. " In
addition, Walpole read, proof on all of his own volumes

28printed, at Strawberry Hill. Some proof sheets are extant, 
for example those for the Hieroglyphic Tales. upon which

^Paget Toynbee, ed.„ , The Journal of the Printing 
Office at Strawberry Hill (London, 1923), pp. 51-52.

^ T h e  material which Walpole entrusted, to Mary Berry 
and. the completed, volumes of the 1770 Works became The Works 
of Horatio Walpole. Earl of Or ford., which Mary Berry pub
lished. in 1798 in five quarto volumes. (See my Introduction, 
pp. Iviii-lvix, for a discussion of the 1798 edition.)

27Lewis, Horace Walpole, p. 142.
9 0On March 19, 1970, Dr. Hazen told, me that he, too, 

was certain Walpole had. read, proof for his own editions 
printed, at Strawberry Hill.
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Walpole made notes identifying some of the persons

: 29satirized. These proof sheets are in the British Museum.
Walpole mentions proof reading in two letters to friends:

Just when I thought my book finished [Anecdotes 
of Painting in England], my printer [Thomas 
Farmer] ran away, and had. left eighteen sheets 
in the middle of the book untouched., having 
amused me with sending proofs.

(HW to Montague, December 23, 1761.)
I have not the patience necessary for correcting 
the press. . . .  I hope future edition-mongers
will say of those of Strawberry Hill, they have 
all the beautiful negligence of a gentleman.

(HW to Mason, May 15, 1773.)
The collation of the extant volumes of the 1770 
32edition is as follows:

Two volumes, quarto; approximately 30.7 x 24.5 
cm. uncut.
Signatures: Vol. I. One leaf; B-3X4 - 3Y-4B4 ; 4C2.

Vol. II. B-Qq4 ; *Ff-*Ii4 .
Pagination: Vol. I. Title-page, with verso blank;

1-525 text, including Fugitive Pieces in Verse,
The Mysterious Mother. Fugitive Pieces in 
■ Prose. and the Catalogue of Royal and Noble 
Authors: [526-528] Index to Royal and Noble 
Authors; [529]-536 Pieces omitted; 537-555„
Noble Authors omitted; 556-564 Postscript to 
Royal and Noble Authors. (The fly-title to* 
the Catalogue] pi [243], has been cancelled, in 
two copies that have the added title-pages 
dated 1787.)

Vol. II. [l]-304 text, including Castle of 
Otranto. Account of the Giants, Historic Doubts 
with Supplement, Aedes Walpolianae, and (pp.
[289]-304) Nature will Prevail! [*22l]-*244

29Toynbee, p. 70.
"^Ibid. , p. 76.
31Ibid.
32See Appendix D for a. list of the extant copies of 

the 1770 edition.
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Reply to Dean Milles;‘[*245]-*251 Reply to
Mr. Masters; [*252] blank.
It is clear at once that signatures *Ff-*Ii 

should follow the Supplement to Historic Doubts at 
p. 220, between Ffg and. Ffg; they are so placed, in 
Kirgate’s copy. The title-page (Fugitive Pieces) 
is repeated, in Volume II in Kirgate1 s copy.

The work makes an impressive showing with its 
sumptuous margins. (The same large paper was used, 
for the Description of SH in 1784.) The last 
half-sheet of Volume I is printed, on a different, 
though similar, paper, thus furnishing additional 
evidence that this was the last part to be printed. 
HW purchased, from William Caslon a nev/ supply of 
'English' type for the printing of the work (see 
the record, in JPO, pp. 95-96) , and the relatively 
clean, unbroken type increases the effectiveness 
of the pages.33

Other Ed.itions\
In 1781 Walpole learned, that a spurious edition of

The Mysterious Mother was being advertised, both in London
and in Dublin. Greatly agitated, by the thought of the drama
being published, without his consent, Walpole wrote to Mason
on May 6 , 1781: .

My Mysterious Mother has wandered into the hands 
of booksellers, and has been advertised with my 
name without my knowledge. Like a legislator I 
have held, out both rewards and punishments to 
prevent its appearance, but at last have been 
forced, to advertise it myself; but unless the 
spurious ed.ition appears, I shall keep it back 
till everybody is gone out of town, and then it 
will be forgotten by the winter. I intend., too,

- 33Hazen, A Bibliography of Horace Walpole, pp. 89, 
91. Hazen's codlation of copies of the 1770 Works revealed, 
no substantive or quasi-substantive - variants between copies.
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to abuse it myself in a short advertisement 
prefixed.^

In order to prevent the spurious edition being printed and 
distributed, Walpole hastily arranged, to have Robert Dodsley 
reprint The Mysterious Mother and to have the Dodsley edi
tion widely advertised. Walpole's campaign against the 
unauthorized edition was successful; the story is contained 
in the following letters from Walpole to his friends:

I was going to publish it in my own defence, as a 
spurious edition was advertised here [in London], 
besides one in Ireland. My advertisement has 
overlaid the former for the present, and that 
tempts me to supress [sic] mine, as I have a 
thorough aversion to its appearance. Still, I 
think I shall produce it in the dead of summer.
. . . It is printed. . ■

(HW to Conway, 28 May, 1781.)
The whole impression was printed, off in a week 
after it was delivered to Dodsley, as I then 
thought I should, scarce be able to get the start 
of the spurious edition. . . .  It is said, to be 
printing in Ireland.

(HW to Mason, 3 July, 1781.)
The new ed.ition of the tragedy . . . shall be at 
your command, as soon as I go to London, as I 
have not a copy here [at Strawberry Hill]; but 
this ed.ition has not the merit of the first 
impression— I mean, of being printed, here, and. 
of being a rarity. I was forced, to make Dodsley 
print in haste a sufficient number for sale, to 
prevent a spurious edition that was advertised.
My advertisement fortunately did. stop the other 
impression, as I had. hoped, and., having done so,
I never published, my own. . . .  I omitted, the

34Hazen, A Bibliography of the Strawberry Hill
Press, p. 82.

3 5Hazen, p. 82.
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postscript. . . .  [A postscript had. appeared, with 
the 1768 edition of The Mysterious Mother.] _„

(HW to Lord. Chariemont, Nov. 23, 1785. )
Since his advertisements of an authorized. 1781 edition had.
stopped, the spurious edition, Walpole apparently saw no need.
to allow Dod.sley to sell the copies of the drama which had.
been printed. Instead, Walpole retained, possession of the
printed, copies and. began to distribute them "to his friends

O  Oin lieu of the [1768] Strawberry Hill edition."
Apparently Dod.sley followed, the text of The

Mysterious Mother as it appeared, in the first volume of the
1770 collected. Works, since his edition contains the
explanatory footnotes which Walpole had. ad.d.ed. to the 1770 

39edition. Walpole did. not read, proof for the 1781 edition; 
he was at Strawberry Hill when Dodsley was preparing the 
edition and. the need, for speedy publication, in order to 
quash the spurious edition, took precedence over authorial 
proof-reading. All variants between the 1781 ed.ition and. 
the two Strawberry Hill editions, therefore, are the result

37Ibid., pp. 82-83.
38Ibid.. , p. 83.
39The 1770 ed.ition of The Mysterious Mother was the 

one which Walpole had. prepared, for the public and. for 
posterity. See my discussion of the 1770 Works, pp. xlvi- 
liii of this Introduction.
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of errors made by Dodsley * s printer. There are no variants

40between copies of the 1781 edition.
Walpole continued, to present copies of the 1781 

edition of The Mysterious Mother to his friends for many 
years after the printing date. Of these presentation copies 
the following are of special interest:

1. [Richard. Brinsley Sheridan's copy] inscribed, on 
' the fly-leaf: 'This book was presented, by the
Author to Richd.. Brinsley Sheridan, as the 
present proprietor of it was informed., by the 
Honble. Douglas Kinnaird.. The marginal Notes, 
etc., are in the handwriting of Sheridan.'

2. Inscribed, on half title (by HW, according to
the sale catalogue), 1 From the Author, 1788.'.-
[The] bookplate [is that] of Miss Mary Berry.

3. Presentation copy to Lord. Harcourt.
4. Presentation copy to Sylvester Douglas [later

Lord. Glenbervie] , with autograph letter from 
HW.

5. Presentation copy, with autograph letter of HW, 
written in third, person, bound, i n . 42

40 , » 'Hazen collated, the copies of the 1781 edition held.
by W. S. Lewis, Yale University Library, and. private indi
viduals. See Hazen, A Bibliography of the Strawberry Hill 
Press, pp. 16-17, for a list designating ownership of copies 
(1768, 1770, and 1781 editions) collated, by Dr. Hazen.

"̂*"Mary Berry, the daughter o f Robert Berry, was 
twenty-five when she and Walpole met for the first time at 
the end. of 1787 or the beginning of 1788. By 1790 Walpole, 
after seventy years of emotional detachment, was hopelessly 
in love with her. (See Ketton-Cremer, pp. 285-86.)

^ H a z e n , A Bibliography of the Strawberry Hill 
Press . p. 85. I have quoted, this list with Dr. Hazen0 s 
permission. Copy #5 was listed, in the Bibliography of the 
Strawberry Hill Press as a .1768 ed.ition. The error was 
corrected, in the Bibliography of Horace Walpole.
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In addition to the above presentation copies, thirty-one

43copies of the 1781 edition were sold in Kirgate's Sale in 
1810 and fourteen copies were in the Strawberry Hill sale in 
1842„44

In the early months of 1791 another spurious edition
of The Mysterious Mother was advertised and published in
Dublin. Walpole did. not wage the fight against this
unauthorized edition that he had waged against the proposed.
spurious edition in 1781. He had. been in ill health since
the start of the new year; in addition, the Berry family had.
decided to travel abroad, and. he had. been deprived, of the
company of Mary Berry. In a gloomy mood, because of Mary
Berry's absence, and, beset with worries that the turmoil in 

45France might affect her as she travelled, through that 
country, Walpole was not up to fighting the 1791 Dublin 
edition. Lord. Charlemont, one of Walpole's friends, 
attempted, to stop the unauthorized, publication of The 
Mysterious Mother but Walpole, after "some grumbling . . .
allowed, [the edition] to be published.

^Kirgate was the printer at Strawberry Hill and 
Walpole's secretary. The relationship between Kirgate and. 
Walpole extended, over a period, of more than twenty-five 
years. (See Appendix E , pp. 197-198, for my discussion of 
Kirgate.)

44Hazen, p. 85.
45The French Revolution was- causing much violence 

and. destruction.
^^Ketton-Cremer, p. 286.
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The title-page bearing the date 1791 "is a cancel; 

the original title-page, preserved, in a copy at Columbia 
[and. also in a copy at Farmington], is dated. 1790„ The
original title-page lists the printer as Zachariah Jackson 
and. the publishers as John Archer, William Jones, and. 
Richard. White, of No„ 20, Dame Street, Dublin, Ireland.

A reprint of the Dublin edition was published, in
London in 1791. The title-page of this edition lists
neither printer nor publisher. There is no evidence that
Walpole or any of his friends attempted, to stop the
publication of this ed.ition or that they knew about it

48before it was a fait accompli. In 1796, the year before
Walpole's death (and. a year in which he had. been plagued, by
increasingly bad. health) , yet another unauthorized, edition 
was published, in London. The title-page of this edition 
reads as follows: "First printed, at Strawberry-Hill, 1768.
Re-printed, for J. Roe, and. sold, by Ann Lemoine, White Rose- 
Court, Coleman-Street. " .

A year after Walpole's death, in 1798, The Works of 
Horatio Walpole, Earl of Orford., appeared, in five quarto 
volumes: The nominal editor of this edition was Robert

47 See Hazen's Bibliography of the Strawberry Hill 
Press, p. 83, for a discussion of the "forged." fleuron which 
appears on the title-page of some copies of this edition.

48 See Appendices A and. B for a- list of variants 
between the Dublin, 1791, edition and. the London ed.ition of 
the same year.
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Berry; the actual editor was Mary Berry, to whom Walpole
had. entrusted, before his death, his plans for the incom-

49plete 1770 Works and. copies of the volumes of the 1770
Works which had. actually been printed. They "served, as the

50foundation of . , . the five noble quarto volumes" of the
1798 Works. Mary Berry did not deviate from Walpole's
careful plans for an edition of his Works which would, insure
his literary fame in future centuries; in her "Preface" to
the 1798 ed.ition she observed:

Lord. Orford. may still be considered, as his own 
ed.itqr: everything that he had selected, is faith
fully given to the public; and his arrangement, as 
far as it had gone, is in every respect strictly 
adhered, t o . 51

The Mysterious Mother, which appeared, in the first volume of 
the 1770 collected. Works, appeared, in the first volume of 
the 1798 Works.

The 1798 edition of The Mysterious Mother was the 
last to appear in the eighteenth century. In 1811 the play 
was included in an anthology, The Modern British Drama, 
which was published, in London in five volumes. There is 
some confusion regarding the editorship of the anthology; 
Lownd.es attributes the editorship to Sir Walter Scott while 
the University of Michigan catalogue cites Margaret Ball as

49 See pp. xlviii-xlix of this Introduction for 
Walpole's plans for the 1770 Works.

50Ketton-Cremer, pp. 300-301.
51Ibid., p. 301.
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52the editor and Scott as "a critic of literature." No

other nineteenth century edition of The Mysterious Mother
was published.

The only twentieth century edition of The Mysterious
Mother previous to this edition was edited, in 1924 by
Montague Summers and. published, with his edition of The

53Castle of Otranto. Walpole's Gothic novel.

The Present Edition
I have used, the 1770 ed.ition of The Mysterious 

Mother as my copy-text because it represents the last ver
sion of The Mysterious Mother with which Walpole was directly 
involved.^ Of the two editions of the play for which he 
read, proof (the 1768 and. 1770 editions) only the 1770 edi
tion was printed, for posterity; the 1768 edition of The

55Mysterious Mother was intended, for Walpole's friends alone.
I have not emended, the text of the 1770 edition of 

The Mysterious Mother since the text is satisfactory

~^Miss Mabel Martin, W. S. Lewis' librarian at 
Farmington, furnished, this information to me in a memo 
written on April 11, 1969.

53Summers' edition of the play and. the novel appeared, 
in London in 1924; in 1925 it was published, in a limited, 
edition, for distribution in the United. States. The edition 
in the University of Arizona Library is a copy of the 1925 
edition. '

^ S e e  pp. 1-li of this Introduction for my dis
cussion of Walpole's purpose in printing the 1770 Works.

55See my discussion of the 1768 edition in the 
Introduction, pp. xliii-xlv.
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everywhereas far as I have been able to tell „ I have
given all substantive and quasi-substantive variants between

56editions on the pages of the text. Accidental variants 
are listed in Appendix B. Explanatory footnotes appear 
below textual variants on each page and are keyed, to the 
lines of the play.

The story of the attempts of the Rev. William Mason 
to alter The Mysterious Mother, the States and Variants of 
1770 Works, and an account of the numerous printers employed 
at Strawberry Hill appear in appendices; this information is 
interesting and informative, but not important enough to 
warrant inclusion in either the Introduction or in explana
tory footnotes.

Against the text of the 1770 edition of the play 1 
have collated the 1768 edition, the 1781 edition, and both 
1791 editions. I did not include the 1796 edition, or the 
1798 edition, since neither has any authority.

The 1781 edition deserves to be included, in' a 
collation because it was an authorized, edition and because
it replaced, the 1768 edition as the presentation edition

57which Walpole distributed among his friends. Also, the 
edition contains several errors between the 1770 edition and

56The substantive and quasi-substantive variants are 
also listed, in Appendix A.

57See pp. liii-lvii of this Introduction for my dis
cussion of the 1781 edition. .
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the 1781 e d i t i o n . T h e s e  errors were repeated in the 1791
Dublin edition.

Because the Dublin 1791 edition was the first 
59published. ed.ition of The Mysterious Mother, and. because

Walpole allowed, it to be published, ̂  I decided, that it 
should, be collated.. In the process of collation I found., in 
addition to the errors repeated, from the Dodsley edition, 
other errors, some of which were repeated, in the 1791 London 
e d i t i o n . B o t h  1791 editions appear to be based, on the 
1781 edition; nevertheless, the 1791 London edition also 
contains substantive and. quasi-substantive variants which 
do not appear in either the 1781 edition or the 1791 Dublin 
edition. I included, the 1791 London eddtion in my colla
tion, although it was a pirated, edition, because it was the 
second, published, edition.

The Summers' ed.ition is not worth considering. 
Although he claimed, to have collated, four editions .of The

See Appendix A, pp. 148-149 , for a list of these
errors.

59The previous editions of the play were never 
offered, for sale.

^ S e e  pp. Ivii-lviii of this Introduction for my dis
cussion of the Dublin edition. ,

61See Appendix A, pp. 148-149 and Appendix B, pp.
154-159.
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Mysterious Mother. S u m m e r s  does not designate a copy text. 
Most of his textual notes concern variants found, only in the 
Dublin 1791 edition and. the 1811 edition. Three variants 
listed, by Summers are from the 1781 and. 1798 Works ° ̂  of 
these three only one is substantive.^^ He does not list any 
variants from the 1768 edition, a fact which makes me doubt 
that he collated, that edition. If the copy of the 1768 
edition which Summers mentions in his Introduction served, 
as the copy-text for his edition, he emended, the text 
silently.^

The explanatory notes in the Summers' edition are as 
unsatisfactory as his textual notes. Most of his explana
tory notes are not relevant to the play itself; rather, they 
either reflect his personal prejudice against Walpole's 
theme of incest in The Mysterious Mother or consist of long, 
irrelevant accounts of church history.

Summers lists "the 1768 edition, the ed.ition of 
1789 [either the 1781 edition or the 1798 Works], the 1791 
Dublin edition and. Scott's edition, 1811." See Montague 
Summers, ed.. , The Mysterious Mother and. The Castle of 
Otranto (London, 1925) , p. x.

^Because of the typographical error in Summers' 
list of editions collated, I am not sure which of these two 
editions he actually collated.

^ S e e  IV, i, 55 of this edition.
65 •I collated, the same copy of the 1768 ed.ition which 

Summers used. and. which he refers to as "the Meggs edition. " 
In this copy IV, v, is misprinted, as IV, iv, and. IV, vi, is 
omitted. Summers did. not note this error.
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The limited number of copies of Summers' edition 

makes it almost unavailable to students of eighteenth century 
drama; his failure to meet acceptable standards of scholar
ship makes his edition unsatisfactory. Copies of the 
eighteenth century editions of The Mysterious. Mother are 
rare and are only available from private collections or in 
larger university libraries. A student who cannot gain 
access to one of these two souces has no alternative but to 
use the Summers' edition. This circumstance alone justifies 
the present edition of The Mysterious Mother.
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THE Author of the following Tragedy is so far from 
thinking it worthy of being offered, to the Public, that he 
has done every thing in his power to suppress the publica
tion— in vain. It is solely to avoid its being rendered 
still worse by a surreptitious edition, that he is reduced 
to give it from his own copy. He is sensible that the 
subject is disgusting, and by no means compensated, by the 
execution.' It was written several years ago; and. to prevent 
the trouble of reading it, or having it transcribed, a few 
copies were printed and given away. One or two have been 
circulated, and. different editions have been advertised, 
which occasion the present publication. All the favour the 
Author solicits or expects, is, to be believed, how unwill
ingly he has submitten to its appearance: he cannot be more 
blamed than he blames himself for having undertaken so 
disagreeable a story, and. for having hazarded, the publicity 
by letting it out of his own hands. He respects the judg
ment of the Public too much to offer to them voluntarily 
what he does not think deserves their approbation.

April 29, 1781.1

^Appears in RBS and D under the date of April 29, 
1781; appears in L under the date of June, 1791. This does 
not appear in any other edition except the Summers•, edition, 
where it follows the text of the play (see MS, p. 265).
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A D V E R T I S E M E N T  

From the PUBLISHERS.2

THE Tragedy here offered, to the Public, has long
been known in private to a few individuals. The admiration
it justly claimed., the continued, praises of those who had.
been fortunate enough to peruse it, naturally excited.
curiosity. Intimation having been given to us of an hasty

3edition intended., the idea suggested, itself of anticipating 
that scheme, we were solicitous the piece should, appear in a 
handsome form, and resolved that our best endeavours should, 
be exerted to prevent its being printed, incorrectly and in a 
manner unsuitable to its merit.

The impression was just completed, when hearing 
accidentally, that some persons, to whose opinion we wish to

2This advertisement from the publishers, along with 
the anonymous criticism (pp. 5-8 of this edition), appeared, 
in the Dublin 1791 edition. It is not found in any other 
edition of The Mysterious Mother (including the copy-text of 
this edition: Works, 1770). Montague Summers incorporated, 
the critical piece into the Introduction to his edition, but 
did not cite his source. He reproduced the Publisher's 
Advertisement in his edition, following the text of th 
play, again without citing his source (see MS, pp. 266-67).

3The "hasty edition" refers to the London edition of 
the play which was being published, without Walpole's 
approval, in the same year as the Dublin edition. The 
Dublin publishers suppressed, their edition when Lord.
Chariemont, . a friend, of Walpole, protested, in Walpole's 
behalf, but subsequently released, their edition (see 
Introduction, pp. Ivii-lviii of this edition).



pay every deference, had. expressed, the greatest anxiety lest 
the feelings of the amiable author might be hurt, we deter
mined, without hesitation, to suppress the edition. The 
expence already incurred, was, after such a hint, a con
sideration beneath our notice; we were glad to embrace the 
opportunity of testifying our sincere regard, for the high 
rank, excellent character and. eminence in literature of the 
gentleman who is the reputed, author. Finding, however, 
after an.interval of several months, that our well-meant 
intentions could not be effectual, and. that our interference 
had. only d.elayed., but could, not prevent a publication eagerly 
demanded., we have been induced;, reluctantly, to comply with 
the general wish, and to deliver for sale a work that has 
been a considerable time in readiness.

We had. previously taken the precaution to apprize 
the accomplished, author of the motives by which we had been 
influenced. We flatter ourselves he will be pleased, to 
accept of our apology, and. beg leave to assure him, we 
should esteem it.a great misfortune to meet with his dis
approbation, and. so to stand well in his opinion is our 
highest ambition, so he is the last person in the world, to 
whom we should be wanting in respect.



4MR. BAKERz in his Bioqraphia Dramatics, mentioning
the following Poem, tells us it was distributed by the
author to his particular friends only; and. with such strict
injunctions of secrecy, that knowing its merits, much
astonishment was excited, at its being withheld from the
public. Mr. Walpole has given the story in the following
words: "I had heard, when very young, that a gentlewoman,
"under uncommon agonies of mind, had. waited on Archbishop 

5"Tillotson, and. besought his counsel. A damsel that served 
"her had, many years before, acquainted her that she was 
"importuned, by the gentlewoman's son to grant him a private 
"meeting. The mother ordered the maiden to make the 
"assignation, when she said she would, discover herself, and. 
"reprimand, him for his criminal passion; but, being hurried, 
"away by a much more criminal passion herself, she kept the 
"assignation without discovering herself. The fruit of this 
"horrid, artifice was a daughter, whom the gentlewoman caused, 
"to be educated, very privately in the country; but proving 
"very lovely, and being accidentally met by her

^Baker's Biographia Dramatica: David Erskine Baker 
(1730-1767) published the Companion to the Play House, in 
two duodecimo volumes, in 17 64. A revised, edition, titled 
Biographia Dramatica. was edited, in 1782 by Isaac Reed.. The 
work is useful as a book of reference for the history of 
the stage during the first half of the eighteenth century.

• 5John Tillotson was Archbishop of Canterbury from 
1691 to 1694. Walpole noted in his "Postscript" to The 
Mysterious Mother (see pp.136-137, this edition) that, in his 
youth, he heard an anecdote involving Tillotson and an un
named gentlewoman and that, years later, he used the same 
anecdote as the basis for his tragedy.
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11 father-brother, who never had. the slightest suspicion of 
"the truth, he had fallen in love with, and actually married 
"her. The wretched guilty mother learning what had happened, 
"and distracted with the consequence of'her crime, had now 
"resorted, to the Archbishop to know in what manner she 
"should act. The prelate charged, her never to let her son 
"and daughter know what had passed, as they were innocent of 
"any criminal intention. For herself, he bade her almost 
"despair."

On this ground-work is Mr. Walpole's 'tragedy built, 
since the writing of which he has discovered, a story wonder
fully similar in many of its circumstances, in a book well

6known by the name of Tales of the Queen of Navarret it is 
the 30th tale of the first volume.

The Tales of the Queen of Navarre refers to The 
Heptameron, a collection of tales of love (depicted, as a 
serious and sometimes a tragic passion) , linked, by the 
fiction that the narrators of the tales are travellers who 
have been detained, in an inn by a flood. The tales were 
composed by Marguerite, sister of Francis I and. Queen of 
Navarre from 1544 to 1549. The name "Heptameron," which 
means seven days, was given to the tales by an anonymous 
editor. The tales were originally titled Les Contes de la 
■Reine d.e Navarre. Navarre was a former kingdom in South
west France and North Spain. Walpole noted in his "Post
script" to The Mysterious Mother (p. .137 , this edition) that 
a friend told him of a tale similar to the drama which had 
been related by the Queen of Navarre in her Tales. Walpole 
also noted the curious coincidence of the fact that he had 
chosen Narbonne, a city in Southern France which had been 
an important seaport in Roman times, as the setting for his 
drama, and that Marguerite had set her tale in Languedoc, a 
former province in Southern France located between the 
Spanish and Italian borders on the Mediterranean Sea.
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That the production of such a tragedy as the present, 

on the m odern stage, would, be extremely hazardous, we are 
ready to admit; but.we cannot but observe at the same time, 
that the delicacy of the present times is frequently 
carried, to a ridiculous degree of affectation. Vices of 
greater magnitude are daily represented, and. without 
exciting the smallest disgust in the spectator. We are by 
no means convinced, that any consequences, unfavourable to 
the interests of society, could arise from the representa
tion of the result of crimes even so shocking as those 
which are the basis of the present play, especially when 
they are painted, in such colours as those in which Mr. 
Walpole's canvas exhibits them. It is certain, that writers 
of the last century would, not have avoided, the story for any 
of the reasons for which the present author has condemned, 
his piece to oblivion; nor do we apprehend, that a play, 
written with the pathos and. energy of the present, would, 
have then been refused, by managers, or neglected, by the 
town. The former authors, patentees, and, audiences, were 
less scrupulous, may be inferred, from this circumstance,
that a contemptable performance, entitled.. The Fatal Dis-

7covery, or Love in Ruines, was actually brought before the

7The Fatal Discovery. or Love in Ruines was an 
anonymous dxama, set in Venice, which was publicly performed, 
at Drury Lane in 1698. Powell published a quarto edition of 
this play in 1698. Like The Mysterious Mother, The Fatal 
Discovery had incest as its theme„



public at Drury-lane in 1698. This tragedy is founded on 
the same circumstances which are the principal objects of 
the present. The heroine is guilty of incest in the same 
manner; has a daughter who is brought up unconscious of her 
real parents, banishes her son, who returns just at the 
opening of the play; he falls in love with his sister 
daughter, and marries her. The discovery is made, the lady 
goes mad, and in her frenzy kills her daughter, and after
wards herself. In the old. play the incestuous commerce 
between the son and mother is softened, by making the latter 
ignorant of the person with whom she had been guilty, until 
after the horrid, event. The same circumstance has been 
again introduced by Mr. Gould, in another worthless piece, 
called. Innocence distressed , or the Royal Penitents. 8vo. 
1737.8

Of the present tragedy we may boldly pronounce, that 
for nervous, simple, and pathetic language, each appropriated, 
to the several persons of the drama; for striking incidents; 
for address in conducting the plot; and for consistency of 
character uniformly preserved, through the whole piece; it is 
equal, if not superior, to any play of the present century.

8Gould, was a mediocre dramatist who died., penniless, 
in 1709. His play, Innocence Distressed., was never per
formed. but it was published, by subscription, in 1737, in 
order to benefit Gould's daughter Hannah. The action of the 
play, set in Muscovy, a former principality in the area 
around, the ancient city of Moscow, takes place in the late 
thirteenth century.
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PROLOGUE TO THE MYSTERIOUS MOTHER1

2From no French model breathes the muse to-night;
The scene she draws is horrid, not polite.
She dips her pen in terror. Will ye shrink?
Had Shakespeare's magic dignified the stage, 5

1Although The Mysterious Mother was never performed 
(nor has it ever been performed), Walpole had wished to see 
it performed. The Prologue has not been dated; the Epilogue 
was written in 1768 (see note 1, p. 132, this edition). It 
is probable that the Prologue was also written in 1768. 
Neither the Prologue nor the Epilogue appeared, in an edition 
of the play until the Berry edition of the collected Works 
in 1798. Summers included, both in his edition. [See W. S. 
Lewis, ed.. , Horace Walpole's Fugitive Verses (New York, 
1931), pp. 64-67.]

2In lines 1 through 22 Walpole is criticizing the 
rigidly prescribed, rules which governed French tragedy. The 
French, because of earlier mis-translations of Horace, 
allowed, no tragedies on their stage which did not adhere to 
the Three Unities (time, place, action), which did not deal 
with elevated, passions, or which allowed any scenes of 
murder or bloodshed, on the stage itself. In the first 
twenty-two lines of the Prologue Walpole apparently is 
joining the "Battle of the Ancients and Moderns" which had 
been raging in England, in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. Walpole advocated, an English tragedy which was 
free from foreign influences (see ff. 9-10). See the writ
ings of Temple, Swift, and Dryd.en (among others) for further 
views on the "Ancients and Moderns." By 1768, When Walpole 
wrote his tragedy, English drama had. reached, what Plumb 
called, an unparalleled, "pitch of dreariness" and dramatists 
were concentrating on "high moral tone, pure sentiments, 
elegant fiction," with no regard, to any resemblance between 
their characters and. human beings. "Wit was dangerous
and to be avoid.ed., and. Uplift was regarded as more impor
tant than entertainment" [See J. H. Plumb, England, in the 
18th Century (Baltimore, 1950)], p. 100. Walpole was point
ing out the dreariness of.the current drama in the first 
part of his Prologue.



If timid laws had school'd th' insipid age?
Had Hamlet's spectre trod the midnight round?
Or Banquo1 s issue been in vision .crown'd?
Free as your country, Britons, be your scene!
Be Nature now, and now Invention, queen!
Be Vice alone corrected and restrain'd.
Can crimes be punish'd by a bard enchain'd?
Shall the bold censor back be sent to school.
And told. This is not nice; That is not rule?
The French no crimes of magnitude admit;
They seldom startle, just alarm the pit.
At most, when dire necessity ordains
That death should sluice some king's or lover's veins,
A tedious confident appears, to tell 
What dismal woes behind the scenes befell.
Chill'd with the drowsy tale, his audience fret,
While the starv'd piece concludes like a gazette.

3The tragic Greeks with nobler licence wrote;
Nor veil'd the eye, but pluck'd away the mote.
Whatever passion prompted, was their game;
Not delicate, while chastisement their aim.

3In lines 23 through 29 Walpole contrasted the 
classic Greek theater, which managed to follow "rules" 
without becoming dreary, to the insipid theater described 
in the first twenty-two lines of the Prologue.
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4Electra now a parent's blood demands;

Now parricide distains the Theban's hands,
5And. love incestuous knots his nuptial bands.

6Such is our scene; from real life it rose; 30
Tremendous picture of domestic woes.
If terror shake you, or soft pity move,
If dreadful pangs o 'ertake unbridled love;
Excuse the bard, who from your feelings draws
All the reward he aims at, your applause. 35

In Greek mythology Electra was the daughter of 
Agamemnon and Clytemnestra and. sister to Orestes. Electra . 
is a central character in tragedies by Sophocles and. 
Euripides, both of which were based, on the legend, of Pelops. 
In drama as well as legend. Electra helps Orestes avenge 
their murdered, father by slaying his assassins-— Clytemmestra, 
their mother, and. Aegisthus, her lover.

5In lines 28 and 29 Walpole is referring to the 
legend, of Oedipus. According to Greek mythology Oedipus 
unknowingly killed, his own father, Laius, the king of 
Thebes, and then married. To casta, mother of Oedipus and. 
widow of Laius. Thus Oedipus became guilty of both 
parracide and incest. Sophocles •' tragedy Oedipus Rex. based, 
on the legend, is regarded, as his masterpiece by many 
scholars of Greek drama. A complete discussion of the 
different versions of the Oedipus myth and of the tragedies 
based, upon the myth is contained in The Oxford. Companion to 
Classical Literature, ed.. Sir Paul Harvey (Oxford, 1962), 
pp. 292-293, sub verbo Oedipus.

^Walpole apparently gave full credence to the actual 
occurrence of the anecdote concerning Archbishop Tillotson 
(see Postscript, pp. 136-137 ) upon which he based. The 
Mysterious Mother.
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P E R S O N S ,

COUNTESS of Narbonne.
Count EDMUND# her Son. 
FLORIAN, his Friend.
ADELIZA, an Orphan.
BENEDICT.

Friars.
MARTIN.
PETER, Porter of the Castle. 
MARIA.

Damsels attending the Countess,
ELINOR.
Chorus of Orphans, 
Chorus of Friars.

Mutes.

The Scene lies at the Castle of Narbonne; partly on a
Platform before the Gate, partly in a Garden within 
the Walls.
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T H E

MYSTERIOUS MOTHER.
A

T R A G E D Y .

ACT the FIRST.
• SCENE I.

A Platform before the Castle.

FLORIAN.
WHAT awful silence I How these antique towers 
And vacant courts chill the suspended soul,
Till expectation wears the cast of fear;
And fear, half-ready to become devotion,
Mumbles a kind of mental orifon, 5
It knows not wherefore. What a kind of being 
Is circumstance!
I am a soldier, and were yonder battlements 
Garnish'd with combatants, and cannon-mounted.
My daring breast would, bound with exultation, 10
And glorious hopes enliven this drear scene.
Now dare not I scarce tread to my own hearing.
Left echo borrow superstition's tongue.
And. seem to answer me, like one departed.

2. chill] dull (D,L) 4. fear,] —  (D,L)
6o wherefore.] (L)
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I met a peasant, and enquir'd, my way: 15
The carle, not rude of speech, but like the tenant
Of some night-haunted, ruin, bore an aspect
Of horror, worn to habitude. He bade
God. bless me; and pass'd, on. I urg'd, him farther;
Good, master, cried, he, go not to the castle; 20
There sorrow ever dwells and. moping misery.
I press'd, him yet None there, said, he, are welcome.
But now and. then a mass-priest, and. the poor;
To whom the pious Countess deals her alms,
On covenant, that each revolving night 25
They beg of heav'n the health of her son's soul
And of her own: but often as returns
The twentieth of September, they are bound.
Fast from the midnight watch to pray till morn.— -
More would, he not disclose, or knew not more. 30
— — What precious mummery 1 Her son in exile,
She wastes on monks and. beggars his inheritance,
For his soul's health! I never knew a woman 
But lov'd, our bodies or our souls too well.
Each master whim maintains its hour of empire, 35
And. obstinately faithful to its dictates,
With equal ardour, equal importunity,

33. woman] ~, (SH)

16. carle: an archaic term meaning churl.
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They teaze us to be damn'd, or to be fav'd:.
I hate to love or pray too long,

SCENE II.
PORTER of the castle, FLORIAN.

PORTER,
Methought

I heard a stranger's voice-— What lack you, sir? 40
FLORIAN,

Good, fellow, who inhabits here?
PORTER,

I do,
FLORIAN,

Belike this castle is not thine,
PORTER.

Belike so:
But be it whose it may, this is no haunt 
For revellers and. gallants-— pass your way,

FLORIAN.
Thou churl! Is this your Gallic hospitality? 45
Thy lady, on my life, would not thus rudely 
Chide from her presence a bewilder'd, knight.

PORTER.
Thou know'st my lady then! —— Thou know'st her not.
Canst thou in hair-cloths vex those dainty limbs?
Canst thou on reeking pavements and. cold, marble, 50
In meditation pass the livelong night?



Canst mortify that flesh, my rosy minion,
And. bid thy rebel appetite refrain
From goblets foaming wine, and costly viands?
These are the deeds, my youngster, must draw down 
My lady's ever-heav1 n-d.irected eye.

FLORIAN.
In sooth, good, friend, my knighthood is not school'd.
In voluntary rigours I can fast,
March supperless, and. make cold, earth my pillow,
When my companions know no choicer fare.
But seldom roost in churches, or reject 
The ready banquet, or a willing fair-one.

PORTER.
Angels defend us 1 what a reprobate I
Yon mould'ring porch for sixteen years and. more
Has not been struck with such unhallow'd, sounds.
Hence to thy lewd, companions I

FLORIAN.
Father greybeard,

I cry you mercy; nor was't my intention 
To wound, your reverence's faint-like organs.
But come, thou hast known other days canst tell
Of banquettings and. dancings ' twas not always thus.
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PORTER.

No, no time was my lord, the count of Narbonne,
A prosperous gentleman, were he alive.
We should, not know these moping melancholies.
Heav'n rest his souli I marvel not my lady
Cherishes his remembrance, for he was 75
Comely to fight, . and wond.1 rous goodly built.
They say his son count Edmund * s mainly like him.
Would these old arms, that serv'd, his grandfather.
Could, once enfold, him! I should, part in peace.

FLORIAN.
What, if I bring thee tidings of count Edmund. 1 80

PORTER.
Mercy befall me! now my dream is out.
Last night the raven croak'd., and from the bars
Of our lod.ge-fire flitted, a messenger---
I knew no good, would follow bring you ill tidings,
Sir gentleman?

80. What,] —  (L)

71. Narbonne, a city in Southern France, was an important 
port in Roman times.
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FLORIAN*

(This is a solemn fool, [Aside. 85
Or solemn knave) should.st thou indeed, rejoice 
To see count Edmund.? Would, thy noble mistress 
Spring with a mother's joy to clasp her son?

PORTER.
Ohi no , no, no.— --He must not here alas!
He must not here set foot But tell me, stranger, 90
I prithee say, does my old. master's heir 
Still breathe this vital air? Is he in France?
Is he within some ten, or twenty leagues,
Or fifty? I am hearty yet, have all my limbs,
And. I would, make a weary pilgrimage 95
To kiss his gracious hand., and. at his feet
Lay my old. bones--— for here I ne'er must see him. [Weeps.

FLORIAN.
Thou good. old. man, forgive a soldier's mirth.
But say, why Narbonne's heir from Harbonne's lands 
Is banish'd., driven by a ruthless mother? 100

PORTER.
Ah! sir, * tis hard ind.eed. but spare his mother;
Such virtue never dwelt in female form.
Count Edmund-— but he was ind.eed. a stripling,
And. we have all our sins, or we have had; 105

92. air?] ~i (SH)
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Yet still no pardon--Thinkst thou not my lord.,
My late kind, master, e'er he knew my lady,
Wist not what woman was? I warrant him— -
But so count Edmund; being not sixteen,
A lusty youth, his father's very image— —  110
Oh! he has play'd, me many a trick-— good, sir,
Does my young master ever name old. Peter?
Well! but I---prate--you must forgive my age;
I come to th'---point--Her name was Beatrice;
A roguish eye-----she ne'er would, look on me,. 115
Or we had. sav'd, full many a woeful day!
Mark you me well?

FLORIAN.
I do.

PORTER.
This Beatrice---

But hark 2 my lady comes retire a while
Beyond, those yews anon I'll tell you more.

FLORIAN.
May I not greet her?

PORTER.
For my office, no; 120

'Twere forfeit of my badge to hold, a parley 
With one of near thy years. [FLORIAN withdraws.

112. Peter?] ~! (SH)
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[The Countess in weeds, with a crucifix in her hand!, 
issues from the castle, accompanied, by two maidens, 
and. passes over the stage. When she is gone FLORIAN 
returns.]

'Tis ever thus.
At break of morn she hies to yonder abbey,
And. prostrate o'er some monumental stone.
Seems more to wait her doom, than ask to shun it.
The day is pass'd, in ministring to wants 
Of health or means; the closing eye beholds 
New tears, new pray'rs, or haggar'd. meditation,
But if cold moonshine, deepning ev'ry frown 
Of these impending towers, invite her steps.
She issues forth. Beshrew me, but I tremble,
When my own keys discharge the drawbridge chains.
And. rattle thro' the castle's far most vaults.
Then have I seen this sad., this sober mourner,
With frantic gesture and disorder'd step---
But hush who moves up yonder avenue?
It is no stay ifaithi but it is he.
My lady's confessor, with friar Martin---

S.D., in weeds: i.e., in mourning. The Countess has 
remained, in mourning for a considerable number of years, 
well in excess of the usual mourning period.
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Quick hie thee hence :should that same med.ling monk
Observe our conf'rence, there were fine work toward. 140

FLORIAN.
You will not leave your tale unfinished.?

PORTER.
Mass I but I will a tale will pay no stipend.
These fifty winters have I borne this staff,
And. will not lose my porridge for my prating.

FLORIAN.
Well i but count Edmund. wo ' t not hear of him? 145

Aye, bless his name! at any leisure hour.
This ev'ning, e'er the shutting of the gates.
Loiter about yon grange; I'll come to thee.
So now, begone away. [Exeunt severally.

SCENE III.
BENEDICT, MARTIN.

BENEDICT.
Ay! sift her, sift her---

As if I had not prob'd, her very soul, 150

143. this] my (D,L)

139. medling: an archaic spelling of the present parti
ciple of to meddle.

140. toward: a rare usage of the word, which is defined as 
going on; in progress; afoot.

142. Mass: the celebration of the Eucharist. Used, as an 
exclamation, the word, becomes a form of profanity.
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This woman was not cast in human mould.
Ten such would foil a council, would, unbuild 
Our Roman church In her devotion's real.
Our beads, our hymns, our saints, amuse her not: 155
Nay, not confession, not repeating o'er ,
Her darling sins, -has any charms for her,
I have mark'd her praying: not one wand'ring thought
Seems to steal meaning from her word.s,— -She prays
Because she feels, and. feels, because a sinner. 160

MARTIN.
What is this secret sin; this untold tale,
That art cannot extract, nor penance cleanse?
Loss of a husband., sixteen years enjoy'd..
And. dead, as many, could, not stamp such sorrow.
Nor could she be his death's artificer, 165
And now affect to weep it----- I have heard,
That chasing, as he homward. rode, a stag, .
Chas'd, by the hounds, with sudden onset slew 
Th' adventurous count.

BENEDICT.
•Twas so; and. yet, my brother.

My mind, has more than once imputed, blood. 170
To this incessant mourner. Beatrice,

153. council: Benedict is referring to a church council, 
the governing body of the church. Since ten members would, 
be a minority in such a council, Benedict is using the 
reference to emphasize the countess' great mental strength.
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The damsel for whose sake she holds in exile 
Her only son, has never, since the night 
Of his incontinence, been seen or heard of.

MARTIN.
•Tis clear, 1tis clear; nor will her prudent tongue 
Accuse its owner.

BENEDICT.
Judge not rashly, brother.

I oft have shifted, my discourse to murder;
She notes it not. Her muscles hold, hteir place.
Nor discompos'd, nor firm'd, to steadiness.
No sudden flushing, and. no fait'ring lip:
Nor, tho' she pities, lifts she to her eyes 
Her handkerchief, to palliate her disorder.
There the wound, rankles not. 1 fix'd, on love.
The failure of the sex, and. aptest cause 
Of each attendant crime-—

MARTIN.
Ay, brother, there

We master all their craft. Touch but that string---
BENEDICT.

Still, brother, do you err. She own'd to me.
That, tho' of nature warm, the passion love 
Did ne'er anticipate her choice. The count,

183. I] I've (D,L) love,] —  (SH)
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Her husband, so ador'd and so lamented,
Won not her fancy, till the nuptial rites
Had. with the sting of pleasure taught her passion*
This, with such modest t^uth, and that truth heighten'd 
By conscious sense, that holds deceit a weakness,
She utter'd, I would, pawn my order's credit 
On her veracity.

MARTIN.
Then whither turn

' %
To worm her secret out?

BENEDICT.
I know not that.

She will be silent, but she scorns a falshood.
And. thus while frank on all things, but her secret,
I know, I know it not.

MARTIN.
Till she disclose it.

Deny her absolution.
BENEDICT.

She will take none:
Offer'd, she scoffs it; and. withheld, demands not.
Nay, vows she will not load, her sinking soul 
With incantations.

MARTIN.
This is heresy;

Rank heresy; and. holy church should note it.
'I
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BENEDICT.

Be patient, brother Tho1 of adamant
Her reason, charity dissolves that rock,
 And surely we have tasted, of the stream.
Nay, one unguarded moment may disclose
This mystic tale then, brother, what a harvest, 210
When masters of her bosom-guilti Age too
May numb her faculties. Or soon, or late,
A praying woman must become our spoil.

MARTIN.
Her zeal may falter.

BENEDICT.
Not in solitude,

I nurse her in new horrors; form her tenants 215
To fancy visions, phantoms; and. report them.
She mocks their fond, credulity but trust me.
Her memory retains the colouring.
Oft times it paints her dreams; and. ebon night
Is no logician. I have known her call 220
For lights, e'er she could, combat its impressions.
I too, tho' often scorn'd, relate my dreams,

215. tenants: By definition, tenants are the occupants or 
inhabitants of any place. Benedict is referring to the 
stories of supernatural spectres and. unnatural events. which 
he concocted, and. related, to the Countess. Although she 
scoffed, at the stories, the mental images of the "visions 
and phantoms" remained, in her memory and became inhabitants, 
with her, of her dreams and. of her long, sleepless nights.
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And wond.*rous voices heard.; that she may think me 
At least an honest bigot; nor remember
I tried to practice on her fears, and foil'd., 225
Give o'er my purpose. • ,

MARTIN.
This is masterly.

BENEDICT.
Poor mastery! when I am more in awe 
Of my own penitent, than she of me.
My genius is command.; art, but a tool
My groveling fortune forces me to.use. 230
Oh! were I seated, high as my ambition. ■

231. ambition.] (SH,RBS,D,L)

224. bigot: a person who is utterly intolerant of any 
creed, race, or belief that is not his own. Benedict, 
knowing that the Countess sees him for the intolerant person 
that he is, tried, to make her believe that he, too, suffered, 
from torturous dreams and. horror filled, nights. By appear
ing to have dxeams and. visions of his own, Benedict hoped to 
prevent the Countess from realizing that he was actually 
attempting to use her imagination and guilt complex to force 
her into complete submission to the church and. to him.

229. my genius is command.: Benedict had. a high opinion of 
himself; he saw himself as a born ruler, as a person meant 
to exercise control and authority over others. He was 
galled, by the fact that the Countess, by virtue of her rank, 
money, and inner strength, resisted, all of his attempts to 
gain domination over her, thus forcing him to resort to 
"art" (carefully studied, devious, artificial actions) as a 
means of breaking her will, while forcing himself to appear 
to be submissive to her.
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I'd place this naked foot on necks of monarchs,
And. make them bow to creeds myself would, laugh at*.

MARTIN.
By humbler arts our mighty fabric rose.
Win pow'r by craft; wear it with ostentation; 235
For confidence is half-security.
Deluded, men think boldness, conscious strength;
And. grow the slaves of their own want of doubt.
Gain to the holy see this fair domain;
A crimson bonnet may reward, your toils, 240
And the rich harvest prove at last your own.

*Allud.ing to Sixtus quintus.

233. ft. nte.] ~ om. (SH) at*.] (RBS,D)

233. Sixtus Quintus (Sixtus V): The Pope from 1585 to
1590. He was born Felice Peretti. Sixtus V was a born 
ruler, the type of man Benedict fancied, himself to be. 
Sixtus restored, order to the Papal States by ruthlessly 
breaking the hold, exerted, upon the Papal States by - an 
alliance of bandits and, nobility. He also restored, the 
papal finances by a combination of able management, the 
sale of church offices, and the imposition of crushing 
taxes. Through his efforts Rome was mad.e into a beautiful 
Baroque city, the papacy was established, as the center of 
the Church, the number of Cardinals was fixed, at seventy, 
the Curia was reorganized, and the custom of requiring 
that all Bishops journey to Rome at fixed, intervals to 
give an account of their stewardship was revived. Sixtus 
refused, to bow to Phillip IT of Spain and to Henry IV of 
France in particular, and to any secular monarch in 
general. His zeal to rebuild, and. strengthen the Papacy 
led. him to use any means available in order to realize the 
desired end. result.



BENEDICT.
Never, while Edmund lives. This steady woman 
Can ne'er be pious with so many virtues.
Justice is interwoven in her frame;
Nor will she wrong the son she will not see.
She loves him not; yet mistress of his fortunes.
His ample exhibition speaks her bounty.
She destines him whate'er his father's love 
Gave blindly to her will. Her alms, her charities, 
Usurp'd from her own wants, she sets apart 
A scanty portion only for her ward.
Young Adeliza.

MARTIN.
Say her son were dead,

And. Adeliza veil'd.---
BENEDICT.

I press the latter 
With fruitless ardour. Often as I urge it,
She pleads the maiden's flushing cheek, and nature. 
That speak in characters of glowing rose 
Its modest appetites and. timid, wishes.
Her sex, she says, when gratified, are frail;
When check'd, a hurricane of boundless passions.
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248. destines: To destine is to set apart for a particu
lar purpose; to intend.; to predetermine; to foreordain.



Then, with sweet irony and sad, she wills me 
Ask my own breast, if cowls and. scapularies 
Are charms all powerful to subdue desire?

MARTIN.
1 Twer wiser school the maiden: lead, the train 
Of young ideas to a fancied, object.
A mental spouse may fill her hov1 ring thoughts.
And. bar their fixing on some earthly lover.

BENEDICT.
This is already done but Edmund's death
Were hopes more solid.---

MARTIN.
First report him dead:

His letters intercepted.---
BENEDICT.
Greatly thought I

Thou true son of the church!: and loI where comes-
Our patroness leave me; I will not lose
An instant. I will found, her inmost soul,
And. mould, it to the moment of projection. [Exit MARTIN.

[BENEDICT retires within the castle.

268. dead.:] (D , L ) ~. (RBS)
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261. scapularies: The name given to loose, sleeveless, 
monastic garments which hang from the shoulders.
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SCENE IV.

COUNTESS, Two Maidens.
COUNTESS.

Haste thee, Maria, to the western tower,
And learn if th« aged, pilgrim dozes yet. 275
You, Elinor, attend, my little orphans,
And. when their task is done, prepare their breakfast,
But scant th 1 allowance of the red-hair'd urchin.
That maim'd, the poor man's cur A h 2 happy me!

■ [The damsels go in. 
If sentiment, untutor'd. by affliction, > 280
Had. taught my temperate blood, to feel for others,
E'er pity, perching on my mangled, bosom,
Like flies on wound.ed. flesh, had. made me shrink 
More with compunction than with sympathy!
Alas! must guilt then ground, our very virtues ! 285
Grow they on sin alone, and. not on grace?
While Narbonne liv'd., my fully-fated, soul
Thought none unhappy for it did not think!
In pleasures roll'd, whole summer suns away;
And. if a pensive visage cross'd, my path, 290
I deem'd, the wearer envious or ill-natur'd..
What anguish had. I blessedly redress'd.
But that I was too bless'd! -Well! peace is fled.
Ne'er to return! nor dare I snap the thread.
Of life, while misery may want a friend. 295
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Despair and hell must wait, while pity needs
My ministry Eternity has scope
Enough to punish me, t h o I .  should borrow 
A few short hours to sacrifice to charity.

SCENE V.
BENEDICT, COUNTESS.

BENEDICT.
I sought you, lady.

COUNTESS.
Happily I'm found.

Who needs the widow's mite?
BENEDICT.

None ask your aid..
Your gracious foresight still prevents occasion:
And. your poor beadsman joys to meet your presence. 
Uncumber "d. with a suit. It pains my soul,
Oft as I tax your bounty, lest I seem 
A craving or immodest almoner.

COUNTESS.
No more of this, good father. I suspect not 
One of your holy order of dissembling:
Suspect not me of loving flattery.
Pass a few years, and. I shall be a corpse---
Will flattery then new cloath my skeleton.
Fill out these hallow jaws? Will't give me virtues?
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Or at the solemn audit pass for truth.
And. varnish o'er my stains?

BENEDICT.
The church could seal

Your pardon but you scorn it. In your pride
Consists your danger. Yours are Pagan virtues:
As such I praise them but as such, condemn them.

COUNTESS.
Father, my crimes are Pagan; my belief 
Too orthodox to trust to erring man.
What I shall I, foul with guilt, and self-condemn1 d., 
Presume to kneel, where angels kneel appal1d ,
And plead, a priest's certificate for pardon?
While he, perchance, before my flasted, eyes 
Shall sink to woes, endless, unutterable,
For having fool'd, me into that presumption.

BENEDICT.
Is he to blame, trusting to what he grants ?

COUNTESS.
Am I to blame, not trusting what he grants?

BENEDICT.
Yet faith---

COUNTESS.
I have it not Why shakes my soul

With nightly terrors? Courage such as mine 
Would, start at nought but guilt. 'Tis from within
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I tremble. Death would, be felicity,
Were there no retrospect. What joys have I?
What pleasure softens, or what friendship sooths
My aching bosom? I have lost my husband:
My own decree has banish'd, my own son.

BENEDICT.
Last night I dreamt your son was with the blessed.

COUNTESS.
Would, heav'n he were!

BENEDICT.
Do you then wish his death? 

COUNTESS.
Should. I not wish him blest?

BENEDICT.
Belike he is;

I never knew my Friday's dreams erroneous.
COUNTESS.

Nor I knew superstition in the right.
BENEDICT.

Madam, I must no longer hear this language.
You do abuse my patience. I have borne,
For your soul's health, and hoping your conversion, 
Opinions most d.eprav'd,. It ill beseems 
My holy function to give countenance,

338. blest?] ~! (D)
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340

345
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By lending ear, to such pernicious tenets.
The judgments hanging o'er your destin'd, head.
May reach ev'n me-:— i See it! I am wrapt 
Beyond my bearing! my prophetic soul
Views the red. falchion of eternal justice 350
Cut off your sentenc'd, race your son is dead!

COUNTESS.
Father, we no prophetic dasmon bear
Within our breast, but conscience. That has spoken 
Words more tremendous than this acted, zeal,
This poetry of fond enthusiasm 355
Can conjure up. It is the still small voice
That breathes conviction. 'Tis that voice has told, me,
'Twas my son's birth, not his mortality,*
Must drown my soul in woe. Those tears are shed.

BENEDICT.
Unjust, uncharitable as your word.s , 360
I pardon them. Illy of me you deem;

*On the death of the comte d.e Vermand.ois, Must I weep for 
his death before I have done his mother, the duchess d.e la 
Valiere, said., weeping for his birth?

358. ft. nte.] ~ om. (SH)

358. (note) The comte d.e Vermandois: The illegitimate son 
of Louis XIV of France and his mistress, the Duchess de la 
Valiere. He died in his youth, at approximately the age of 
sixteen. His mother, having been cast aside by the King, 
was living in a convent at the time of her son's death. The 
quotation comes from Bossuet, who conveyed the news of the 
boy's death to the Duchess.
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I know it, lady. *Tis humiliation:
As such I bow to it yet dear I tender
Your peace of mind. Dismiss your worthless servant:
His pray1rs shall still be yours.

COUNTESS.
Forgive me, father; 

Discretion does not guide my words. I meant 
No insult on your holy character.

BENEDICT.
No, lady; chuse some other monitor,
Whose virtues may command your estimation.
Your useless beadsman shall behold with joy 
A worthier man mediate your peace with heav'n.

COUNTESS.
Alas I till reconcil'd, with my own breast,
What peace is there for me I -

BENEDICT.
In th' neighb'ring district 

There lives a holy man, whose sanctity
Is mark'd, with wond.'rous gifts. Grace smiles upon him; 
Conversion tracks his footsteps: miracles 
Spring from his touch: his sacred, casuistry 
Pours balm into despair. Consult with him.
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377. touch:] ~; (RBS,D,L)
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Unfold, th1 impenetrable mystery ,
That sets your soul and you at endless discord.. 380

COUNTESS.
Consult a holy man! Inquire of him!
 Good, father, wherefore? What should. I inquire?*
Must I be taught of him, that guilt is woe?
That innocence alone is happiness?
That martyrdom itself shall leave the villain 385
The villain that it found, him? Must I learn 
That minutes stamp'd, with crimes are past recall?
That joys are momentary; and. remorse 
Eternal? Shall he teach me charms and. spells.
To make my sense believe against my sense? 390
Shall I think practices and. penances
Will, if he say so, give the health of virtue
To gnawing self-reproach? I know they cannot.
Nor could, one risen from the dead, proclaim
This truth in deeper sounds to my conviction. 395
We want no preacher to distinguish vice

*Imitated. from Cato's speech in Lucan, beginning, Quid, 
quxri, Labiene, jubes? .

382. (note): The quotation comes from Cato's speech in 
Book IX of The Pharsalia, Lucan's incomplete epic poem on. 
the war between Caesar and. Pompey. After Pompey's death 
Cato, resolved, to continue, the war, confident of success and. 
certain that he has decided, upon the right course, refuses 
to heed. Labienus6 request that he consult the oracle of 
Ammon. He queries Labienus: "What do you suggest that I ask 
for, Labienus?"
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From virtueo At our birth the god reveal'd.
All conscience needs to know. No codicil 
To duty's rubric here and there was plac'd 
In some saint's casual custody. Weak minds 
Want their soul's fortune told, by oracles 
And holy juglers. Me, nor oracles.
Nor prophets, death alone can certify.
Whether, when justice's full dues exacted,
Mercy shall grant one drop to slake my torment.
 Here, father, break we off; you to your calling;
I to my tears and mournful occupation.
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End of the first Act.
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ACT the SECOND.

The SCENE continues.
Count EDMUND, FLORIAN.

EDMUND„
DOUBT not, my friend; Time's pencil, hardships, war,
Some taste of pleasure too , have chas'd, the bloom 
Of ruddy comeliness, and stamp'd this face 
With harsher lineaments, that well may mock
The prying of a mother's eye.--A mother, 5
Thro' whose firm nerves tumultuous instinct's flood 
Ne'er gush'd with eager eloquence, to tell her,
This is your soni your heart's own voice proclaims him.

FLORIAN.
If not her love, my lord, suspect her hatred.
Those jarring passions spring from the same source: 10
Hate is distemper'd love. , -

EDMUND.
Why should she hate me?

For that my opening passion's swelling ardour 
Prompted congenial necessary joy.
Was that a cause? -Nor was she then so rigid.
No sanctified, dissembler had possess'd. 15
Her scar'd imagination, teaching her,
That holiness begins where nature ends.
No, Florian, she herself was woman then;



A sensual woman. Nor satiety,
Sickness and age and. virtue's frowardness,
Had. so obliterated pleasure's relish---
She might have pardon'd, what she felt so well.

FLORIAN.
Forgive me, Edmund; nay, nor think I preach.
If I, god. wat, of morals loose enough.
Seem to cond.emn you. You have often told me,
The night, the very night that to your arms 
Gave pretty Beatrice's melting beauties.
Was the same night on which your father died..

EDMUND.
•Tis true-— and thou, sage monitor, dost thou 
Hold, love a crime so irremissible?
Wouldst thou have turn'd thee from a willing girl 
To sing a requiem to thy father's soul?
I thought my mother busied with her tears.
Her f aintings, and. her masses, while I stole
To Beatrice's chamber. How my mother
Became appriz'd, I know not: but her heart,
Never too partial to me, grew estrang'd.
Estrang'd! aversion in its fellest mood
Scowl'd from her eye, and drove me from her sight 
She call'd, me impious: nam'd my honest lewdness,
A prophanation of my father's ashes,
I knelt and. wept, and, like a puling boy,
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For now my blood, was cool, believ'd., confess'd 
My father's hov1 ring spirit incens'd against.me.
This weak confession but inflam'd, her wrath; 45
And. when I would, have bath'd, her hand, with tears.
She snatch'd, it back with horror.

FLORIAN.
•Twas the trick 

Of over-acted, sorrow. Grief fatigues;
And. each collateral circumstance is seiz'd.
To cheat th' uneasy feeling. Sable chambers, 50
The winking lamp, and. pomp of midnight woe,
Are but a specious theatre, on which 
Th' inconstant mind, with decency forgets 
Its inward, tribute. Who can doubt the love
Which to a father's shade devotes the son? [ironically. 55

EDMUND.
Still must I doubt: still deem some mystery,
Beyond a widow's pious artifice.
Lies hid. beneath aversion so relentless.
All my inheritance, my lordships, castles,
My father's lavish love bequeath'd, my mother. 60
Chose she some second, partner of her bed.,
Or did. she waste her wealth on begging saints,
And. rogues that act contrition, it were proof

62. saints,] (SH)
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Of her hypocrisy, or lust of fame
In monkish annals„ But to me her hand 65
Is bounteous, as her heart is cold.. I tell thee.
Bating enjoyment of my native soil,
Narbonne's revenues are as fully mine,
As if I held them by the strength of charters.

FLORIAN.
Why set them on the hazard then, when she, 70
Who deals them may revoke? Your absence hence 
The sole condition.

EDMUND.
I am weary, Florian,

Of such a vagrant life. Befits it me.
Sprung from a race of heroes, Narbonne1s prince,
To lend, my casual arm's approved valour 
To quarrels, nor my country's nor my own?
To stain my sword with random blood.I 1 fought
At Bud.a 'gainst the Turk a holy war,
So was it deem'd. 1 smote the turban'd. race:
Did zeal, or did ambition nerve my blow? 80
Or matter'd it to me, on Bud.a' s domes 
Whether the crescent or the cross prevail'd?

71. them] ~, (SH) 80. blow?] ~t (SH)

78. Buda: Occupied, by Turks in 1541. United, with dbuda 
and. Pest, 1873, to form Hungarian city of Budapest.
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Mean time on alien climes I dissipated
Wealth from my subjects wrung, the peasant's tribute,
Earn'd, by his toil. Mean time in ruin laid. 85
My mould'ring castles--- Yes, ye moss-grown walls!
Ye tow1rs defenceless!---1 revisit ye
Shame-stricken. Where are all your trophies now?
Your thronged, courts, the revelry, the tumult.
That spoke the grandeur of my house, the homage 90
Of neighb'ring barons? Thus did. Thibalt, Raoul,
Or Clod.omir, my brave progenitors,
Creep like a spy, and. watch to ttirid. your gates
Unnotic'd.? No; with martial attributes,
With waving banners and enlivening fifes, 95
They bade your portal wide unfold, its jaws.
And. welcome them and. triumph.

FLORIAN.
, True, my lord;

They reign'd the monarchs of a score of miles;
Imperial lord.s of ev'ry trembling cottage
Within their cannon's mandate. Deadly feuds 100
For obsolete offences, now array'd 
Their livery'd. banditti, prompt to deal 
On open vallies and. unguarded, herds ,
On helpless virgins and. unweapon' d. boors.
The vengeance of their tribe. Sometimes they d.ar'd. 105
To scowl d.efiance to the distant throne.



Imprison'd, canton'd, inaccessibly
In their own rock-built dungeons Are these glories
My Edmund's soul ambitions to revive?
Thus would, he bless his vassals i

EDMUND.
Thy reproof.

My friend., is just. But had I not a cause,
A tender cause, that prompted, my return?
This cruel parent, whom I blame, and. mourn,
Whose harshness I resent, whose woes I pity.
Has won my love, by winning my respect.
Her letters! Florian; such unstudied strains 
Of virtuous eloquence! She bid.s me, yes.
This praying Magdalen enjoins my courage 
To emulate my great forefather's d.eed.s„
Tells me, that shame and. guilt alone are mortal.
That death but bars the possibility . •
Of frailty, and. embalms untainted, honour.
Then blots and. tears efface some half-told woe 
Lab'ring in her full bosom. I decypher'd 
In one her blessing granted, and eras'd.
And. yet what follow'd, mark'd, anxiety
For my soul's welfare. I must know this riddle.

109. soul ambitions] soul's ambitious (RBS) soul's 
ambition (D,L)
119. forefather's] forefathers' (RBS,D,L) deeds.] ~
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I must, will comfort her. She cannot surely,
After such perils, wounds by her command
Encounter'd, after sixteen exil'd years 130
Spurn me, when kneeling Think'st thou 'tis possible?

FLORIAH.
I would not think it; but a host of priests 
Surround her. They, good men, are seldom found.
To plead the cause of pity. Self-denial,
Whose dissonance from nature's kindest laws 135
By contradicting wins on our perverseness,

t  . '

Is rank fanaticism's belov'd machine.
Oh! 'twill be heroism, a sacrifice.
To curb the torrent of maternal fondness!
You shall be beggar'd, that the saint your mother 140
May, by cowl'd sycophants and. canting juglers,
Be hail'd, be canoniz'd, a new Teresa.
Pray be not seen here: let's again to th' wars.

EDMUND.
No, Florian; my dull'd soul is sick of riot:
Sick of the thoughtless jollity of camps, 145
Where revelry subsists on defolation,
And shouts of joy contend with dying groans.

130. years] ~ (RBS,D,L) 136. contradicting] ~, (SH)
144. Florian;] ~, (SH)

142. Teresa: Spanish nun canonized. May 12, 1622.
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Our sports are fleeting; snatch'd, perhaps, not granted.
"Tis time to bid. adieu to vagrant pleasure.
And. fix the wanderer love. Domestic bliss  150

FLORIAN.
Yes, your fair pensioner, young Adeliza,
Has sober'd, your inconstancy. Her smiles
Were exquisite to rule a family!
So matron-like an air— --She must be fruitful.

EDMUND.
Pass we this levity 'Tis true, the maiden
Is beauty's type renew'd. Like blooming Eve 
In nature's young simplicity, and. blushing 
With wonder at creation's opening glow,
She charms, unknowing what it is to charm.

FLORIAN.
This is a lover's language Is she kind.?

EDMUND.
Cold, as the metal bars that part her from me;
She listens, but replies not to my purpose.

FLORIAN.
How gain'd, you then admittance?

EDMUND.
This whole month,

While waiting your arrival, I have haunted.
Her convent's parlour. 'Tis my mother's wish 165
To match her nobly. Hence her guardian abbess

[ironically.
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Admits such visitors as claim her notice 
By worthy bearing, and convenient splendor.
0 Florian, union with that favour'd, maiden
Might reconcile my mother hark! what found.-—  170

[A chapel bell rings^
FLORIAN.

A summons to some office of devotion
My lord., weigh well what you project  [Singing within.

EDMUND.
I hear

Voices that seem approaching hush! they sing.
Listen I

FLORIAN.
No, let us hence: you will be known.

EDMUND.
They cannot know me see! 175

SCEUE II. . . ;
FLORIAN, EDMUND > MARTIN, Orphans.

in a white and blue uniform, issue from the castle.
followed, by friar MARTIN, and. advance towards the stage
door. They stop, and. the children repeat the following
hymn, part of which they should, have sung within the 
castle7~]

I
Throne of justice! lo! we bend.
Thither dare our hopes ascend,
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Where seraphs, wrapt in light8 ning rays, 
Dissolve in mercy's tender blaze?

II
Hear usJ harmless orphans hear!
For her who dries our falling tear.
Hush her sorrows; calm her breast:
Give her, what she gives us, rest.

Ill
Guard, our spotless souls from sin!
Grant us virtue's palm to win!
Cloath the penitent with grace;
And guilt's foul spots efface! efface!

EDMUND.
I'll speak to them.

Sweet children or thou sanctified, conductor.
Give me to know what solemn pilgrimage,
What expiation of offences past.
Thus sadly ye perform? In whose behoof 
To win a blessing, raise these little suppliants 
Their artless hands to’heav'n? Pray pardon too 
A soldier's curiosity.

MARTIN.
The dew

Of grace and peace attend, your steps. You seem 

179. blaze?] (RBS,D,L)
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A stranger, or you could but know, sir knight.
That Narbonne's. pious countess dwells within:
A lady most disconsolate. Her lord.
Her best-beloved, by untimely fate
Was snatch'd away in lusty life's full 'vantage---
But no account made up! no absolution!
Hence scant the distance of a mile he fell.
His weeping relict o'er his spot of doom 
A goodly cross erected. Thither we,
At his year's mind, in sad. and. solemn guise,
Proceed, to chant our holy dirge, and, offer 
Due intercession for his soul's repose.

EDMUND.
'Tis fitly done. And d.ar'd. a voice profane 
Join in the chorus of your holy office.
Myself would, kneel for Narbonne's peace,

MARTIN.
Young sir.

It glads my soul to hear such pious breathings 
From one, whose occupation rarely scans 
The distance 'twixt enjoyment and. the tomb.
Say, didst thou know the count?

EDMUND.
I knew his son.

MARTIN.
Count Edmund.? Where sojourns he?
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EDMUND„

In the grave„
MARTIN.

Is Edmund, dead? Say, how?
EDMUND.

He fell at Buda;
And. not to his dishonour.

MARTIN.
(Welcome sounds ! [Asid.e

I must know more of this) Proceed,, my children;
Short of the cross I'll overtake your steps.

ORPHAN GIRL.
Oh I father, but I dare not pass without you
By the church-porch. They say the count sits there,
With clotted, locks, and eyes like burning stars.
Indeed. I dare not go.

Other CHILDREN.
Nor I. Nor I.

MARTIN.
My loves, he will not harm such innocents.
But wait me at the bridge: I'll strait be with ye.

[Children go out reluctantly

217. how?] (L)
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FLORIAN.

I marvel, father, gravity like yours
Should, yield assent to tales of such complexion;
Permitting them in baby fantasy 
To strike their dangerous root.

MARTIN.
I marvel not, 230

That levity like yours , unhallow8 d. boy ,
Should, spend, its idle shaft on serious things,x
Your comrad.e1 s bearing warrants no such licence.

FLORIAN.
Think8 st thou, because my friend, with humble fervour 
Kneels to Omnipotence, each gossip8 s dream, 235
Each village-fable domineers in turn
His brain8s distemper8d nerves? Think 1st thou a soldier 
Must by his calling be an impious braggart?
Or being not, a superstitious slave? '
True valour, owning no preheminence 240
In equals, dares not wag presumption8 s tongue 
Against high heav8 n.

MARTIN. '
In us respect heav8n 1s servants. 

FLORIAN.
Monks may reach heay8n , but never came from thence.

[Violent storm of thunder and. lightening.
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MARTIN.

Will this convince thee I Where's the gossip's dream? 
The village-fable now? Hear heav'n's own voice 
Condemn impiety i

FLORIAN.
Hear heav'n's own voice

Condemn imposture I
EDMUND.

Here end. your dispute.
The storm comes on.

MARTIN."
Yes, you do well to check 

Your comrade's profanation, lest swift justice 
O'ertake his guilt, and stamp his doom in thunder.

FLORIAN.
Father, art thou so read, in languages
Thou canst interpret th' inarticulate
And quarreling elements? What says the storm?
Pronounces it for thee or me? Do none
Dispute within the compass of its bolt
But we? Is the same loud.-voic'd, oracle
Definitive for fifty various brawls?
Or but a shock of clouds to all but us?
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"What if two drunkards at this instant hour
"Contend for preference of taste, one ranking 260
"The vines of Burgundy before the juice 
"That dances in a foam of brilliant bubbles 
"From Champagne's berries, think1st thou thunder speaks 
"In favour of the white or ruby grape?"

MARTIN.
What mockery! I resign thee to thy fate  [Going. 265

[The ORPHAN-CHILDREN run in terrified.]
First ORPHAN.

O father, save u s ! save us i holy "father.
MARTIN.

What means this panic?
First ORPHAN.
Oh! a storm so dreadful!

Some demon rides in th' air.
MARTIN.

Undoubtedly.
Could, ye distinguish ought?

259-264. Walpole is apparently using the same method, of 
indicating those passages in the play which he considered 
note-worthy (inverted, commas) as was utilized, by Pope in his 
edition of Shakespeare. (Walpole repeats his use of this • 
device in IV, ii, 41-61.) For a more complete discus
sion of Pope's method, of marking "choice" passages see John 
E. Butt, Pope's Taste in Shakespeare (Shakespeare Assoc., 
1936) or James R. Sutherland, "The Dull Duty of an Editor," 
RES. XXI (1945), 202-215. .



First ORPHAN.
I fell to earth,

And said, the pray 'r you taught me against spectres. 270
MARTIN.

'Twas well— -but none of you, had. none the courage 
To face the fiend?

Second. ORPHAN.
I wink'd, and. saw the lightening 

Burst on the monument. The shield, of arms 
Shiver'd, to splinters. E'er I could, repeat
An Ave-Mary, down with hideous crash 275
The cross came tumbling then I fled.---

MARTIN.
Retire;

This is unholy ground.. Acquaint the Countess.
I will not tarry long. [Ex. children.] Thou mouth accurst,

[To FEORIAN.
Repent, and tremble! Wherefore hast thou drawn
On Narbonne1 s plains, already visited. 280
By long calamity, new storms of horror?
The seasons change their course; th' afflicted hind 
Bewails his blasted, harvest. Meteors ride 
The troubled, sky, and chase the darken'd, fun.
Heav'n vindicates its altars: tongues licentious 285
Have scoff'd, our holy rites, and. hidden sins
Have forc'd, th1 offended, elements to borrow
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Tremendous organs I Sixteen fatal years
Has Nor bonne1 s province groan'd beneath the hand.
Of desolation for what crimes we know not! , 290
To edge suspended, vengeance art thou come?

EDMUND f preventing FLORIAN.
My friend, reply not Father I lament
This casual jarring let us crave your pardon.
I feel your country's woes: I lov'd, count Edmund.:
Revere his father's ashes. I will visit 295
The ruin'd monument and. at your leisure
Could, wish some conf'rence with you.

MARTIN.
(This is well:

[Aside.
I almost had. forgotten)-— Be it so.
Where is your haunt?

EDMUND.
A mile without the town;

Hard, by St. Bridget's nunnery.
MARTIN.

There expect me. 300
Aside.] (I must to Benedict) Heav'n's peace be with you.

[Exeunt.



SCENE III.
COUNTESS, PORTER.

PORTER.
Return, my gracious lady. Tho1 the storm 
Abates its clamours, yonder angry clouds
Are big with spouting fires do not go forth.

COUNTESS.
Wretches like me, good. Peter, dread, no storms. 
'Tis delicate felicity that shrinks.
When rocking winds are loud, and wraps itself 
Insultingly in comfortable furs,
Thinking how many naked, objects want 
Like shelter and. security. Do thou 
Return; I'll seek the monument alone.

PORTER.
No, my good, lady; never be it said.
That faithful Peter his dear.mistress left 
Expos'd, to tempests. These thin-sprinkled, hairs 
Cannot hold long. If in your service shed,
'Twer a just debt hark! sure I heard, a groan!
Pray let us in again---

COUNTESS.
My honest servant.

Thy fear o'er-pow'rs thy love. I heard, no groan

312. lady;] ~, (SH)
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Nor could it "scape a sense so quick as mine 
At catching misery's expressive note:
"Tis my soul's proper language. Injur'd, shade I
Shade of my Narbonnei if thy scornful spirit 
Rode in yon whirlwind., ■ and impel I'd. its bolt 
Implacable I indignant I 1 gainst the cross
Rais'd, by thy wretched, wife behold, she comes
A voluntary victim! Re-assemble
Thy light'nings, and accept her destin'd head.

PORTER.
For pity! gracious dame what words are these!
In any mouth less holy they would, seem 
A magic incantation. Goblins rise
At sounds less pow'rful. Last year's 'clipse fell out, 
Because your maidens cross'd a gipsy's palm 
To know what was become of Beatrice.

COUNTESS.
And. didst thou dare inform them where she dwells?

PORTER.
No, on my duty true; they think I know;
And. so thinks Benedict, your confessor.
He says, she could, not pass the castle-gates
Without my privity 'Well! I had. a talk
To say him nay. The honour of my keys,

328. pity!] ~, (SH) dame] ~! (SH) ~, (L)
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My office was at stake. No, father, said I,
None pass the drawbridge without Peter's knowledge.
How then to beat him from his point? I had it---
Who knows, quoth I, but sudden malady 
Took off the damsel? She might, or might not 
Have sepulture within the castle-walls— -

COUNTESS.
Peace, fool and thus thy shrewd equivocation
Has stain'd my name with murder's foul suspicion I
 0 peace of virtue i thy true votaries
Quail not with ev'ry blast 1 I cloak my guilt I 
Things foreign rise and load me with their blackness. 
Erroneous imputation must be borne;
Lest, while unravelling the knotty web,
I lend, a clue may vibrate to my heart.
 But who comes here? retire we and. observe.

[They withdraw.
SCENE IV.

FLORIAN, COUNTESS, PORTER.
'Tis not far off the time the porter will'd, me 
Expect him here. My friend., indulging grief,
Chose no companion of his pensive walk.
Yes, I must serve thee. May my prosp'rous care 
Restore thee to thy state, and. aid. thy love 
To make the blooming Adeliza thine I
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COUNTESS, apart to the PORTER.

Methought he spoke of love and Adeliza.
Who may it be?

PORTER.
I never heard his name.

COUNTESS, appro aching.
Stranger, did chance or purpose guide thy steps
.To this lone dwelling?

[PORTER makes signs to FLORIAN not to discover their 
former interview.

FLORIAN.
Pardon, gentle lady,

If curious to behold the pious matron
Whom Narbonne's plains obey, I sought this castle.
And deem my wish indulg'd in viewing thee.

.COUNTESS.
Me I stranger. Is affliction then so rare
It occupies the babbler Fame? Oh! no.
My sorrows are not new. Austerities 
And rigid penance tempt no curious eyes.
Nor speaks your air desire of searching out 
The house of mourning. Rather should, you seek 
Some unsunn1 d. beauty , some unpractic'd. fair one.
Who thinks the first soft sounds she hears, are love. 
There may be such at Narbonne: none dwell here,
But melancholy, sorrow, and contrition.
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FLORIAN.

Pleasure has charms; but so has virtue too.
One skims the surface, like the swallow's wing.
And. feuds away unnotic'd.. T'other nymph,
Like spotless swans in solemn majesty,
Breasts the full surge, and. leaves long light behind..

COUNTESS.
Your courtly phrase, young knight, bespeaks a birth 
Above the vulgar. May I ask, how old.
Your residence in Narbonne? Whence your race?

FLORIAN."
In Brabant was I born: my father's name,
The baron of St. Orme. I wait at Narbonne 
My letters of exchange, while passing homewards 
To gather my late sire's no mean succession.

COUNTESS.
Dead, is your fatheri and unwet your cheek!
Trust me, young sir, a father's guardian arm 
Were well worth all the treasures it withheld.
A mother might be spar'd,.

FLORIAN.
Mothers, like thee.

Were blessings.

386. Brabant: A former duchy in West Europe; it is 
presently divided, between Belgium and. the Netherlands 
After the area became a duchy in 1190 it was ruled, by 
who became known for their enlightened, reigns.
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COUNTESS.

Curses I
PORTER.
Lady, •tis the hour

Of pray’r. Shall I ring out the chapel-bell?
COUNTESS.

Stranger, I'm summon'd hence. Within these walls 
I may not speak with thee: my solemn purpose 
Admits no converse with unsteady youth.
But at St. Bridget's nunnery, to-morrow.
If you can spare some moments from your pastime.
In presence of the abess, I would, talk with thee.

FLORIAN.
Madam, I shall not fail.

COUNTESS.
Good angels guard, thee!

[Exit COUNTESS and. 
SCENE V. .

FLORIAN, alone.
So, this is well. My introduction made,
It follows that I move her for her. son.
She seems of gentler mould, than fame bespoke her. 
Nor wears her eye the sawcy superiority 
Of bigot pride. Who knows but she may wish 
To shake the tramels of enthusiasm off.
And. reconcile herself to easier paths
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Of simple goodness? Women oft wear the mask 
Of piety to draw respect, or hide 
The loss of it. When age dispells the train 
That waits on beauty, then religion blows 
Her trumpet, and. invites another circle;
Who full as false as the preceding crew.
Flatter her problematic mental charms:
While snuffing incense, and. devoutly wanton,
The Pagan goddess grows a Christian saint,
And. keeps her patent of divinity.
Well! Edmund, whatsoe'er thy mother be.
I'll put her virtue or hypocirsy
To the severest test. Countess, expect me! [Exit

End of the second Act.
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ACT the THIRD 
SCENE I.

A small Garden within the Castle, terminated by a long 
Cloys ter, beyond, which appear some Towers.

COUNTESS, alone,
THE monument destroy *di Well I what of that i
Were ev'ry thunderbolt address'd, to me,
Not one would, miss me. Fate's unerring hand.
Darts not at random. Nor, as fractious children
Are child, by proxy, does it deal its wrath
On flocks and stones to frighten, not chastise us.
Omens and. prodigies are but begotten
By guilt on pride. We know the doom we merit;
And. self-impo tance makes us think all nature
Busied, to warn us when that doom approaches.
Fie! fie I I blush to recollect my weakness.
My Edmund, may be dead.: the house of Narbonne
May perish from this earth: poor Ad.eliza
May taste the cup of woe that I have drug'd.:
But light'nings play not to announce our fate:
No whirlwinds rise to prophecy to mites:
Nor, like inquisitors, does heav'n dress up
In flames the victims it intends to punish;
Making a holiday for greater sinners.
-•— Greater I oh! impious! Were the faggots plac'd.
Around, me, and. the fatal torch applied.



What wretch could view the dreadful apparatus,
And be a blacker criminal than I am?
 Perhaps my virtues but enhance my guilt.
Penance attracts respect, and not reproach.
How dare I be esteem’d? Be known my crimes 1 
Let shame anticipate the woes to come!
— — Hah! monster! wouldst disclose the frightful scene? 
Wouldst teach the vicious world unheard-of sins,
And be a new apostle of perdition?
 My Edmund, too! has not a mother’s hand.
Afflicted, him enough? Shall this curs'd, tongue 
Brand, him with shame indelible, and. sting 
His honest bosom with his mother's scorpions?
Shall Adeliza hear the last of horrors,
E ’er her pure breast, that sighs for sins it knows not, 
Has learn’d. the rudiments of human frailty?
No, hapless maid.-,—  , -

Enter a SERVANT.
Madam, young Adeliza 

Intreats to s eak with you. The lady abbess 
Sickens to death.

COUNTESS.
Admit her. Now, my soul,

[Ex. Servant.
Recall thy calm; support alone thy torments;
And. envy not the peace thou ne'er must know.
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SCENE II.

COUNTESS, ADELIZA..
Approach, sweet maid. Thy melancholy mein 
Speaks thy compassionate and feeling heart.
'Tis a grave lesson for thy blooming years, 45
A scene of dissolutionJ But when Death 
Expands his pinions o'er a bed so holy.
Sure he's a welcome guest.

ADELIZA. '
Oh! do not doubt it.

The pious matron meets him like a friend
Expected, long. And. if a tender tear, 50
At leaving your poor ward, melts in her eye,
And. downward sinks its servent ecstacy;
Still does impatience to be gone, betray 
Her inward, satisfaction. Yesternight,
As weeping, praying, by her couch I knelt, 55
Behold, my Adeliza, mark, she said,

52. its] it's (SH)
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How happy the d.eath-bed of innocence I *
Oh i lady, how those sounds affected, me I
I wish'd to die with her and oh I forgive me.
If in that moment I forgot my patroness I 60

COUNTESS.
It was a wish devout. Can that want pardon?
But to confess it, speaks thy native candour.
Thy virtuous, thy ingenuous truth disdains
To hide a thought---

ADELIZA, falling at her feet.
Oh I can I hear this praise.

And. not expire in blushes at thy feet? 65
COUNTESS.

What means this passion?
ADELIZA.
Ah! recall thy word.s :

Thy Ad.eliza merits no encomium.
*Dr. Young relates that Mr. Addison, on his d.eath-bed, 

spoke in this manner to his pupil Ld.. Warwick.

57. ft. nte.] ~om. (SH)

57. (note): Dr. Young refers to Edward Young, author of
"Night Thoughts." Young's first play, Busiris, a tragedy of
violence and passion was successfully produced, at Drury Lane
in 1719, the year of Addison's death. Lord. Warwick refers
to the Earl of Warwick, holder of the hereditary title first 
bestowed, upon Richard. Neville, who was known as "the King
maker. " Warwick was Addison's step-son.
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COUNTESSo

Thou art too modest. Praise is due to truth.
Thou shouldst not seek it; nor should I withhold, it.

ADELIZA.
For pity , spare me. No, my honour'd, mistress , 70
I merit not— -oh I no, my guilty heart
Deserves thy frowns 1 cannot speak:— —

COUNTESS.
Be calm:

Thou know'st no guilt. Unfold, thy lab' ring breast.
Say, am not I thy friend? Me canst thou fear?

ADELIZA.
Can I fear ought beside? Fear ought but goodness? 75
Has not thy lavish bounty cloath'd. me, fed. me?
Hast thou not taught me virtue? Whom on earth,
But such a behefactress, such a friend..
Can Adeliza fear? Alas I she.knows
No other friend! and Christian fortitude 80
Dreads not a foe. Methinks I would, have said.
That Christian innocence but shame restrain'd.
My conscious tongue -I am not innocent?

COUNTESS.
Thou dearest orphan, to my bosom come,
And. vent thy little sorrows. Purity 85

83. innocent?] ~i (SH) (D,L)



Like thine affrights itself with fancied, guilt. 
I'll be thy confessor; and. trust me, love.
Thy penance will be light.

ADELIZA. •
In vain you chear me. 

Say, what is guilt, but to have known a thought 
I blush'd to tell thee? To have lent mine ear,
For three long weeks, to sounds I did not wish 
My patroness should, hear I Ah I when till now 
Have I not hoped, thy presence, thought it long.
If two whole days detain'd, thee from our mass?
When have I wept, but when thou hast refus'd.
To let thy Adeliza call thee mother?
I know I was not worthy of such honour.
Too splendid, for a child, of charity.
I now am most unworthy! I, undone.
Have not desir'd thy presence; have not thought it 
Long, if two days thou hast declin'd our mass. 
Other discourse than thine has charm'd, mine ear; 
Nor dare I no presume to call thee mother!

COUNTESS.
My lovely innocence, restrain thy tears.
I know thy secret; know, why beats and. throbs 
Thy little heart with unaccustom'd. tumult.

ADELIZA.
Impossible. Oh! let me tell thee all— -



COUNTESS„
No; I will tell it thee. Thou hast convers'd 
With a young knight---

ADELIZA.
Amazement I Who inform'd, thee? 

Pent in her chamber, sickness has detain'd 
Our abbess from the parlour. There I saw him,
Oft as he came alone.

COUNTESS.
He talk'd, of love;

And. woo'd, thee for his bride.
ADELIZA.

He did.
COUNTESS.

('Tis well:
This is the stranger I beheld, this morning. )
His father dead, he hastes to take possession
Of his paternal fortunes is't not so?

ADELIZA.
He sorrows for a father something too
He utter'd of a large inheritance
That should be his— -in truth I mark'd it not.

COUNTESS.
But when he spoke of love, thy very soul 
Hung on his lips. Say, canst thou not repeat

112. came] ~, (SH)
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Each word, each syllable? His accent too 
Thou noted.st: still it rings upon thine ear.
And then his eyes they look'd, such wond'rous truth;
Art thou not s re he cannot have deceiv'd, thee?

ADELIZA.
Alas! my noble mistress, thou dost mock
Poor Ad.eliza what can I reply!

COUNTESS.
The truth. Thy words have ever held, its language.
Say, dost thou love this stranger? Hast thou pledg'd. 
Thy faith to him?

ADELIZA.
Angels forbid.I What faith have I to give?
Can I dispose of ought without thy leave?

COUNTESS.
Insinuating softness! still thou turnest
Aside my question. Thou dost love this stranger.

ADELIZA.
Yes, with such love as that I feel for thee.
His virtues I revere: his earnest words 
Sound, like the precepts of a tender parent:
And., next to thee, methinks I could obey him.

COUNTESS.
Ay, as his wife.
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ADELIZA„
OhI never. What, to lose him.

As thou thy NarbonneI
COUNTESS.

Check not, Adeliza,
Thy undevelop'd, passion. Should, this stranger 
Prove what my wish has form'd, and what his wo rd.s 
Report him, it would, bless my woeful days 
To see thee plac'd, above the reach of want.
And. distant from this residence of sorrow.

ADELIZA.
What I wouldst thou send me from thee I oh! for pity !
I cannot, will not leave thee. If thy goodness 
Withdraw its bounty, at thy castle-gate 
I'll wait and. beg those alms thy gracious hand 
To none refuses. I shall see thee pass.
And., pass'd, will kiss thy footsteps—— wil't thou spurn
Well then, I'll die and. bless thee Oh! this stranger!
•Tis he has done this; he has drawn thy anger
On thy poor ward! I'll never see him more.

COUNTESS.
Be calm, my lovely orphan; hush thy fears.
Heav'n knows how fondly, anxiously I love thee!
The stranger's not to blame. Myself will task him,

152. die] ~, (RBS,D,L)
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And. know if he deserves thee. Now retire,
Nor slack thy duty to th ’ expiring saint.
A lover must not weigh against a friend,. [Ex. ADELIZA. 160 
And. lo 1 where comes the friar. 'Twer not fit 
He knew my purpose. Benedict, I fear,
Has views on this side heav'n.

SCENE III.
COUNTESS, BENEDICT.

BENEDICT.
The dew of grace

Rest on this dwelling!
COUNTESS.

Thanks, my ghostly friend.
But sure, or I mistake, in your sad. eye 165
I spell affliction's signature. What woes 
Call for the scanty balm this hand can pour?

BENEDICT.
You, lady, and. you only need, that balm.

COUNTESS.
To tutor my unapt and. ill-school' d. nature
You come then Good my confessor, a truce 170
With doctrines and. authority. If ought 
Can medicate a soul unsound, like mine.
Good, deeds must operate the healthful change,

170. Good] ~, (RBS,D,L)
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And. penance cleanse it to receive the blessing.
Shall I for faith, shall I, for but believing 175
What 1tis my int1 rest to believe, efface
The stains, which, tho' believing, I contracted?

BENEDICT.
Lady, your subtle wit, like daring infants.
Sports with a weight will crush it but no more.
It is not mine to argue, but pronounce. 180
The church, on rock of adamant establish'd.
Now inch by inch disputes not its domain.
Heav'n's law promulg'd, it rests obedience follow.
And. when supreme It taxes that obedience,
Not at impracticable, vain perfection, 185
But rates its prodigality of blessings
At the slight credence of its pow'r to grant them;
Shall man with stoic pride reject the boon,
And. cry, we will do more, we will deserve it?*'

. COUNTESS.
Deserve it I- oh! have all your sainted, hosts, 190
Your choirs of martyrs, or your clouds of cherubim,

*We will do more, Sempronius, we'll deserve it. Portius 
in CATO. . '

175. I] ~, (SH) 189. ft. nte.] ~ om. (SH)

189. (note): Cato, a tragedy by Joseph Addison, deals 
with the last phase of the life of Marcus Porcius Cato. 
Sempronius, a senator, betrays Cato during Caesar's siege 
of Utica. See Cato, I, ii, 45.
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Deserv'd to feel the transport but of hope?
Away; nor tell me of this holy juggle 
•Twixt faith and conscience. Shall the latter roam, 
Wasting and spoiling with a ruffian hand,
While her accomplice faith, wrapt up at home 
In proud, security of self-existence.
Thinks that existence shall absolve them both?

BENEDICT.
'Twas not to war with words, so heav'n's my judge. 
That your poor rated, servant sought your presence.
I came with charitable friendly purpose 
To sooth-— but wherefore mitigate your griefs?
You mock my friendship, and. miscall my zeal.
Since then to council, comfort, and. reproof
Obdurate learn the measure of your woes.
Learn, if the mother's fortitude can brave 
The bolt the woman's arrogance defied..

COUNTESS.
The mother! saidst thou?

BENEDICT.
Yes, imperious dame:

Yes, 'twas no vision rais'd by dreams and. fumes, 
Begot 'twixt nightly fear and. indigestion:
Nor was it artifice and. pious fraud,

208. mother!] ~, (D,L)
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When but this morning I announc'd thy Edmund.
Was number'd, with the dead.---

COUNTESS o
Priest, mock me not I 

Nor dally with a mother's apprehension.
Lives, or lives not my son?

. BENEDICT.
Woman, heav'n mocks theei 

On Buda's plain thy slaughter'd. Edmund, lies.
An unbeliever's weapon cleft his heart;
But ' twas thy unbelief that pois'd, the shaft,
And. sped, its aim.

COUNTESS.
To heav'n's high will I bow me.

OhI may its joys be open to his soul,
Tho' clos'd, to mine for ever I

BENEDICT.
Then you lov'd, him! 

COUNTESS.
Lov'd him! oh! nature, bleeding at my heart,
Hearest thou this? Lov'd him! ha! whither!---rage,
Be dumb Now listen, monk, nor dare reply
Beyond, my purpose. In the grave , thou say ' st,
My Edmund sleeps how didst thou learn his fate?
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BENEDICT„
No angel whisper'd it; no dasmon spoke it.
Thou, by the self-same means I learn 'd., may1 st learn it.

COUNTESS.
Be. brief.

BENEDICT.
Then but what boots his life or. death

To a poor taunted, friar Benedict,
Leave this proud, mistress of the fleeting hour,
E'er the destroying angel's kindling brand 
Smoaks in the tow'rs of Narbonne-,—

COUNTESS.
Ho Id. I presumptuous 1 

I am thy mistress yet: nor will I brook 
Such insolent reproof. Produce thy warrant,
Assure my Edmund.'s death or dread, his vengeance I
Severely shall he question ev'ry throb 
His agonizing mother now endures.

BENEDICT.
My warrant is at hand.---

[Goes out and returns with EDMUND.
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SCENE IV.

COUNTESS, BENEDICT, EDMUND.
BENEDICT 

This gentleman 
Beheld, thy Edmund, breathless on the ground..

COUNTESS.
Hah I is this sorcery? or is 11 my husband.? [ Swoons

EDMUND.
Stand, off, and. let me clasp her in my arms I 
The flame of filial fondness shall revive 
The lamp of life, repay the breath she gave,
And. waken all the mother in her soul.

BENEDICT.
Hah I who art thou then?

EDMUND.
Do not my fears tell thee i 

Look up I 0 ever dear 1 behold .thy son!
It is thy Edmund's voice; blest, if.thy eyes
Awake to bless him Softi her pulse returns;
She breathes----oh! speak. Dear parent, mother, hear!
' Tis Edmund,---Friar , wherefore is this horror?
Am I then deadly to her eyes?-- Dumb still!
Speak, tho• it be to curse me-- I have kill'd her!
My brain grows hot---

Scene IV] ~ om. (SH)
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BENEDICT.

My lord, restrain your passion;
See i she revives---

EDMUND.
OhI if these lips, that quiver 

With dread of thy disdain, have force to move thee 
With nature's, duty's, or affection's voice.
Feel how I print thy hand with burning zeal,
Tho ‘ tortur'd, at this awful interval!
Art thou, or not, a mother?

COUNTESS.
Hah! where am I?

Why do you hold, me? Was it not my Narbonne?
I saw him on my soul I d.id.---

EDMUMD.
Alas !

She raves recall thy wand.'ring apprehension---
It was no phantom: at thy feet behold.— -

COUNTESS.
Hah! whom! quick, answer Narbonne, dost thou live?
Or comest to transport me to perdition?.

BENEDICT.
Madam, behold, your son: he kneels for pardon.
And. I, I innocent, I ignorant 
Of what he was, implore it too---
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COUNTESS.
Distractioni

What means this complicated scene of horrors?
Why thus assail my splitting brain? be quick
Art thou my husband, wing'd, from other orbs 
To taunt my soul? What is this dubious form. 
Impress'd, with ev'ry feature I adore.
And. ev'ry lineament I dread, to look on I 
Art thou my dead, or living son?

EDMUND.
I am

Thy living Edmund.. Let these scalding tears 
Attest th' existence of thy suffering son.

COUNTESS.
Ah! touch me not---

EDMUND.
How!-— in .that cruel breast 

Revive then all sensations, but affection?
Why so ador'd, the memory of the father,
And. so abhor'd. the presence of the son?
But now, and. to thy eyes I seem'd, my father---
At least for that resemblance-sake embrace me.

COUNTESS.
Horror on horror! Blasted, be thy tongue!
What sounds are those!
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BENEDICT.

Lady f tho1 I excuse not 
This young lord's disobedience, his contrition 
Bespeaks no rebel principle. I doubt not,
Your blessing first obtain'd, and. gracious pardon, 
But soon as morning streaks the ruddy East,
He will obey your pleasure, and. return 
To stranger climes---

EDMUND.
'Tis false; I will not hence.

I have been fool'd, too long, too long been patient. 
Nor are my years so green as to endure 
The manacles of priests and nurseries.
Am I not Narbonne's prince? who shall rule here 
But Narbonne? Have I sapp'd, my country's laws.
Or play'd, the tyrant? Who shall banish me?
Am I a recreant knight? Has cowardice 
Disgrac'd the line of heroes I am sprung from?
Shall I then shulk, hide my inglorious head?
Or does it please your worship's gravity '
Dispatch me on some sleeveless pilgrimage.
Like other noble fools, to win you empires;
While you at home mock our credulity,
The masters of our wealth, our states, and. wives?

304. you] yon.(L) empires;] ~, (SH)
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COUNTESS«.
Aside«] (Brave youth I there spoke his fire. How my 

yearns
To own its genuine offspring!) Edmund, hear me!
Thou art my son, and I will prove a mother.
But I'm thy sovereign too. This state is mine.
Learn to command.; by learning to obey.
Tho• frail my sex, I have a soul as masculine 
As any of thy race. This very monk,
Lord, as thou thinkest of my ductile conscience,
Quails-— look if 'tis not true when I command.
Retire thee to the village. 'Tis not ripe
As yet my purpose Benedict, attend, me.
To-morrow, Edmund., shalt thou learn my pleasure.

[Ex. COUNTESS and BENEDICT. 
EDMUND, alone.

Why, this _is majesty'. Sounds of such accent
Ne'er struck mine ear till now. Commanding sex! 320
Strength, courage, all our boasted, attributes.
Want estimation; ev'n the preheminence 
We vaunt in wisdom , seems a borrow'd, ray,
When virtue deigns to speak with female organs.
Yes, O my mother, I will learn t'obey: 325
I will believe, that, harsh as thy decrees.
They wear the warrant of benign intention.
Make but the blooming Adeliza mine,
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And. bear, of me unquestion'd., Narbonne's sceptre;
Till life's expiring lamp by intervals 3.30
Throws but a fainter and a fainter flash,
And. then relumes its wasted; oil no more. [Exit.

End. of the third. Act.
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ACT the FOURTH.

The SCENE continues.
BENEDICT, MARTIN.

MARTIN.
I Know thy spirit well; know how it labours,
When curb'd and driv'n to wear the mask of art.
But till this hour I have not seen thy passions 
Boil o'er the bounds of prudence. So impetuous,
And so reserv'd!

BENEDICT.
Mistake me not, good, brother: 5

I want no confidence: I know thy faith.
But can I to thy naked eye unfold.
What I dare scarce reveal to my own bosom?
I would, not know one half that I suspect,
Till I have acted as if not suspecting. 10

MARTIN.
How, brother! thou a casuist! and apply 
To thy own breast those damning subtleties,
Which cowards with half-winking consciences 
Purchase of us, when they would, sin secure,
And hope the penalty will all be ours! 15

- , '

2. - curb'd] ~, (SH)

11. casuist: an oversubtle reasoner.



BENEDICT.
Brother, this moment is too big with action 
To waste on bootless curiosity.
When I try sins upon the touchstone conscience 
It is for others use, not for my own.
•Tis time enough to make up our account,
When we confess and kneel for absolution.

MARTIN.
Still does thy genius soar above mankind.I 
How many fathers of our holy church 
In Benedict I view!

BENEDICT.
No flattery, brother.

•Tis true the church owes Benedict some thanks 
For her, I have forgot I am a man.
For her, each virtue from my breast I banish. 
No laws I know but her prosperity;
No country, but her boundless acquisitions.
Who dares be true to country, king, or friend., 
If enemies to Rome, are Benedict's foes.

MARTIN.
Has it then gone so far? Does she speak out? 
Is Edmund, too infected, with like errors?

BENEDICT.
Both, brother, both are thinking heretics.
I could, forgive them, did. some upstart sect
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With sharper rigours charm their headlong zeal.
. But they, in sooth, must reason- curses light
On the proud talentJ 1 twill at last undo us.
When men are gorged, with each absurdity
Their subtle wits can frame, or we adopt; 40
For every novelty they will fly to sense.
And. we shall fall before that idol, fashion.

MARTIN.
Fear not a reign so transient. Statesmen too 
Will join to them the torrent: or new follies
Replace the old. Each chieftain that attacks us 45
Must grow the pope of his own heresy. •
E'en stern philosophy, if once triumphant.
Shall frame some jargon, and exact obedience 
To metaphysic nonsense worse than ours.
The church is but a specious name for empire, 50
And will exist wherever fools have fears.
Rome is no city; 'tis the human heart;
And. there suffice it if we plant our banners.
Each priest cannot command. and. thence come sects.

54. come] comes (SH)
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Obdurate Zeno and. our great Augustine 55
Are of one faith, and. differ but for power.

BENEDICT.
So be it therefore interest bids us crush
This cockatrice and. her egg: or we shall see 
The singing saints of Savoy's neighb1 ring vale

55. Augustine] Ignatius (SH)

55. Zeno: Zeno the Stoic; c340-c265 B.C. Ignatius: The
1768 edition referred to "our great Ignatius," meaning 
Ignatius of Loyola, the founder of the Jesuits in 1540.
While the reference was topical, considering the fact that 
the Jesuits were the "bogey-men" of eighteenth century 
England (and were in disfavor in France during the same 
period.) , and. considering Walpole's personal hatred of the 
Catholic church, Loyola's dates were far too late to be 
compatible with the time of the drama. Walpole changed the 
reference in the 1770 edition. Augustine: There were two 
Augustines connected with the early Catholic church who 
might have been in Walpole's mind when he changed the line 
in the 1770 edition. One Augustine was the powerful Bishop 
of Hippo from 354-430 and. the author whose works have endured 
over the centuries. The other Augustine was the monk who 
introduced Christianity into Britain and who became the first 
Archbishop of Canterbury in 601. The Archbishop of Canter
bury, too, was a powerful enough figure to fit the line in 
the play. (One of the most famous Archbishops of Canterbury, 
Thomas a Becket, withstood Henry II, defended, the powers of 
the Crown, and died, in his own cathedral on December 29,
1170, faithful to the Church to the end.) Walpole did not 
leave any clue as to which Augustine he was thinking of when 
he changed the line.

59. singing saints: probably the • Wald.enses , a religious 
sect founded, in 1173, as the Poor Men of Lyons, by Peter 
Waldo, to spread the vernacular scriptures. The attempts 
of the dukes of Savoy to exterminate the sect culminated, in 
the massacre of 1655, which evoked. Milton's sonnet "Avenge,
O Lord., thy slaughtered, saints. "



Fly to the covert of her shadowy wings,
Arid foil us at our own dexterity.
Already to those vagrants she inclines;
As if the rogues, that preach reform to others,
Like idiots, minded, to reform themselves.

MARTIN.
Be cautious, brother: you may lose the lady.

BENEDICT.
She is already lost or ne'er was ours.
I cannot dupe, and therefore must destroy her:
Involve her house in ruin so prodigious,
That neither she nor Edmund, may survive it.

MARTIN.
How may this be accomplish'd?

BENEDICT.
Ask me not.

From hints long treasur'd, up, from broken phrase 
In frenzy dropp'd., but vibrating from truth:
Nay, from her caution to explain away
What the late tempest of her soul had. utter'd,
I guess her fatal secret or, no matter---
Say, I do not-— by what she has forbidden,
I know what should be done then haste thee, brother
Facilitate count Edmund's interview
With Ad.eliza; nourish their young passion >
Curse them and if you can why join their hands.
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MARTIN,

I tremble I
BENEDICT,

Dastard, tremble, if we fail.
What can we fear, when we have ruin'd, them?

(A deep-toned voice is heard.)
Forbear i

BENEDICT.
HaJ whence that soundI

(Voice again.) Forbear!
BENEDICT.

Again 2
Comes it from heav'n or hell?

(Voice again.) Forbear!
MARTIN.

Good angels,
Protect me 2 Benedict, thy unholy purpose  » 85

SCENE II. .
BENEDICT, MARTIN, ADELIZA, Friars.

[A procession of friars, chanting a funeral anthem, and, 
followed, by ADELIZA, advance slowly from a cloyster at 
the end of the stage.J '

The ANTHEM.
Forbear 2 forbear! forbear!
The pious are heav'n1s care.

81. fail.] ~, (SH) 84. hell?] ~2 (SH,L)



Lamentations ill become us.
When the good, are ravish'd from us.
The pangs of death but smooth the way 90
To visions of eternal day,

BENEDICT. [Aside to MARTIN.
Now, man of aspin conscience i lo! the gods,
That sentence Benedict's unholy purpose 1 

. Art thou a priest? Wast thou initiated 
In each fond mummery that subdues the vulgar, 95
And standest thou appall'd, at our own thunders?

m a r t i n :
Who trembled, first? It was thy guilty conscience 
That gave th' alarm to mine.

BENEDICT.
Peace, dotard., peace I 

Nor when the lamb is nigh, must eagles wrangle:
Fair saint, give us to know why flow these tears; , 100

[To ADELIZA.
Why sighs that gentle bosom; and why chant ye 
That heav'n-invoking soul-dissolving dirge?

ADELIZA..
Ah! holy father, art thou then to learn 
The pious abbess is at peace? We go
To bear her parting blessing to the Countess. 105
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BENEDICT„

It must not be. Occasions of much import 
' Engross her faculties. By me she wills you 
Restrain your steps within the cloyster's pale.
Nor grant access but to one stranger knight.

ADELIZA.
Is't possible? Can my dear mistress bar 110
Her faithful handmaid, from her gracious presence?
Shall I not pour my sorrows in her bosom.
And. moisten it with grief and. gratitude?
Two friends were all poor Ad.eliza's wealth.
Lo i one is gone to plead, the orphan's cause. 115
My patroness, like Tobit's guardian spirit*,
Confirms my steps, and. points to realms of glory.

*Allud.ing to a picture of Salvator Rosa, in which the 
story is thus told.

116. ft. nte.] ~ om. (SH)

116. Tobit's guardian spirit: The archangel Raphael, who 
was sent to earth in answer to Tobit's and. Sarah's prayers 
for death (he because of his blindness; she because of her 
widowhood.) . After Raphael arranged, a marriage between Sarah 
and. Tobit's son, Tobias, Tobit's blindness was cured.. The 
story is told, in the Book of Tobit, one of the books of the 
Apocrypha.

116. (note): Salvatore Rosa, an Italian painter (1615- 
1673), was noted, for his pictures of desolate, dangerous, 
ominous, and. solitary locales, peopled by wandering shep
herds, wrecked sailors, forlorn travelers, or lurking 
bandits. The main figures in the painting referred, to in 
this line are Tobit and the archangel Raphael. The painting 
was in the National Gallery in 1927 when Summers edited. The 
Mysterious Mother.
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She will not quit me in this vale of bondage;
She. must be good., who teaches what is goodness.

BENEDICT„
(Indeed.i my pretty pratler I then am I [Aside.. 120
As sound, a saint as e'er the rubric boasted.
— --Ha! 'tis the Countess now for my obedience.) .
Young lady, much. I marvel at these murmurs. [To ADELIZA. 
Just sense and sober piety Still dictate
The Countess's commands. With truth I say it, 125
My sins diminish, as I copy her.

SCENE III.
COUNTESS, ADELIZA, BENEDICT, MARTIN.

COUNTESS.
What voices heard. I? Does my rebel son
Attempt against my peace? Hah! Adeliza!
I charg'd, thee guard thy convent— -wherefore then 
This disobedience?

BENEDICT.
Madam, I was urging 130

The fitness of your orders; but vain youth 
Scoff'd, my importunate rebuke---

ADELIZA.
Oh! no.

I am the thing you made me. Crush me, spurn me,
I will not murmur. Should, you bid. me die,
I know 'twere meant in kindness.



COUNTESS
Bid thee die i 

My own detested life but lingers round thee I 
Hai what a glance was there! it spoke resemblance
To all I hate, adore- My child, retire:
I am much discompos'd. the good. old. abbess
Claims thy attendance.

ADELIZA.
Mercy crown her soul!

She needs no duty we can pay her now!
COUNTESS.

How! art thou desolate! not a friend, left
To guard, thy innocence? Oh! wretched, maid.!
Must thou be left to spoilers? or worse, worse.
To the fierce onset of thy own dire passions?
Oh! is it come to this?

ADELIZA.
My noble mistress,

Can Ad.eliza want a ministring angel.
When shelter'd, by thy wing? yet Benedict
Says, I must shun this hospitable roof.
Indeed I thought it hard.

COUNTESS.
Did. Benedict,

Did. he audacious dare forbid, my child, ■
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My little orphan to embrace her curses
Swell in my throat hence or they fall on thee.

ADELIZA.
Alas i for pity I how have I offended.?

BENEDICT.
i ' -

Madam, it is the pupil of your care,
Your favour'd, child.---

COUNTESS.
Who told, thee so? Be dumb

For ever What art thou combin'd, with Edmund.,
To dash me down the precipice? Churchman, I tell thee, 
I View it with impatience. I could, leap
And. meet the furies but must she fall with me I

BENEDICT.
Aside. ] (Yes , and. thy Edmund, too ) Be patient, lady :
This fair domain, thou know'st, acknowledges 
The sovereignty of the church. Thy rebel son 
Dares not attempt---

COUNTESS.
Again I bid. thee peace.

There is no question of lord. Edmund. Leave us:
I have to talk with her alone.

157. What] ~I (L)
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BENEDICT [Aside to MARTIN.

(Now tremble
At voices supernatural; and forfeit
The spoils the tempest throws into our lap. )

[Ex. BENEDICT and MARTIN. 
SCENE IV.

COUNTESS, ADELIZA.
COUNTESS.

Now, Adeliza, summon all thy courage.
Retrace my precepts past: nor let a tear 170
Profane a moment that's worth martyrdom.
Remember patience is the Christian1s courage.
Stoics have bled, and. demigods have died.
A Christian's task is harder— — *tis to suffer.

ADELIZA
Alas I have I not learnt the bitter lesson? 175
Have I not borne thy woes? What is to come 
Can tax my patience with a ruder trial?

COUNTESS.
OhI yes, thou must do more. Adversity
Has various arrows. When the soul is steel'd
By meditation to encounter sorrow. 180
The foe of man shifts his artillery,
And drowns in luxury and careless softness
The breast he could, not storm. . Canst thou bear wealth. 
And. pleasure's melting couch? Thou hast known virtue
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But at a scanty board. She has awak1 d. thee 
To chilling vapours in the midnight vault,
And. beckon'd, thee to hardships, tears, and. penance. 
Wilt thou acknowledge the divine instructress,
When syren pleasures lap thee in delights?

ADELIZA.
If such the witchery that waits on guilt,
Why should. I seek th1 enchantress and. her wiles?
The virgin, veil shall guard, my spotless hours,
Assure my peace, and. saint me for hereafter.

COUNTESS.
It cannot be---
To Narbonne thou must bid. a last adieu I 
And with the stranger knight depart a bride.

ADELIZA.
Unhappy me! too sure I have o 1 erburthen1 d.
Thy charity, if thou wouldst drive me from thee. 
Restrain thy alms, dear lady. I have learnt 
From our kind, sister-hood. the needle's art.
My needle and thy smiles will life support.
Pray let me bring my last embroidery;
'Tis all by my own hand.. Indeed. I meant it 
For my kind lady's festival.

COUNTESS.
Great justice 1 

Does this stroke pierce not deep enough? These tears,
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Wrung from my vital fondness, scald, they not 
Worse than the living coal that sears the limbs?

ADELIZAo
Alas 2 thou hearest not! What grief o 1erwhelms thee? 
Why darts thy eye into my inmost soul?
Then vacant, motionless, arrests its course,
And, seems not to perceive what it reads there?
My much-lov'd, patroness 2

COUNTESS. .
0 Adeliza,

Thy words now flake, and. now augment my fever 2 
But oh! e'er reason quits this lab'ring frame,
While I dare weep these tears of anguish o'er thee. 
Unutterable, petrifying anguish 2
Hear my last breath. Avoid, the scorpion pleasure. 
Death lurks beneath the velvet of his lip.
And but to think him over, is perdition!
 0 retrospect of horror2 To the altar2
Haste, Adeliza, vow thou wilt be wretched!

ADELIZA.
Dost thou then doom me to eternal sorrows?
Hast thou deceiv'd me? is not virtue, happiness?

COUNTESS.
I know not that. I know that guilt is torture.
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ADELIZA e
Sure pestilence has slapp'd his baleful wing.
And. shed its poison o'er thy saintlike reason I 
When thou so patient, holy, so resign'd,
Doubtest of virtue's health, of virtue's peace.
 But ‘tis to try me look upon this relick:
'Twas the good, abbess's bequest. 'Twill chase 
The field, that walks at twilight.

COUNTESS.
How she melts me I

What have I said- my lovely innocence,
Thou art my only thought Oh! wast thou form'd.
The child, of sin? and. dare I not embrace thee?
Must I with eager ecstacy gaze on thee,
Yet curse the hour that stamp'd, thee with a being!

ADELIZA.
Alas! was I then born the child, of sin!
Who were my parents? I will pray for them.

COUNTESS.
Oh! if the bolt must come, here let it strike me!

[Flinging herself on the ground 
Nature! these feelings were thy gift. Thou knowest 
How ill 1 can resist thy forceful impulse.
If these emotions are imputed, to me,
I have one sin I cannot yet repent of!
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ADELIZA o

OhI raise thee from the earth. Shall I behold thee 
Prostrate, embracing an unfriended beggar?
Or dost thou mock me still? What is my lot?
Wilt thou yet cherish me? Or do the great 
Exalt us but in sport, lend us a taste,
A vision of enjoyment, and then dash us 
To poverty, more poignant by comparison?
Sure !_ could never wanton with affliction!

COUNTESS.
Ah! canst thou doubt this conflict of the soul!
Mock thee! oh! yes, there are such savage natures.
That will deride thy woes and thou must bear it---
With foul reproach will gall thy spotless soul.
And taunt thee with a crime past thy conceiving.
Oh! 1tis to shield thee from thie world of sorrows. 
That thou must fly, must wed, must never view 
The tow*rs of Narbonne more; must never know 
The doom reserv'd for thy sad patroness!

• ADELIZA.
Who threatens thy dear life! recall thy son.
His valiant arm will stem a host of foes,
Replace thy lord, and woo thee to be happy.

COUNTESS.
Hah! little imp of darkness! dost thou wear 
That angel form to gird me with upbraidings!
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Fly, e'er my rage forget distinction, nature.
And make a medley of unheard-of crimes.
Fly, e'er it be too late---

ADELIZA.
For pity!

COUNTESS.
• Hence!

Pity would, bid. me stab thee, while the charm 
Of ignorance locks thee in its happy slumbers.

ADELIZA.
Alas! she raves I will call help.

COUNTESS, alone.
[After a long pause, in which she looks tenderly 
ADELIZA.

She's gone.
 That pang, great God, was my last sacrifice!---
Now recollect thyself, my soul! consummate 
The pomp of horror with tremendous coolness.
'Tis fit that reason punish passion's crime.
 Reason! alas! 'tis one of my convulsions!
Now it empow'rs me past myself: now leaves me 
Exhausted, spiritless, eying with despair 
The heights I cannot reach. Then madness comes, 
Imperial food! and. promises to wast me

275. crime.] (SH)

[Exit,

after
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Beyond: the grin of scorn but who sits therer
Super eminent? 1 tis conscience i phrenzy shield, me I .
I know the foe see! seei he points his lance !

He plunges it all flaming in my soul,
And. down I sink, lost in eternal anguish! [Runs out.

SCENE V.
BENEDICT, ADELIZA„

ADELIZA.
She is not here. Shall we not follow her?
Such agonies of passion! sure some damon 
Assaults her. Thou shalt pray by her. Indeed.
I tremble for her life.

BENEDICT.
Thou knowest her not.

Her transport is fictitious. 'Tis the coinage 
Of avarice and. caprice. Dost thou not see 
Her bounty wearies? While thy babbling years 
Wore the trick of novelty, thou wast her plaything.
The charity of the great must be amus'd.
Mere merit surfeits it; affliction kills it.
The sick must jest and. gambol to attract
Their pity Come, I'll warrant, thou hast wept,
And. told her heav'n would, register each ducat 
Her piety had. spar'd, to cloathe and. feed. thee.

282. phrenzy] (SH) Scene V] ~ IV (SH)
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Go to; thou hast estrang'd, her; and, she means 
To drive thee hence, lest thou upbraid her change.

ADELIZA.
Upbraid, my patroness! I! I upbraid, her,
Who see her now the angel that she will be!
How knew I virtue, goodness, but from her!
Her lessons taught me heav'n; her life reveal'd, it.
The wings of gratitude must bear me thither.
Or I deserve not Paradise.

BENEDICT.
Thou art young.

Thy novice ear imbibes each silver sound,
And. deems the music warbled, all by truth.
Grey hairs are not fool'd, thus. I know this Countess: 
An errant heretic. She scoffs the church.
When did. her piety adorn our altars?
What holy garments glisten with her gifts?
The fabric of our convent threatens, ruin---
Does she repair it? no. On lazy lepers,
On soldier's maim'd and swearing from the wars
She lavishes her wealth but note it, young one;
Her days are number'd; and. thou shalt do wisely 
To quit her e'er the measure is compleat.

ADELIZA.
Alas! she bids me go. She bids me wed. •
The stranger knight that woo'd me at our parlour.
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BENEDICT„.

And thou shalt take her at her word. Myself
Will join your hands -and. lo I in happy hour
Who comes to meet her boon.

SCENE VI.
EDMUND, BENEDICT, ADELIZA.

EDMUND.
In tears I that cowl

Shall not protect th1 injurious tongue, that dares 
Insult thy innocence--— for sure, thou dear one. 
Thou hast no sins to weep.

BENEDICT.
My gracious lord. 

Yourself and virgin coyness must be chidden,
If my fair scholar wears the mein of sadness.
'Tis but a blush that melts in modest showers.

EDMUND.
Unriddle, priest. My soul is too impatient,
To wait th* impertinence of flow'ry dialect.

BENEDICT.
Then briefly thus. The Countess wills me join
Your hand, with this fair maiden's now, my lord.,
Is my poor language nauseous?

Scene Vi] ~ V (SH)
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EDMUND„
Is it possible?

Dost thou consent, sweet passion of my soul?
May I then clasp thee to my heart?

ADELIZA.
Forbear?

It must not be— -r-Thou shalt not wed a beggar.
EDMUND.

A beggar! Thou art riches, opulence.
The flaming ruby and the dazling di'mond.
Set in the world’s first diadem, could not add
A ray to thy least charm for pity, grant me
To breathe my warmth into this marble hand.

ADELIZA.
Never! This orphan, this abandon’d wanderer.
Taunted with poverty, with shameful origine, 
Dower'd with no lot but scorn, shall ne'er bestow 
That, her sole portion, on a lordly husband.

BENEDICT.
My lord, the Countess is my gracious mistress:
My duty bade me to report her words.
It seems her charities circumscribe her wishes. 
This goodly maiden has full long experienc'd 
Her amplest bounty. Other piteous objects 
Call for her largess. Lovely Adeliza



Plac'd in your arms can never feel affliction.
This the good. Countess knows---

EDMUND.
By my fire's soul 

I will not thank her. Has she d.ar'd. to scorn thee,
Thou beauteous excellence? then from this hour
Thou art her equal. In her very presence 
I will espouse thee. Let us seek the proud, one!
 Nay, no resistance, love!

BENEDICT.
(By heav'n all's lost,

[Aside
Should, they meet now) My lord, a word. The maiden

. [Aside to EDMUND 
Is tutor'd, to such awe, she ne'er will yield.
Consent, should, but a frown dart from the Countess.
But now, and. she enjoin'd, your marriage. Better .
Profit of that behest---

EDMUND.
I tell thee, monk,

My haughty soul will not---
BENEDICT.
Pray be adyis'd.

Heav'n knows how dear I tender your felicity.

366. S.D. om.] ~ [in a low voice (SH)
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The chapel is few paces hence nay, lead her
With gentle wooing, nor alarm her fears.
Arriv'd there, I will speedily pronounce 
The solemn words---

EDMUND.
Well, be it so. My fair one.

This holy man advises well. To heaven
We will address our vows, and ask its pleasure.
Come, come; I will not be refus'd---

ADELIZA.
Yes, heav'n!

To thee I fly; thou art my only refuge. [Exeunt.

End of the fourth Act.
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ACT the FIFTHo 

The SCENE continues„
Enter BENEDICT„

THE business is dispatch"ch Their hands are join'd.
The puling moppet struggled, with her wishes;
Invok'd, each saint to witness her refusal:
Nor heeded, tho' I swore their golden harps
Were tun'd, to greet her hymeneal hour. 5
Th« impetuous count, fir'd, with th' impure suggestion,
As if descending clouds had. spread, their pillows 
To meet the pressure of his eager transports.
Would, have forerun the rites. The maid, affrighted.
At such tumultuous unaccustom'd. onset, 10
Sunk lifeless on the pavement. Hastily 
I mumbled, o'er the spell that binds them fast 
Like an invenom'd. robe, to scorch each other 
With mutual ruin Thus am I reveng'd.
Proud, dame of Narbonne, lo 1 a bare-foot monk 15
Thus pays thy scorn, thus vindicates his altars.
Nor while this woolen frock shall wrap our order.
Shall e'en the lillied. monarchs of our realm
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Be plac'd, so high, but a poor friar's knife*
Shall fell their tow'ring grandeur to the earth, 20
Oft as they scant obedience to the church.

SCENE II.
BENEDICT, PORTER.

PORTER.
Ahi woe of woes I good father, haste thee in,
And speak sweet words of comfort to our mistress.
Her brain is much disturb'd I fear some spell.
Or naughty bev'rage will you not in and pray by her? 25
In sooth she needs your pray'rs.

BENEDICT.
She scorns my pray'rs.

[Coldly.
PORTER.

OhI no, but now she call'd for you. Pray seek her.
BENEDICT. '

I can administer no comfort to her. • '

*Alluding to the assassinations of Henry III. and IV.

19. ft. nte.] ~ om. (SH)

19. (note): Henry III: King of France, assassinated in
1589 by Jacques Clement, a Dominican monk, as Henry and 
Henry of Navarre were marching on Paris. Henry IV: Henry of 
Navarre, successor to Henry III; assassinated by Francois 
Ravaillac, a religious fanatic.
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PORTERo

Yes,. yes, you can. They say the soul fiend dreads
A scholar Tut, your holy wit can poze him, 30
Or bind him to the red. waves of the ocean.
Oh I he afflicts her gentle spirit, and vomits 
Strange menaces and terrible from her mouthi 
Then he is sullen; gags her lab*ring lips.
And she replies not -

BENEDICT,
Goodman exorcist, 35

Thy pains are unavailing. Her sins press her.
Guilt has unhing'd her reason.

PORTER,
Beshrew thy heart.

Thou dost asperse her. I know those are paid 
For being saints that-—

BENEDICT.
Stop that tongue profane:

Thou art infected with her heresies. . 4 0

33. mouth!] ~? (RBS)

30. poze: OED: to puzzle, confuse, perplex. Alternate 
spellings are: pose, poase. The OED lists the following 
authors as using the verb in the same manner as Walpole: 
Donne (1593); Barrow (1677); Steele (1711); Crabbe (1807); 
Dove (1856).

31. the red waves of the ocean: probably an allusion to the belief that the waters of the Red Sea had a magical 
power; the belief grew out of the Biblical account of the 
destruction of Pharaoh and his hosts.
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"Judgments already have o'erta'en thy mistress,
"Thou at thy peril leave her to her fate,"

PORTER,
"Father, belike there is a different heaven 
"For learned, clerks and. such poor men as I am.
"Me it behoves to have such humble virtues 45
"As suit my simple calling. To my masters
"For raiment, food., for salary, and. protection
"My honest heart owes gratitude. They took me
"From drudgery to guard their honour6d, persons.
"Why am I call'd, a man of worship? Why, 50
"As up the chancel I precede my lady,
"Do th' vassals of the castle, rang'd, in rows,
"Bow e'en to Peter? why? but, by the rood.,
"Because she plac'd, this silver-garnish'd. staff
"In Peter's hand. Why, but because this robe, 55
"Floating with seemly tufts, was her gift too.
"For honours of such note owe I not. thanks?
"Were my life much to sacrifice for hers?"

BENEDICT.
"Peace with thy sawcy lecture, or harangue
"Thy maudling fellows o'er the hall's dull embers 60

53. Peter?] ~! (L)

41-61. Inverted, commas are used, in order to indicate 
emphasis. (See note to II, ii, 259.) ,
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"With this thy gossiping morality,"---
How answer mentions she her son?

PORTER,
Ah me I

I had forgotten this old brain— — *tis true,
"Tis very true she raves upon her son.
And. thinks he came in vision,

BENEDICT,
1Twas no vision, 65

PORTER,
How! heav'nly fathers!

BENEDICT,
He has spoken with her.
PORTER.

And. I not see him! go to ° it could, not be.
How did he pass the gate?

BENEDICT.
I tell thee, Edmund,

Thy quondam master's son, has seen his mother;
Is but few paces hence.

PORTER.
Oh! joyous sounds! 70

Where is my noble lord?

69. quondam: sometime; once; former.
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BENEDICT.
Here and undone.

SCENE III.
FLORIAN, BENEDICT, PORTER.

FLORIAN.
Sure the foul fogs, that hang in lazy clouds 
O'er yonder moat, infect the moping air.
And. steam with phrenzy' s melancholy fumes.

\ . ' ' But how and. I met Edmund. with a voice 75
Appall'd, and. hollow like a parricide's.
He told, me he has wedded.. When I asked.
To see his bride, he groan 'd, and. said, his joys
Were blasted, e'er accomplish'd. As he urg'd.
His suit, the maiden's tears and. shrieks had struck 80
On his sick fancy like his mother's cries!
Th' idea writhing from his brain, had won
His eye-balls, and. he thought he saw his mother!
 This ague of contagious bigotry
Has gain'd, almost on me. Rethinks yon monk 85
Might fell me with a chaplet Edmund, left me
Abruptly I must learn this mystery.

[To BENEDICT.] [To PETER.]
Health to your rev'rence Hah! my new acquaintance!
In tears, my good. old. friend! What has the cricket

89. What] ~! (D,L)



Chirp6d ominously come, away with sorrow:
Joy marks this day its own.

PORTER.
A joyful dayi

The twentieth of September! -note it, sir.
Note it for th1 ugliest of fhe calendar.
'Twas on this day-'— ay, this day sixteen years 
The noble count came to his deathI

FLORIAN.
No matter.

Th" arrival of a nobler younger count
Shall mock prognostics past, and paint the year
With smiling white, fair fortune's fav'rite livery.
But tell me, father, tell me, has the Countess

[To BENEDICT
Pardon'd, her son's return? Has she receiv'd him 
With th' overflowings of a mother's joy?
Smiles she upon his wishes As I enter'd
Methought I heard, an hymeneal accent.
And yet, it seems, the favour of your countenance 
Wears not the benediction of rejoicing.

BENEDICT.
The Countess must unfold her book of fate.
I am not skill'd to read so dark a volume.

102. wishes ] ~? (L)
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FLORIAN*

Oracular as the Delphic god.I— r-good' Peter,
Thy wit and. mine are more upon. a level.
Resolve me, has the Countess seen lord. Edmund.? 110
Say, did she frown and. chide? or bathe his cheek 
With tears as warm as leaping blood,?

PORTER.
AhI master.

You seem too good, to mock our misery.
A soldier causes woe, but seldom jeers it.
Or know* st thou not and. sure • twill pity thee I 115
The gracious Countess, our kind, lady indeed.
I trust they will return is strangely chang‘d.1

FLORIAN.
By my good, sword, thou shalt unriddle, priest.
What means this tale? What mintage is at work
To coin delusion, that this fair domain - 120
May become holy patrimony? Thus .
Teach you our matrons to defraud, their issue 
By artificial fits and. acted, ravings? '
I have beheld, your juggles, heard, your dreams.

118. priest.] ~, (L)

.108. the Delphic god.: the Delphic Oracle, enshrined, in
Apollo's temple at Delphi, was the supreme authority in 
Greece on questions involving religion, man's reconciliation 
with the Gods, and ways of averting evil.



T h 1 imposture shall be known. These sixteen years 
Has my friend. Edmund, pin’d, in banishment:
While masses, mummings, goblins and. processions 
Usurp’d, his heritage, and. made of Narbonne 
A theatre of holy interludes
And. sainted, frauds. But day darts on your spells,
T h ’ enlighten’d., age eschews your vile deceits.
And. truth shall do mankind, and. Edmund, justice,

BENEDICT,
Unhallow’d. boy, I scorn thy contumely.
In camps and. trenches vent thy lew'd. reproaches.
Blaspheming while ye tremble, Heav’n ’s true soldiers.
Endu’d, with more than mortal courage, defy
Hosts numerous as the Pagan chivalry
Pour'd, forth to crush the church's rising glories,
 But this is an enlighten’d, age i Behold.
The triumphs of your sect! to yonder plains 
Bend, thy illumin'd, eye! The Vaudois there.
Writhing in flames, and. quiv'ring at th' approach .
Of Rome's impending knife, attest the blessings 
Conferred on their instructed, ignorance!

FLORIAN,
Monstrous! unparallel'd.! Are cries and. groans 
Of butcher'd, conscientious men the hymns

141, The Vaudois: The Waldenses. (See note to f, 59 
p. 85,)
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With which you chant the victories of the church?
Do you afflict and laugh? stab and huzza?
 But I am dallying with my own impatience---
Where is this mother? I will tent her soul; 150
And warn thee, if I find suggestion's whisper 
Has pratic'd to the detriment of my friend.
Thy caitiff life shall answer to my sword,
Tho' shrin'd within the pillars of the Vatican.

BENEDICT.
Judge heaven betwixt us I 155
If e'er the d.ews of night shall fall, thou seest not 
The cup of wrath pour'd out, and. triple woes 
O'ertake unheard-of crimes• call me false prophet.
Renounce my gods and join thee to the impious I
Thou in thy turn, if truth lives on my lips, 160
Tremble! repent 1 behold! the hour approaches!

SCENE IV.
COUNTESS, FLORIAN, BENEDICT, PORTER.

COUNTESS.
I dare not shoot the gulf ha! Benedict!
Thou art a priest, thy mission should, be holy,
If thou beliest not heav'n quick, do thy work!
If there is pow'r in pray'r, teach me some sounds 165
To charm my senses, lest my coward, flesh

156. If] ~, (SH)



Recoil, and win the mastery o'er my will.
-— 'Tis not the wound; it is the consequenceJ 
See! see! my Narbonne stands upon the brink,
And snatches from the readiest fury there 
A blazing torch! he whirls it round my head.
And asks where are my children!

PORTER.
Split, my heart.

At this sad sight!
FLORIAN.

Stand off! thou'rt an accomplice—  

Madam, it was your morning's gracious pleasure 
I should attend you. May I hope your pardon.
If I anticipate---

COUNTESS.
Ha! Who art thou?

FLORIAN.
Have you forgot me, lady?

COUNTESS.
Memory

Is full. A head distract as mine can hold 
Two only objects, guilt and eternity!
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FLORIANo

No more of this. Time has abundant hours 
For holy meditation. Nor have years 
Trac'd, such deep admonition on your cheek.
As call for sud.d.en preparation—

COUNTESS.
Prayer

Can do no more: its efficacy lost---
What must be, must be soon He will return.

FLORIAN.
He is return'd, your son have you not seen him?

COUNTESS.
Would. I had. never!

FLORIAN.
Come, this is too much.

This villainous monk has step'd. 'twixt you and. nature; 
And. misreported. of the noblest gentleman
That treads on Christian ground. Are you a mother?
Are legends dearer to you than your son?
Think you 'tis piety to gorge these miscreants.
And. drive your child, from your embrace— —

COUNTESS.
Ye saints!

This was the daemon prompted, it avaunt!

182. admonition] admonitions (SH)
184. efficacy] efficacy's (SH)

[Wildly
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He beckons me I will not lies my lord 195
Not bleeding in the porch? I'll tear my hair
And, bathe his wounds Where's Beatrice i-- monster ! monster i
She leads the dssmon---see! they spread, the couch!
No, I will perish with my Narbonne -Oh!
My strength, my reason faint darkness surrounds me! 200
To-morrow! never will to-morrow come!
Let me die here! [Sinks on a bench.

FLORIANo 
This is too much for art.

Chill damps sit on her brow: her pulse replies not.
BENEDICT.

No; 'tis fictitious all 0twas I inspir'd.
The horrors she has been so kind, to utter 205
At my suggestion.

FLORIAN.
That insulting sneer 

Speaks more the devil than if thy words were serious.
Be her destruction counterfeit or real,
Her sex demands compassion or assistance.
But she revives!

203. replies] reply (D)
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COUNTESS.

Is death then past! my brain
Beats not its wonted, tempest in the grave
There is peace then!

FLORIAN.
Her agony abates.

Look up and. view your friends.
COUNTESS.

Alas! I fear me.
This is life still! am I not in my castle?
Sure I should, know this garden— -good. old. Peter!
My honest servant, thou I see wilt never
Quit thy poor mistress ! kind. old. man, he weeps !

PORTER.
Indeed, it is for joy how fares my lady?

COUNTESS.
Exhausted., Peter, that I have not strength
To be distracted. hah! your looks betray
Tremendous innuendoes! gracious heaven!
Have I said, ought has wildness trust me, sirs.
In these sad. fits my unhing'd fancy wanders 
Beyond, the compass of things possible.
Sometimes an angel of excelling brightness 
I seem to whirl the orbs and. launch the comet.
Then hideous wings with forked, points array me.
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And I suggest strange crimes to shuddering matrons---
Sick fancy must b e •pardon'd.

BENEDICT.
(Artful woman! [Aside,

Thou subtle emblem of thy sex, compos'd.
Of madness and. deceit but since thy brain
Has lost its poize, I will send, those shall shake it
Beyond, recovery of its reeling bias) [Exit

[COUNTESS makes a sign to PETER to retire 
SCENE V.

COUNTESS, FLORIAN.
. COUNTESS.

This interval is well----'tis thy last boon.
Tremendous Providence! and I will use it
As 'twere th' elixir of descending mercy:
Not a drop shall be waste accept my thanks!
Preserve my reason! and. preserve my child.!
 Stranger, thy years are green; perhaps may mock
A woman's word, a mother's woe! but honour.
If I believe this garb, is thy profession.
Hast thou not dealt in blood.?-— then thou hast heard 
The dying groan, and sin's despairing accent.
Struck it not on thy soul? Recall it, sir!
What then was thy sensation, feel for me!

244. soul?] ~i (RBS,D)
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FLORIAN.
I shudder i listen, pity, and respect thee!

COUNTESSo
Resolve my anxious heart. Tho1 vagrant pleasure, 
Th" ebriety of youth, and. worse than passion. 
Example, lead, thee to the strumpet vice;
Say, if beneath the waves of dissipation.
The germ of virtue blossoms in thy soul.

FLORIAN.
A soldier's honour is his virtue. Gownmen 
Wear it for show, and. barter it for gold.
And. have it still. A soldier and. his honour 
Exist together, and. together perish.

COUNTESS.
I do believe thee. Thus my Narbonne thought.
Then hear me, child, of honour! Canst thou cherish 
Unblemish'd. innocence! wilt thou protect it?
Wilt thou observe its wand.1 rings? call it back. 
Confine it to the path that leads to happiness? 
Hast thou that genuine heroism of soul 
To hug the little fondling sufferer.
When nestling in thy bosom, drown'd, in blushes, 
Nor cast her from thee, while a grinning world. . 
Reviles her with a mother's foul misdeeds?
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FLORIAN,

My arm is sworn to innocence distrest;
Point out the lovely mourner.

COUNTESS.
"Tis enough.

Nor suffer th1 ebbing moments more enquiry.
My orphan shall be thine— -nay, start not, sir,
Your loves are known to me. Wealth past th* ambition 270 
Of Gallia's proudest baron shall endow her.
Within this casket is a monarch's ransom.
Ten thousand ducats more are lodg'd within.
All this is thine with Adeliza's hand.

FLORIAN.
With Adeliza!

COUNTESS.
Hal dost thou recoil? 275

Dost thou not love her?
FLORIAN.
I love AdelizaI 

Lady, recall thy wand'ring memory.
COUNTESS.

Dost thou reject her? and has hope beguil'd me 
In this sad only moment? Hast thou dar'd
With ruffian insolence gaze on her sweetness, ' 280
And mark it. for an hour of wanton dalliance?
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Oh I I will guard my child , tho1 gaping dasmons 
Howl with impatience J

FLORIAN.
Most rever'd, of matrons ,

Tho' youth and. rosy joy flush on my cheek,
Tho1 the licentious camp and. rapine's holiday 
Have been my school; deem not so reprobate 
My morals, that my eye would note no distance 
Between the harlot's glance and. my friend's bride,

COUNTESS,
Thy friend! what friend?

FLORIAN,
. Lord Edmund.---

COUNTESS,
What of him?

FLORIAN.
Is Adeliza's lord, her wedded, bridegroom.

COUNTESS.
Confusion! phrenzy! blast me, all ye furies!
Edmund, and. Adeliza! when! where! how!
Edmund wed. Adeliza! quick, unsay
The monst'rous tale oh! prodigy of ruin I
Does my own son then boil with fiercer fires 
Than scorch'd, his impious mother's madding veins I

296. veins!] ~? (D,L)
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Did. reason reassume its shatter'd, throne,
But as spectatress of this last of horrors?
Oh! let my dagger drink my heart's black blood.
And then present my hell-born progeny 300
With drops of kindred, sin! that were a torch
Fit to light up such loves! and. fit to quench them!

FLORIANo
What means this agony? didst thou not grant 
The maiden to his wishes?

COUNTESSo
Did. I not couple 

Distinctions horrible! plan unnatural rites 305
To grace my funeral pile, and. meet the furies 
More innocent than those I leave behind, me!

FLORIAN o
Amazement! I will hasten grant, ye pow'rs!
My speed, be not too late! -[Exit,

COUNTESS. .
Globe of the world.

If thy frame split not with such crimes as these, 310
It is immortal!

SCENE VI.
COUNTESS, EDMUND, ADELIZA.

[EDMUND and. ADELIZA enter at the opposite door from which 
FLORIAN went out. They kneel to the COUNTESS.

EDMUND.
Dear parent, look on us, and. bless your children!



COUNTESS„
My children! horror! horror! yes, too sure
Ye are my children! Edmund, loose that hand;
•Tis poison to thy soul! hell has no venom
Like a child's touch! oh! agonizing thought!
 Who made this marriage? whose unhallow'd. breath
Pronounc'd, the incestuous sounds?

EDMUND„
Incest! good, heavens!

COUNTESS.
Yes, thou devoted, victim! let thy blood 
Curdle to stone! perdition circumvents thee!
L o ! where this monster stands! thy mother! mistress!
The mother of thy daughter, sister, wife!
The pillar of accumulated horrors!
Hear! tremble!— — and then marry, if thou darest!

EDMUND.
Yes, I do tremble, tho' thy words are phrenzy.
So black must be the passions that inspir'd it,
I shudder for thee! pitying duty shudders!

COUNTESS.
For me! 0 Edmund., I have burst the bond
Of every tie— -when thou shalt know, the crimes.
In which this fury did involve thy youth,

313. children!] (SH) 316. touch!] (SH)
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It will seem piety to curse me, Edmund!
Oh! impious night 2— -hah! is not that my lord?
He shakes the curtains of the nuptial couch, [Wildly
And starts to find a son there!

EDMUNDo
Gracious heaven!

Grant that these, shocking images be_ raving!
ADELIZA„

Sweet lady, be compos'd indeed. I thought
This marriage was thy will but we,will break it---
Benedict shall discharge us from our vows„

COUNTESS.
Thou gentle lamb, from a fell tyger sprung.
Unknowing half the miseries that await thee!
 Oh! they are innocent Almighty pow'r!— -

[Kneels, but rises again hastily 
Ha! dare I pray! for others intercede!
JE pray for them, the cause of all their woe! ■
 But for a moment give me leave, despair!
For a short interval lend, me that reason 
Thou gavest, heav'n, in vain!-— it must be known 
The fullness of my crime; or innocent these 
May plunge them in new horrors. Not a word.
Can 'scape me, but will do the work of thunder,
And. blast those moments I regain from madness!

Ye know how fondly my luxurious fancy
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Doated upon my lord. For eighteen months 
An embassy detain’d him from my bed.
A harbinger announc'd his near return.
Love dress'd his image to my longing thoughts
In all its warmest colours but the morn,
In which impatience grew almost to sickness. 
Presented him a bloody corse before me.
I rav'd the storm of disappointed passions
Assail'd my reason, fever'd all my blood-—
Whether too warmly press'd, or too officious 
To turn the torrent of my grief aside,
A damsel, that attended me, disclos'd 
Thy suit, unhappy boy!

EDMUND.
What is to come!

Shield me, ye gracious pow'rs, from my own thoughts! 
My dreadful apprehension!

COUNTESS. •
Give it scope!

Thou canst not harbour a foreboding thought 
More dire, than I conceiv'd, I executed.
Guilt rush'd into my soul— -my fancy saw thee 
Thy father's image---

361. officious] ~, (SH)
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EDMUND o 
Swallow th" accursed sound.i

Nor dare to say---
COUNTESS.

Yes, thou polluted, son i 
Grief, disappointment, opportunity,
Rais'd, such a tumult in my madding blood.,
1 took the damsel's place; and. while thy arms 
Twin'd, to thy thinking, round, another's waist.
Hear, hell, and. tremble I thou didst clasp thy mother!

EDMUND."
Oh I execrable! [ADELIZA faints

COUNTESS.
Be that swoon eternal!

Nor let her know the rest she is thy daughter,
Fruit of that monst'rous night!

EDMUND. .
Infernal woman!

[Draws his dagger
My dagger must repay a tale like this!
Blood, so distemper'd. no 1 must not strike---
I dare not punish what you dar'd commit.
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COUNTESS„ [Seizing his dagger
Give me the steel -my arm will not recoil.
Thus, Edmund, I revenge thee! [Stabs herself.

EDMUND,
Help! hoa! help!

For both I tremble, dare not succour either!
COUNTESS,

Peace! and conceal our shame quick, frame some legend.-.
They come!

SCENE VII,
COUNTESS, EDMUND, ADELIZA, FLORIAN,

BENEDICT, Attendants,
COUNTESS,

Assist the maid. an accident---
[They bear off ADELIZA

By my own hand. ha! Benedict!—— but no!
JC must not turn accuser!

BENEDICT.
Mercy, heaven!

Who d.id. this deed?'
COUNTESS.

Myself.
BENEDICT.

What was the cause?

382. S.D. Seizing his] Seeing the (D,L)
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COUNTESS o
Follow me to yon gulph, and. thou wilt know.
I answer not to man.

BENEDICT.
Bethink thee, lady---

COUNTESS.
Thought ebbs apace 0 Edmund., could, a blessing
Part from my lips, and. not become a curse,
I would.— '-poor Adeliza 'tis accomplish'd! [Dies.

BENEDICT.
My lord, explain these horrors. Wherefore fell
Your mother? and. why faints your wife?

EDMUND.
My wife I

Thou damning priest! I have no wife thou know'st it---
Thou gavest me indeed.-- no---- rot my tongue
E'er the dread sound, escape it I— -bear away
That hateful monk  .

BENEDICT. [As he goes out to FLORIAN 
Who was the prophet now?

Remember me!
EDMUND.

0 Florian, we must haste 
To where fell war assumes its ugliest form:
I burn to rush on death!
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FLORIAN.
I dare not ask;

But stiffen'd, with amazement I deplore---
EDMUND„

0 tender friend.! I must not violate
Thy guiltless ear ha! 1tis my father calls! [Wildly
1 d.are not see him!

FLORIANo 
Be compos'd, my lord.

We are all your friends---
EDMUNDo " .
Have I no kindred here?

They will confound, all friendship! interweave 
Such monst'rous union---

FLORIAN„
Good, my lord, resume 

Your wonted, reason. Let us in and. comfort
Your gentle bride  ,

EDMUND.
Forbid, it, all ye pow'rs!

0 Florian, bear her to the holy sisters„
Say, 'twas my mother's will she take the veil,
1 never must behold, her! never more
Review this theatre of monst'rous guilt!
No; to th' embattled, foe I will present
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This hated form and. welcome be the sabre
That leaves no atom of it undefac'd! 420
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1 ?EPILOGUE, TO BE SPOKEN BY MRS„ CLIVE

Our bard,, whose head, is fill's with Gothic fancies, 
And. teems with ghosts and. giants and. romances, 
Intended, to have kept your passions up.
And. sent you crying out your eyes, to sup.
Would, you believe it though mine all the vogue,
He meant his nun should, speak the epilogue.
His nun I So pious , pliant and. demure--
Lord! you have had. enough of her. I'm sure 1 .
I storm'd.— for, when my honour is at stake,

3I make the pillars of the green-room shake.
4Heroes half-drest, and. goddesses half-lac'd.

Avoid, my wrath, and from my thunders haste.

1The Epilogue to The Mysterious Mother was written 
sometime before April of 1768. On April 15th of that year 
Walpole wrote to Montague: "I am not yet intoxicated, enough
with it [The Mysterious Mother] to think it would, do for the 
stage, though I wish to see it acted; but, as Mrs. Pritchard, 
[a renowned, dramatic actress of the time] leaves the stage 
next month, I know nobody could, play the Countess; . . .  I 
have written an epilogue in character for the Clive [see 
note #2 ff.], which she would speak admirably— " It is 
probable that Walpole wrote the Prologue at the same time 
that he wrote the Epilogue.

2Catherine Clive was one of the leading comediennes 
on the stage of the later eighteenth century.

3The dressing room.
^Actors half-way into their costumes, and actresses 

half-laced into their undergarments, fled. Clive's anger at 
the thought of the actress playing the role of the nun 
speaking the Epilogue.
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I vow'd by all the gods of Rome and. Greece,
'Twas I would finish his too doleful piece.
I , flush'd, with comic roguery— said. I,
Will make 'em laugh, more than you make'em cry.
Bless me I said, he— among the Greeks, dear Kat'rine,
Of smutty epilogues I know no pattern.
Smuttyi said. I— and then I stamp'd, the stage
With all a turkey-cock's majestic rage—
When did. you know in public— or in private.
Doubles entendres my strict virtue drive at?
Your muses, sir, are not more free from ill
On mount Parnassus— or on Strawb'rry-hill.
And. though with your repentance you may hum one,
I would, not play your countess— to become one.
So very guilty, and. so very good.,
An angel, with such errant flesh and. blood!
Such sinning, praying, preaching— I'll be kist,

5If I don't think she was a methodist!

5One of the dissenting sects in England, during the 
eighteenth century; the founder of the Methodist religion 
was John Wesley, who began his education at Oxford, served, 
as a missionary in Georgia, returned, to England, and finally 
broke with the Anglican church in 1739, when he was thirty- 
six years of age. The Methodists of the eighteenth century 
practiced, communal confession of sins, exhortation, and. 
prayer; sobbing, laughter, weeping, and. hysteria were the 
accompaniments of Methodist fervor. So, too, were thrift, 
hard, work, abstinence, concentration, and. selfless good, 
works. -
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Saints are the produce of a vicious age:  ̂

Crimes must abound, ere sectaries can rage.
His mask no canting confessor assumes;
With acted, zeal no flaming bigot fumes;
Till the rich harvest nods with swelling grain. 
And. the sharp sickle can assure his gain.
But soon shall hypocrites their flights deplore. 
Nor grim enthusiasts vex Britannia more.
Virtue shall guard, her daughters from their arts, 
Shine in their eyes, and. blossom in their hearts. 
They need, no lectures in fanatic tone:

7Their lesson lives before them— on the throne.

Many members of dissenting sects referred, to them
selves as "saints"; the woes and. ills of the poor of England, 
ignored, by the upper classes, doomed to a life of hard, labor 
and early d.eath, made them welcome any sect which concen
trated. upon salvation for all men regardless of class.

7This is not intended, as a compliment to George III, 
who was then on the throne. Walpole, an advocate of the 
romantic Whig ideas of liberty and. freedom, disliked what he 
saw happening to his beloved. England, and. also what the 
crown was doing to the colonists in America. The implica
tion in the last two lines is that preachers would, 
eventually be able to cease exhorting against sin because 
the throne (the crown) would, furnish enough first-hand, 
examples of wrong-doing.
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P O S T S C R I P T .

FROM the time that I first undertook the foregoing 
scenes, I never flatter 'd, myself that they would, be proper 
to appear on the stage. The subject is so horrid that I 
thought it would, shock, rather than give satisfaction to an 
audience. Still I found, it so truly tragic in the two 
essential springs of terror and. pity, that I could, not 
resist the impulse of adapting it to the scene, though it 
should, never be practicable to produce it there. I saw too 
that it would, admit of great situations, of lofty charac
ters, and. of those sudden and. unforeseen strokes, which have 
singular effect in operating a revolution in the passions, 
and. in interesting the spectator. It was capable of 
furnishing, not only a contrast of characters, but a 
contrast of vice and. virtue in the .same character: and. by 
laying the scene in what age and country I pleased; pictures 
of ancient manners might be drawn, and many allusions to 
historic events introduced, to bring the action nearer to the 
imagination of the spectator. The moral resulting from the 
calamities attendant on an unbounded, passion, even to the 
destruction of the criminal person's race, was obviously 
suited, to the purpose and object of tragedy.

The subject is more truly horrid, than even that of 
Oedipus: and yet I do not doubt but a Grecian poet would, 
have mad.e no scruple of exhibiting it on the theatre.
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Revolting as it is, a son assassinating his mother, as 
Orestes does,, exceeds the guilt that appears in the fore
going scenes. As murder is the highest crime that a man 
can commit against his fellow beings, parracide is the 
deepest degree of murd.er. No age but has. suffered such 
guilt to be represented on the stage. And yet I feel the 
disgust that must arise at the catastrophe of this piece; 
so much is our delicacy more apt to be shocked, than our 
good-nature. Nor will it be an excuse that I thought the 
story founded on an event in real life.

I had heard, when very young, that a gentlewoman, under 
uncommon agonies of mind,, had waited on archbishop Tillotson, 
and besought his counsel. Many years before, a damsel that 
served, her, had acquainted, her that she was importuned, by 
the gentlewoman's son to grant him a private meeting. The 
mother ordered, the maiden to make the assignation, when, she 
said., she would. d.iscover herself, and reprimand him for his 
criminal passion: but being hurried, away by a much more 
criminal passion herself, she kept the assignation without 
discovering herself. The fruit of this horrid artifice was 
a daughter, whom the gentlewoman caused, to be educated very 
privately in the country: but proving very lovely, and 
being accidentally met by her father-brother, who had. never 
had the slightest suspicion of the truth, he had. fallen in 
love with and actually married, her. The wretched guilty 
mother, learning what had happened, and. distracted, with the
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consequence of her crime, had. now resorted to the archbishop 
to know in what manner she should, act. The prelate charged, 
her never to let her son and. daughter know what had. passed, 
as they were innocent of any criminal intention. For her
self, he bade her almost despair.

Some time after I had. finished, the play on this ground
work, a gentleman to whom I had. communicated, it, accidentally 
discovered, the origine of the tradition in the novels of the 
queen of Navarre, vol. I. nov. 30. and. to my great surprise 
I found, a strange concurrence of circumstances between the 
story as there related, and as I had. adapted, it to my 
piece: for though I believed, it to have happened, in the 
reign of king William, I had., for a purpose mentioned, below, 
thrown it back to the eve of the reformation; and. the queen, 
it appears, dates the event in the reign of Louis XII. I 
had. chosen Narbonne for the scene; the queen places it in 
Languedoc. These rencounters are of little importance; and 
perhaps curious to nobody but the author.

In order to make use of a canvass so shocking, it was 
necessary as much as possible to palliate the crime, and. 
raise the character of the criminal. To attain the former 
end, I imagined, the moment in which she had lost a beloved, 
husband, when grief, disappointment, and. a conflict of 
passions might be supposed, to have thrown her reason off 
its guard., and. exposed her to the danger under which she 
fell. Strange as the moment may seem for vice to have
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seized her, still it makes her less hateful, than if she had. 
cooly meditated, so foul a crime. I have endeavoured to make 
her very fondness for her husband, in some measure the cause 
of her guilt.

But as that guilt could, not be lessened without destroy
ing the subject itself, I thought that her immediate horror 
and. consequential repentance were essential towards 
effectuating her being suffered, on the stage. Still more 
was necessary: the audience must be prejudiced in her 
favour; or an uniform sentiment of disgust would, have been 
raised, against the whole piece. For this reason I sup
pressed the story till the last scene; and. bestowed, every 
ornament of sense, unbigotted. piety, and. interesting contri
tion, on the character that was at last to raise universal 
indignation; in hopes that some degree of pity would, linger 
in the breasts of the audience; and that a whole life of 
virtue and. penance might in some measure atone for a moment, 
though a most odious moment of a depraved, imagination.

Some of my friends have thought that I have pushed, the 
sublimity of sense and. reason, in the character of the 
Countess, to too great a height, considering the dark and. 
superstitious age in which she lived.. They are of opinion 
that the excess of her repentance would, have been more likely 
to have thrown her into the arms of enthusiasm. Perhaps it
might but I was willing to insinuate that virtue could, and.
ought to leave more lasting stings in a mind, conscious of
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having fallen; and that weak minds alone believe or feel 
that conscience is to be lulled, asleep by the incantations 
of bigotry. However, to reconcile even the seeming incon
sistence objected, to, I have placed, my fable at the dawn of 
the reformation; consequently the strength of mind, in the 
Countess may be supposed, to have borrowed, aid. from other 
sources, besides, those she found, in her own understanding.

Her character is certainly new, and, the cast of the whole 
play unlike any other that I am acquainted, with. The 
incidents seem to me to flow naturally from the situation; 
and. with all the defects in the writing, of many of which I 
am conscious, and. many more no doubt will be discovered, 
still I think, as a tragedy, its greatest fault is the 
horror which it must occasion in the audience; particularly 
in the fairer, more tender, and, less criminal part of it.

It will be observed, that, after the discovery of her son, 
the Countesjs is for some moments in every scene disordered, 
in her understanding by the violent impression of that 
interview, and from the guilt that is ever uppermost in her
mind. Yet she is never quite mad. still less does she talk
like Belvidera of

"Lutes, laurels, seas of milk, and. ships of amber; " 
which is not being mad, but light-headed. When madness has 
taken possession of a person, such character ceases to be 
fit for the stage; or at. least should, appear there but for 
a short time; it being the business of the theatre to
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exhibit passions, not distempers„ The finest picture ever 
drawn of a head discomposed by misfortune is that of king 
Lear, His thoughts dwell on the ingratitude of his 
daughters, and every sentence that falls from his wildness 
excites reflection and pity. Had phrenzy entirely seized 
him, our compassion would abate: we should conclude that he 
no longer felt unhappiness, Shakespeare wrote as a philoso
pher , Otway as a poet.

The villainy of Benedict was planned to divide the 
indignation of the audience, and to intercept some of it 
from the Countess. Nor will the blackness of his character 
appear extravagant, if we call to mind the crimes committed 
by catholic churchmen, when the reformation not only pro
voked their rage, but threatened them with total ruin.

I have said that terror and pity naturally arose from the 
subject, and that the moral is just. These are the merits 
of the story, not of the author. It is true also, that the 
rules laid down by the critics are strictly inherent in the 
piece-— remark, I do not say, observed; for I had written 
above three acts before I had thought of, or set myself to 
observe those rules; and co: sequently it is no vanity to say 
that the three unities reign throughout the whole play. The 
time necessary is not above two or three hours longer than 
that of the representation; and at most does not require 
half of the *four-and-twenty hours granted .to poets by those 
their masters. The unity of place is but once shifted, and
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that merely from the platform without the castle to the 
garden within it, so that a single wall is the sole
infringement of the second, law and. for the third, unity.
of action, it is so entire, that not the smallest episode 
intervenes„ Every scene tends to bring on the catastrophe, 
and. the story is never interrupted, or diverted, from its 
course. The return of Edmund, and. his marriage necessarily 
produce the denouement.

If the critics are pleased, with this conformity to their 
laws, I shall be glad, they have that satisfaction. For my 
own part, I set little value on such merit, which was 
accidental, and. is at best mechanic, and. of a subordinate 
kind.; and. more apt to produce improbable situations than to 
remove them,

I wish I had. no more to answer for in the faults of the 
piece, than I have merit to boast in the mechanism. I was 
desirous of striking a little out of the common road, and. to 
introduce some novelty on our stage. Our genius and. cast of 
thinking are very different from the French; and yet our 
theatre, which should, represent manners, depends almost 
entirely at present on translations and copies from our 
neighbours. Enslaved, as they are to rules and modes, still 
I do not doubt, but many both of. their tragic and. comic 
authors would, be glad, they dared, to use the liberties that 
are secured, to our stage. They are so cramped, by the 
rigorous forms of composition, that they would, think
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themselves greatly indemnified by an ampler latitude of 
thought., I have chalked out some paths that may be happily 
improved by better poets and men of more genius than I 
possess; and which may be introduced in subjects better 
calculated, for action than the story I have chosen.

The excellence of our dramatic writers is by no means 
equal in number to the great men we have produced, in other 
walks. Theatric genius lay dormant after Shakespeare; waked, 
with some bold. and. glorious, but irregular and. often ridicu
lous flights in Dryden; revived, in Otway; maintained, a 
placid, pleasing kind, of dignity in Rowe, and. even shone in 
his Jane Shore, It trod, in sublime and. classic fetters in 
Cato, but void, of nature, or the power of affecting the 
passions. In Southern it seemed, a genuine ray of nature 
and. Shakespeare; but falling on an age still more Hottentot, 
was stifled, in those gross and. barbarous productions, 
tragicomedies. It turned to tuneful nonsense in the 
Mourning Bride; grew stark mad. in Lee; whose cloak, a little 
the worse for wear, fell on Young; yet in both was still a 
poet's cloak. It recover'd, its senses in Hughes and Fenton, 
who were afraid, it should, relapse, and accordingly kept it
down with a timid, but amiable hand. and. then it languished.
We have not mounted, again above the two last.



VARIANTS: APPENDICES A AND B

The text of this edition follows the text of the 
1770 Works faithfully, without emendation. I have modernized, 
the long s , but I have not changed, any archaic spellings.
The substantive and. quasi-substantive variants between all 
other editions and the copy-text appear in the text of this 
edition. In addition, these variants have been listed, in 
Appendix A. Appendix B contains all non-substantive 
.(accidental) variants between the copy-text and, the other 
editions.

Substantive matters are ones where meaning is 
affected. A quasi-substantive variant is one in which a 
difference in punctuation (an accidental) effects a change 
in the meaning of a particular reading. There are six 
substantive variants between the copy-text and, the 
Strawberry Hill edition, the only two editions which Walpole 
supervised. Any variant which does not fit into one of the 
above two categories I have placed, in Appendix B as a non
substantive (accidental) variant.

I have used, the following form in listing variants: 
Act, scene, and line number in which the variant occurs; the 
lemma. followed, by a bracket; the variant, followed, by the 
siglum (or siqla) of the edition (or editions) containing
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that variant. I have enclosed the siqlum (or siqla) with 
parentheses and. separated them by a comma.

I have used, the following abbreviations in listing 
variants:

caret (•*): punctuation omitted.
tilde (~): substitution for a word already given in

the entry (in the bracket).
om. : omitted, by.
n.p. : no punctuation.

The siqla for the editions of The Mysterious Mother
are listed in the "List of Abbreviations" which precedes the
"Introduction" to this edition; I have used the same siqla
in listing the variants. For the convenience of the reader,
the "List of Abbreviations" is repeated, below:

1768 - Strawberry Hill Edition (limited, to fifty 
copies).

1770 - Works. I. Printed, at Strawberry Hill, under 
Walpole « s supervision. Project never 
completed.

1781 - Richard Brinsley Sheridan's copy of the 
authorized London edition printed, at 
Walpole's request, by Dodsley.

1791 - Unauthorized Dublin edition later given 
Walpole's approval.

1791 - Unauthorized London edition.
1925 - Montague Summers' edition printed with The 

Castle of Otranto.
Journal of the Printing Office at Strawberry 
Hill, ed.. Paget Toynbee.

stage direction.

SH

W

RBS

D

L
MS

JPO

S.D.



S.P. 

oitu
speech prefix,, 
omitted.



APPENDIX A

Act
I

II

III

SUBSTANTIVE AND QUASI-SUBSTANTIVE VARIANTS 

Copy-Text and Strawberry Hill (1768) Edition
Scene Line Page

i 33 woman] (SH) 14
ii 92 air?] (SH) 18

112 Peter?] ~I (SH) 19
iii 183 love,] (SH) 23

231 ambition.] (SH) 26
233 ft. nte.] ~ om. (SH) 27

V 358 ft. nte.] ~ om. (SH) 34
i 62 saints,] (SH) 40

71 them] (SH) 41
80 blow?] (SH)

136 contradicting] (SH) 44
144 Florian;] (SH)

iii 312 lady;] (SH) 55
328 pity I ] (SH) dame] (SH) 56

V 415 Who] (SH) 61
ii 52 its] it's (SH) 64

57 ft. nte.] ~ om. (SH) 65
83 innocent?] (SH) 66

112 came] (SH) 68
146
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Act Scene Line Page
III iii 175 I] (SH) 72

189 ft. nte.] ~ om. (SH) 
iv Scene iv.] ~ om. (SH) 76

304 empires;] (SH) 79
IV i 2 curb'd] (SH) 82

54 come] comes (SH) 84
55 Augustine] Ignatius (SH) 85
81 fail.] (SH) 87
84 hell?] ~J (SH)

ii 116 ft. nte.] ~ om. (SH) 89
iv 275 crime.] (SH) 98

282 phrenzy] (SH) 99
v Scene v] ~ iv (SH)

vi Scene vi] ~ v (SH) 101
366 S.D. om.] ~ [in a low voice. (SH) * 103
369 fears.] (SH) 104

V i  19 ft. nte.] ~ om. (SH) 106
iii 156 If] (SH) 114
iv 172 asks] (SH) 115

182 admonition] admonitions (SH) 116
184 efficacy] efficacy's (SH)

vi 313 children!] (SH) 124
316 touch!] (SH)
361 officious] ~ (SH) 126

*Substantive variant.
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Copy-Text and 1781 London (RBS). 1791 Dublin (D). 

and 1791 London (L) Editions
Act Scene Line Page

I i 2 chill] dull (D,L) 13
4 fear,] (D,L)
6 wherefore.] (L)

ii 80 What;] (L) 17
143 this] my (D,L) 21

iii 183 I] I've (D,L) 23
231 ambition.] (RBS,D#L) 26
233 at*.] (RBS,D) 27
268 dead:] (D#L) (RBS) 29

v 338 blest?] ~I (D) 33
377 touch:] (RBS,D,L) 35

II i 109 soul ambitions] soul's ambitious (RBS)
soul's ambition (D,L) 43

119 forefather's] forefathers' (RBS,D,L)
deeds.] (L)

130 years] - # (RBS#D,L) 44
ii 179 blaze?] (RBS,D,L) 47

217 how?] (L) 49
iii 328 dame] (L) 56

III ii 83 innocent?] (D,L) 66

152 die] (RBS,D,L) 70
iii 170 Good] (RBS,D,L) 71

208 motheri] (D,L) 73
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Page

79
87
92

107
108
110
111
112
117
119
122
128

Line
304 you] yon (L)
84 hell?] ~J (L)

157 What] ~I (L)
33 mouth I] ~? (RBS)
53 Peter?] ~! (L)
89 What] ~I (D,L)

102 wishes---] ~? (L)
118 priest.] (L)
203 replies] reply (D)
244 soul?] ~I (RBS,D)
296 veins 1 ] ~? (D#L )
382 S.D. Seizing his] Seeing the (D,L)



APPENDIX B

NON-SUBSTANTIVE VARIANTS

Copy-Text and Strawberry Hill (1768) Edition 
Act Scene Line Page

I i 1 awful] awfull (SH) 13
22 yet ]  (SH) 14
36 faithful] faithfull (SH) 

ii 62 fair-one] fair one (SH) 16
71 count] Count (SH) 17
77 say his son count] ~ # Count (SH)
80 count] Count (SH)
83 messenger ] ---(SH)
87 count] Count (SH) 18

109 count] Count (SH) 19
115 she] She (SH)
116 woeful] woefull (SH)
122 S.D. gone.] (SH) 20
128 haggar'd] haggard (SH)
145 count] Count (SH) 21

iii 152 mould.] (SH) 22
154 her . . . real.] (SH)
167 chasing,] (SH)
189 count] Count (SH) 23
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25
26
27
30
31
32
34
37

38

42

44
45
46

48
49

Line
218
227
239
293
296
328
349
403
407

5
16
17
86
95

131
154

176

198
217
219
222
224

colouring.] (SH) 
when] When (SH) 
holy see] Holy See (SH) 
bless'd] bles'd (SH) 
hell] Hell (SH)
Why ] why ( SH) 
my] My (SH) 
death] Death (SH) 
mournful] mournfull (SH)
S.D. om.] ~[exeunt. (SH)
eye. A] /<— —a (SH)
scar'd] scared (SH) 
begins] (SH)
mould'ring castles] mouldring ~. (SH) 
fifes,] (SH)
thou] (SH)
fruitful.] fruitfull. (SH)
S.D. stage door] stage-door (SH) 
justice] mercy (SH) (corrected by 
Errata sheet.) 
countess] Countess (SH)
Say,] —  (SH)
Proceed.,] proceed. (SH) 
count] Count (SH)
Nor I. Nor] ~, ~ (SH)



Scene Line
ii 237 Think*st] Thinkst (SH)

253 quarreling] quarrelling (SH)
263 think * st] thinkst (SH)
265 mockeryl] ~J--- (SH)
267 dreadful] dreadfull (SH)

iii 331 pow'rful] pow'rfull (SH)
369 babbler] babler (SH)

i 22 dreadful] dreadfull (SH)
28 frightful] frightfull (SH)
39 abbess] Abbess (SH)

ii 43 S.P. om.] ~ Countess (SH)
111 abbess] Abbess (SH)
143 woeful] woefull (SH)

iii 170 Good] good. (SH)
208 d.ame : ] (SH)
218 1twas] twas (SH)
225 say * st] sayst (SH)

iv 259 awful] awfull (SH)
260 Hah!] Ha! (SH)
32 Does] does (SH)
51 wherever] where ever (SH)
71 long treasur'd] ~—  (SH)
78 count] Count (SH)

ii 92 S.D. Aside] ~ aside (SH)
96 And] (SH)
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Page

50
51
52

56
58
63

64 
68
70
71
73
74

77

83
84 
86

88
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Act Scene Line Paae

ii 100 S.D. after line] ~ before line (SH) 88
101 bosom;] ~? (SH)
104 abbess] Abbess (SH)
111 faithful] faithfull (SH) 89
123 S.D. after line] ~ before line (SH) 90

iii 139 abbess] Abbess (SH) 91
157 What] what (SH) 92

iv 172 Remember] (SH) 93
220 To] to (SH) 95
224 torture.] (SH)
225 baleful] balefull (SH) 96
230 abbess 1s ] Abbess 1s (SH)

vi 345 shameful] shamefull (SH) 102

6 count,] Count, (SH) 105
14 Thus] thus (SH)

ii 29 Yes, yes,] Yes, (SH) ' 107
39 profane:] ~! (SH)
61 morality.] (SH) 109
65 1Twas] 1twas (SH)

iii 88 Hah!] hah! (SH) 110

96 count] Count (SH) 111
99 S.D.] ~ precedes line (SH)

100 Has] has (SH)
102 As] as (SH)
134 lew'd] lewd (SH) 113
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Act Scene Line Pacre

iv 169 Seel see!] ~ (SH) 115
190 Are] are (SH) 116
197 Where's ] where's (SH) 117
198 d.asmon] ~! (SH)
199 Oh!] oh! (SH)
207 . devil] (SH)

V 239 S.D. om. ] ~ [To Florian (SH) 119
257 Canst] canst (SH) 120

vi 339 sprung,] ~! (SH) 125
341 pow'r!] Pow'r (SH)
342 Ha!] Hah! (SH)
366 dreadful] dreadful1 (SH) 126
408 lord,] ~. (SH) 130

Copy-Text and London 1781 (RBS), Dublin 1791 (D). 
and London 1791 (L) Editions

i 1 How] how (D,L) 13
15 enquir'd] inquir'd. (D ,L) 14
21 dwells] (RBS,D,L)
27 but] But (D,L)
35 master whim] (D,L)
38 damn'd] (RBS,D,L) 15

ii 39 S.D. Porter of the castle, Florian.]
^ Enter Peter, the Porter of the 
Castle; and Florian. (D,L)
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-pag_e
I ii 51 livelong] live-long (D,L) 15

56 ever-heav1n] ~ a ~ (D,L) 16
62 fair-one] ~ a ~ (r b s )
64 porch . . . more] (D,L) — , (L)
67 mercy; nor was 11 ] ---   was it (D,L)
71 . count] Count (D,L) 17
72 prosp1rous] prosperous (RBS,D)

gentleman,] (D,L)
77 say his son count] ~ Count (D ,L)
80 count] Count (D,L)
81 now . . . out.] Now . . . (D,L)
85 [Aside.] S.D. om. (D,L) 18
86 knave] (RBS) shouldst] Shouldst

(RBS) knave) shouldst] knave)
(aside) Shouldst (D,L)

87 count] Count (D,L)
91 does] Does (D,L)

106 not] (RBS,D,L) 19
109 count] Count (L)
111 he] how he (D,L)
113 Well i ] —  (RBS ,D,L)
118 a while] awhile (D)
122 1Tis] Porter (continues.) ~ (D,L) 20
123 morn] (D,L)
126 ministring] minist1 ring (D,L)
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Act Scene Line Page

I ii 128 haggar'd] haggard (D,L) 20
129 deepning] deep1ning (RBS,D,L)
136 who] Who (D ,L )
137 ifaithl] i * faith! (D,L)
138 friar Martin] Friar (D ) Martin. (L)
141 . unfinished] unfinished (D,L) 21
145 count] Count (D,L) wo 11] Wo 11 (D,L)
147 ev'ning, e'er] evening, e're (D )

evening, 'ere (L)
149 away.] Away I (D,L)

iii S.D. Benedict, Martin] Benedict and 
Martin (D,L)

159 words.——— ] ' '̂ --- (L) prays] ~ , (D ,L ) 22
180 fait'ring] fault1 ring (D,L) 23
185 crime Ay] ~. Aye (D ,L)
189 count] Count (D,L)
206 brother ] ---(D) 25
223 me] (D) 26
228 penitent,] ~i (D) ~ a (L)
229 tool] (D,L)
233 at*.] ~, (RBS,D )
235 pow'r] power (D,L)
236 half-security] ~ a~ (D,L)
239 holy see] Holy See (D,L)
254 ardour] ardor (D,L) 28



30

31

32

34
37
39

41
44
48

49

50
52

54
56
58

Line
279 cur ] (D,L)
289 summer suns] ~—  (RBS #D,L)
310 corpse] corse (D,L)
312 Will't] Wil't (D,L)
316 Yours] Your1s (RBS)
358 • ft. nte. comte . . . birth?] ~ Counte 

de Vermandois, his mother, the 
Duchess de la Valiere, said. Must I 
weep for his death before I have done 
weeping for his birth? (RBS,D,L)

402 juglers] jugglers (D,L)
20 age] (RBS,D,L)
41 prophanation] profanation (RBS,D,L)
80 zeal,] (RBS,D,L)

144 riot:] ~, (L)
198 countess] Countess (L)
207 chant] chaunt (D,L)
217 Say,] (D)
222 count] Count (L)
230 not,] (D,L)
260 taste,] (L)
263 berries,] (L)
299 town;] (RBS,D) ~, (L)
328 dame] (L)
374 unpractic1d ] unpractis'd (D,L)
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Scene Line Page
iii 386 name,] ~ a (L) 59

V 406 sawcy] saucy (RBS,D,L) 60
412 dispells] dispels (RBS,D,L) 61

i 28 Hah!] Ha! (D,L) wouldst] would 1st (L) 63
ii 43 mein] mien (RBS) S.P. om.] 

~ Countess (RBS #D,L) 64
iii 200 poor rated] — ~ (D,L) 73

224 Now] ~ # (RBS,D,L) 74
iv 255 lips,] -A (RBS,D,L) 77

282 abhor'd] abhorr1d (RBS,D,L) 78
310 sovereign] sovereign (RBS,D,L) 80

i 78 count] Count (D,L) 86
iii 161 S.D. before line] ~  after ~  (L) 92
iv 272 sacrifice!--- ] ~ a (RBS,D,L) 98
V 319 e're] ere (D) 1 ere (L) 100

vi 331 impatient,] ~ a (RBS,D,L) 101

340 d.azling] dazzling (RBS ,D ,L) 102

345 origine] origin (L)
369 wooing] wooings (D,L) 104

ii 23 mistress.] (D,L) 106
iii 87

88

S.D.] ~ om. (D,L) 
rev1rence . . . acquaintance] 
rev'rence [To Benedict] . . . 
acquaintance [To Peter] (D,L)

110

96 count] Count (D,L) 111
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Scene Line Page
iii 98 fav1 rite] favourite. (D,L) 111

134 lew' d ] lewd. (RBS ,D ,L) 113



APPENDIX C

THE REV. WILLIAM MASON AND THE MYSTERIOUS MOTHER

William Mason and Walpole were introduced, by Gray 
in 1751, when Gray sent Walpole a copy of Mason's Elfrida. 
By the time of Gray's death in 1771 Walpole and. Mason were 
corresponding regularly; Mason, as Gray's executor, under
took to write a biography of Gray, and Walpole contributed 
for inclusion in this volume a selection of letters to him 
from Gray.

Mason's reputation as a writer was established, be
fore he undertook the biography of Gray. He was an 
accomplished, satirist (in the style of Pope) and. was con
sidered a genius by men such as Reynolds, Boswell, and. 
Temple, as well as by Walpole. It is hot surprising, then, 
that Walpole sent Mason one of the fifty copies of The 
Mysterious Mother which were published, in 1768 at 
Strawberry Hill.

The play pleased. Mason except for the Countess' 
deliberate act of incest. He held, that, because she had 
committed, incest deliberately, her plight ought not to 
excite pity. He therefore proposed, to Walpole that the 
play be altered, in order to make the Countess' crime 
accidental and. involuntary and. to make it arise out of

160
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jealousy rather than lust. He also suggested, that the death 
of the Count take place after, rather than before, the

iCountess committed, incest.
Apparently Mason prepared, two sets of alterations.

cOne set, along with a lengthy "Postscript to the Altera
tions," he penned, in his copy of the 1768 edition of the 

2play. The other set, accompanied, by a prefatory note, he
3sent to Walpole in a letter dated. May 8 , 1769. Although

Walpole replied, courteously three days later^ he apparently
had. no intention of ever adopting Mason's alterations. On
the letter from Mason which contained, the alterations
Walpole wrote in ink:

N.B. I did. not adopt these alteration[s ] because 
they would, totally have destroyed, my object, which 
was to exhibit a character whose sincere penitence 
was not degraded, by superstitious bigotry. The 
introduction of jealousy was utterly foreign to 
the subject— and. though in my original it is very 
improbable that a wife on the very night of a

1 •See W. S. Lewis, ed., The Yale Edition of Horace 
Walpole's Correspondence. XXVIII (Yale Univ. Press, 1955), 
10.

2This copy of the 1768 edition is now owned, by W.
S. Lewis. The alterations and. "Postscript" were first 
printed, in the Montague Summers edition of The Castle of 
Otranto and. The Mysterious Mother (London, 1924-25). Lewis 
believes that this copy, in which Walpole inscribed, "with MS 
alterations by Mr. Mason," was returned, to Walpole by Mason 
in 1781. See Correspondence, pp. 9-10.

3This letter was untraced, until 19 31. Now owned, by 
W. S. Lewis, it was printed for the first time in v. 28 of 
the Yale Walpole Correspondence.

^Walpole to Mason, May 11, 1769. See Correspondence, 
pp. 16-17.
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beloved husband.1 s death would, think of going to 
bed to her own son, it would be at least as 
improbable that she should suspect her husband 
would after an absence of many months think of 
an intrigue with his maid on the very night of. 
his return. Jealousy would, reduce the Countess 
to a very hacked, character, instead, of being one 
quite new on the stage. H„ Walpole^

Mason, however, was not an easily discouraged, man. On
March 3, 1775, in reply to a letter from Walpole regarding a
stage performance of a new tragedy, a copy of which Walpole
promised to send, to Mason, ̂  Mason wrote somewhat pettishly:
"However, when you send me the tragedy itself, perhaps I
shall be able to fill a page with closet criticism, for that

7power has not quite left me. . . ." On March 13, 1778, in
reply to a letter from Walpole in which Walpole mentioned.
that a Mrs. Delaney had. insisted, upon reading The Mysterious
Mother and. had. been so shocked, by it that she had. commented.
that the subject matter itself was enough to "condemn it to 

8oblivion,11 Mason wrote:
. . .  when I had the effrontery to make an altera
tion in your tragedy which alteration you approved, 
you yet gave that alteration up merely because you 
had. forgotten what that alteration was, which had

5See Correspondence, p. 9.
6Walpole to Mason, February 18, 1775. The tragedy 

was Braganza. by Robert Jephson. See Correspondence, p. 176.
7Correspondence, p. 181.
8Walpole to Mason, March 4, 1778. See Correspond

ence , p. 366.
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it been attended to would, have secured, your 
Mysterious Mother from the devout delicacy of 
Mrs. Delaney. .

(Correspondence. p. 367.) 
Walpole rather placatingly replied, to Mason: "You accuse me
unjustly of neglecting your alteration of my tragedy. I 
always thought it magic, to be effected, by so few words, and. 
should, have adopted it, had I ever had thoughts of its being 
represented; but nothing could, induce me to venture it on 
the stage. . . . Not until 1781 did. Walpole finally admit 
to Mason that he had. no intention of adopting the altera
tions to the play.

This admission was prompted, by Mason's insistence
that the. alterations be included, in the edition which
Walpole had. engaged. Dodsley to print in 1781 in order to
prevent a planned, spurious edition. In reply to Mason's
request that the Dodsley edition be delayed, until he could.
personally discuss the inclusion of the alterations with
Walpole, Walpole wrote:

My publication shall certainly not precede your 
arrival. I can scarce even call that delay a 
compliment, having already suspended its 
appearance. In short, my advertisement prevented, 
the spurious editions, and I flatter myself I am 
forgotten; at least I have gained, time, and at 
worst will publish in July or August . . . .
Your objection to the play I allow to be fully 
just, and. I know fifty others, but don't imagine 
I will correct anything; no, that would, show 
predilection and. partiality to it. . . .  I think 
your alterations marvelous, and. it is favorable

9Walpole to Mason, March 16, 1778. See Correspond
ence , p. 3 71.
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to the tragedy, that it could, produce your 
alterations . . .[;] you shall have the full
honour of yours, for, first or last, they shall 
stand, by themselves in your name. 10

Perhaps the fact that Mason had. evidently become bored, with
his correspondence with Walpole and, from 1777 on, had. taken
to sending perfunctory replies to Walpole's long, personal,
letters, prompted. Walpole's finally showing his adverse
attitude toward, the alterations. Correspondence between the
two men waned, until 1796, when Mason admitted, that he missed.
the news and. information which he had. been accustomed, to
receiving from Walpole. His admission was ill timed; both
men died, within a year after Mason had resumed writing to
Walpolei

The alterations to The Mysterious Mother which Mason 
penned, in the margins of his copy of the play differ from 
those which he included, with his letter of May 8 , 1769. 
Therefore, I have included, both sets of alterations in this 
Appendix, as well as the letter from Walpole to Mason on 
May 11, 1769. The text of the letters and. the alterations 
which accompanied. Mason's letter are taken from the Yale 
Correspondence, XXVIII, 10-17, with the permission of W. S. 
Lewis. The alterations and. "Postscript" from Mason's copy 
of the 1.768 edition of The Mysterious Mother were made

10W. S. Lewis, ecL , A Selection of the Letters of 
Horace Walpole, II (New York, 1926), 347-348. The letter is 
dated May 22, 1781.
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available to me on microfilm by Mr. Lewis; I quote them with 
his permission.

Mason's Letter and Alterations as Given in 
the Yale Correspondence

11Aston near Sheffeild, May 8th, 1769.
Dear Sir,

Since I came hither I have read your tragedy three
or four times over with a good deal of attention, and as the 

12costume. the characters and many of the sentiments, etc., 
please me highly, I cannot help wishing that capital defect 
in the denouement was amended according to the scheme I 
proposed to you. To prove the thing feasible, I send you a 
sketch of such alterations as I think necessary. You will 
see plainly by the manner in which they are written that it 
was not so idle a vanity as that of correcting you as a poet 
that prompted me to write them. I trust I had a better 
motive: it was to show by taking this liberty, that I have 
an opinion of your candour as a man; and that I am with the 
truest respect, dear Sir,

Your much obliged and obedient servant,
W. Mason

11The footnotes to Mason's letter and alterations 
are those of the Yale Correspondence. unless otherwise 

' stated.
12 "The custom and fashion of the time to which a 

scene or representation belongs" (OED).'
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13PS. I have just heard, from Mr Stonhewer that the

edition of poor Mr Hoyland's"*"^ od.es is finished. By the 
last account I had. of him from York, I find, his situation is 
very deplorable, though, when my correspondent wrote, the 
state of his mind, was more sane than it had been* but he is 
subject to such frequent relapses that I fear he will hardly 
ever be fit to perform the common duties of his profession. 
If he be, I fear few of his profession will venture to 
employ him as their substitute. All this however proves 
that what you have done for him will not be thrown away.

[Enclosure.]
Alterations Proposed, in The Mysterious Mother 

By the Reverend. William Mason. ̂
The following alterations are founded, upon what I 

would, suppose an axiom, viz. : That incest is a crime of so
horrid a nature that whoever had committed it even ignor
antly and. by mistake, would have the same sensations of 
remorse, feel them in the same degree, and express their 
contrition in the same manner as if they had done it

I *2Richard. Stonhewer (ca 1728-1809) , son of a Durham 
clergyman of the same name; admitted pensioner at Trinity . 
College, Cambridge, 1745; B.A., 1750; fellow of Peterhouse, 
1751. He was under-secretary of state for the north 1765-6, 
and. for the south, 1766; appointed, private secretary to the 
Duke of Grafton/ his intimate friend, 1766; auditor of 
excise 1772-89; F.S.A., 1787. He was a close friend of 
Gray, and. Mason bequeathed to him Gray's library and MSS 
(Venn, Alumni Cantab.; Gray's Corr. i. 237 n. 38; DNB).

14 'Expanded, by HW from Mason's 'H. *
"*'̂ This line was added by HW.
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wilfully. If the person in question was a woman of strong 
natural sense, cultivated understanding, and. unaffected, 
piety, she would, forget or overlook the only thing that 
could alleviate her despair, the thought of its being not 
intended, especially if ill-grounded, jealousy had. led. her 
into so dreadful an error; for the consequences of the fact 
being full as terrible, an ingenuous and virtuous mind would 
still feel the sting of conscience in the severest degree.
If this be allowed, it will follow that the very few 
alterations proposed to be made, are all that are necessary 
to make in the following scenes, in order to give the 
principal character a claim to our pity, without diminishing 
our terror; and. to remove that disgust and indignation which 
she raises at present, in spite of all the dramatic art 
which the author has used, to prevent it.

N.B-. Many of these alterations being verbal or 
linear only, might be inserted, by the pen in the present 
printed copy as errata, and the rest, when properly 
corrected, would, only occasion a few pages to be cancelled, 
for care has been taken to insert as nearly as possible only 
the same number of lines.

1 zrIn the following notes the editors print HW's 
text; the italicized words are those that Mason proposed, to 
replace with his alterations.
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Act 1st

17Page 12th, read the 6 , 7, 8 , 9 lines thus:
Ne'er fired her breast save only for her Lord,
And him she loved with so entire a soul,
That she had died, e'er wilfully foregone
The faith she plighted with him at the altar.

Page 17th18
Read the last line but one thus:

There was a time when my full-sated soul—
19Page 23dx 

Dele 16 and 17th lines and insert:
And that those crimes may be of that dire sort 
As wake remorse eternal, though they spring 
From passion's error, not from horrid guilt 
Premeditated? Shall he teach me spells—

17
M  'BENEDICT.

. . .  She owned to me,
That, though of nature warm, the passion love 
Did ne'er anticipate her choice. The Count,
Her husband, so adored and so lamented.
Won not her fancy, till the nuptial rites .
Had with the sting of pleasure taught her passion.*

. 18'COUNTESS.
Alas I must guilt then ground our very virtues?
Grow they on sin alone, and not on grace?
While Narbonne lived, my fully-sated soul 
Thought none unhappy— for it did not thinki'

19Benedict urges the Countess to confess her sin to 
another 'holy man'; she protests, and says,

'. . . Must I learn 
That minutes stamped with crimes are past recall?
That joys are momentary; and remorse 
Eternal? Shall he teach me charms and spells.
To make my sense believe against my sense?'
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Act 2d
90Page 26 and 27 u 

Dele the 18 line and. the rest of the page and three 
lines following in the next, inserting these instead:

Did usher in the morn your father died.
EDMUND.

Well, what of that? sage monitori *twas chance 
That killed him, not a fit of ling1ring sickness.
And Beatrice and I, some hours, had parted.
Ere tidings came of that his sudden fate.
The maid, as I conjecture, in her fright 
(For at the time she 1 tended on her mistress)
Did let some word escape which might betray 
Our late soft dalliance-— Whether thus my mother 
Became apprised I know not, etc.

20'FLORIAN [Edmund"s confidant].
. . . You have often told, me, ■ *

The night, the very night that to your arms 
Gave pretty Beatrice's melting beauties,
Was the same night on which your father died.. 

•EDMUND.
•Tis true— and, thou, sage monitor, dost thou 
Hold, love a crime so irremissible?
Wouldst thou have turned, thee from a willing girl, 
To sing a requiem to thy father's soul?
I thought my mother busied, with her tears .
Her faintinqs, and her masses, while I stole 
To Beatrice's chamber.--How my mother 
Became apprised, I know not. . . . '
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Act 3d

Page 51st^
Instead of 8 , 9, 10, 11 insert these:

Greater, oh impious i— yet there may be greater.
There may be such as would have dared to do
From very vice, what I— O think it not—
They could not be so blackly criminal.

Act 4th 
22Page 78

For adore read or love
-----    23Page 79 °

For dire read blind
. Page 81st

After the 19th line some such sentiment as this should be 
added:

For Adeliza, know in such a state
Our very happiness is its own bane, - '

— I I ------The Countess, soliloquizing, speaks of 1 greater 
sinners' than herself:

'— Greater! oh! impious! Were the faggots placed 
Around me, and the fatal torch applied.
What wretch could view the dreadful apparatus.
And be a blacker criminal than I am? 1

22The Countess to Adeliza:
'Ha! what a glance was there! it spoke resemblance 
To all I hate, adore— '

23The Countess to Adeliza:
'Must thou be left to spoilers? or worse, worse,
To the fierce onset of thy own dire passions?'
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It conjures up fell doubts that end. in crimes—
— 0 child., beware, beware of jealousy.

24Page 83
For line 9, 10, 11 read.,

Hear my last breath. Love not the knight too well 
Ev1 n though he be thy husband. It may lead, thee 
To crimes which but to think of is perdition.

Page 8425
Read, the 13th line thus:

That 1tis impossible to check their impulse.
Page 86

For Passion1 s crime read, folly ' s
Act 5th 

Page 10526
Latter part of the 2d. line and. for the third, read.,

Fair d.eceiver I 
27She wakes the monster. , See the couch is spread-—

 :— 21 -----The Countess to Adeliza:
‘Hear my last breath. Avoid, the scorpion pleasure.
Death lurks beneath the velvet of his lip.
And, but to think him over, is perdition I 1

25‘COUNTESS.
Nature i these feelings were thy gift. Thou knowest 
How ill I can resist thy forceful impulse.‘

2^The Countess, raving:
1 He beckons me— I will not— lies my Lord.
Not bleeding in the porch? I'll tear my hair
And. bathe his wounds— where's Beatrice 1--monsterI monster!
She leads the demon!— see! They spread, the couch!'

27. ' Viz. jealousy which she occasioned.' (Mason).
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For line 6 , 7 read.,

Will my own son then with his mother's blindness 
Rush on a crime as horrid, as her own?

Page 114
Dele line 16th and. the rest of the page. Dele also the 
first 8 lines of. the next and. insert these:

Ye know how fondly even to jealousy 
I doted, on my Lord., Yes I was jealous,
Of each fair female, jealous chief of her 
(So would. Hell have it) her thy Beatrice,
Q would, she had, been thine! thou think1 st she was—  

— Edmund.— she ne'er was thine,
29Page 115zy 

Instead, of line 12, 13 and. 14 insert.
More dire than was the deed.. My jealous madness 
Falsely surmised, that it had. traced, the time

28 'Does my own son then boil with fiercer fires 
Than scorched, his impious mother's madding veins? 1

29 •COUNTESS,
Thou canst not harbour a foreboding thought 
More dire, than I conceived, I executed..
Guilt rushed, into my soul— my fancy saw thee 
Thy father's image—

•EDMUND,
Swallow th1 accursed, sound.!

Nor dare to say—
•COUNTESS.

Yes, thou polluted, son I 
Grief, disappointment, opportunity,
Raised, such a tumult in my madding blood.,
I took the damsel's place,' etc.



The very hour when to the damsel1 s bed.
My husband, meant to steal. That fatal night 
I seized, the maid., in yonder tower confined, her 
And. in her stead.—

Same page, dele the last line and. proceed, thus:
I took the damsel's place, and. while my arms 
Twined, to my. thinking round, my husband's waist, 
Thine to thy thinking round, young Beatrice—  

Hear Hell and. tremble— I did. clasp my son 
And thou thy mother— Be that sleep eternal 
Nor let her know the rest, she is thy daughter, 
Fruit of that monstrous night.

EDMUND.
Infernal tale
My dagger must revenge— but how revenge-- 
Whom shall I strike, myself or her? 0 father 
0 injured, shade—

COUNTESS (snatching the sword.).
Thus Edmund. I revenge 

Both him and. thee—
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To Mason, Thursday 11 May 1769.

Printed, from Mitford. i„ 9-11.
Arlington Street, May 11, 1769.

Dear Sir,
I am more pleased, than surprised, at your kindness, 

and. the hurry with which I answer your letter will I hope in 
some measure express my gratitude. I thank you for myself, 
not for my play. I care little about the latter, in 
comparison of the satisfaction I receive from your friend
ship. I cannot think the play deserved, the pains you have 
bestowed, on it, but I am very willing to f atter myself that 
you felt some kindness for the author: and. I doubt I am one 
of those selfish parents that love themselves better than 
their offspring.

I cannot think of the stage— I believe from pride—  

and. I am weary of printing and. publishing— I suppose from 
vanity, at least I am sure I have no better reasons for not 
making all possible use of your alterations, with which I am 
so much pleased, that I shall correct my own copy by them.
I am astonished, to see with how few lines you have been able 
totally to change the canvas of a whole play, a play totally 
defective in the plan, and. I believe not much better in the 
conduct,’which you would, not exert your judgment, or rather

30Walpole did. not do so; his copy is now in the 
Pierpont Morgan library. . He wrote his candid, opinion of the 
alteration on Mason6s letter of May 8 , 1769. See n. 5,
p. 162.
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your chemistry to prove; for I must repeat how surprised. I
am at the solution you have made with so little trouble. I
own too my own want of judgment: I believe I was so pleased.
with what ought to have prevented, my attempting the subject,
which was the singularity of it. Unfrequent crimes are as
little the business of tragedy, as singular characters are
of comedy; it is inviting the town to correct a single
person. You see Sir, I am far from being incorrigible, on
the contrary, I am willing to be corrected; but as Mr Gray

31could, tell you, I cannot correct myself. I write I
neither know how nor why, and. always make worse what I try
to amend.. I have begged, him a thousand, times to no purpose
to correct trifles I have written, and. which I really could.
not improve myself. I am not so unreasonable or so 

32impudent as to ask the same favour of you, Sir; but I
accept with great thankfulness what you have voluntarily
been so good, as to do for me; and. should. The Mysterious
Mother ever be performed, when I am dead, it will owe to you

33its presentation.

31See HW to Gray 18 Feb. 1768, GRAY ii, 167.
32Previously printed, 'imprudent'; emended, by Dr

Chapman.
33No record, of a performance has been found.. Joseph 

Haslewood's statement in Sir Egerton Brydges, Censura 
Literaria, 1805-9, ix, 189, that it was 'publicly repre
sented.' in Ireland, has not been confirmed.
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When I see Mr Stonhewer, I will know if he would

choose another edition of poor Mr Hoyland*s poems. I doubt
not, as when he sent for the last twenty, he said, he

34believed he could get off them. I gladly adopt your
corrections, but I cannot father your own goodness. It is
to you. Sir, Mr Hoy land, owes everything.

35Dodsley has published, a dozen letters of Pope to 
Mrs Blount; they are evidently real love-letters— and yet 
they are stiff and unnatural, though he affects negligence 
in them.

37I forgot to reprove you for calling me a poet.
I wish I had any pretensions to that title. It is true I

38early wished, to be one, but soon found I was not; my 
prose was like speeches of the members of the House of 
Commons, who try to talk themselves into titles to which

34Three hundred copies had been printed, at the SH
Press. Another edition was printed in 1760, but not at SH
(Hazen, SH Bibliography 87).

^^James Dodsley (1724-97) , bookseller, brother and.
successor to Robert Dodsley.

^^Publication of Letters of the Late Alexander Pope, 
Esg.. to a Lady was announced in Daily Adv. 8 May 1769. HW 
was mistaken in thinking that the letters were addressed to 
Martha Blount (1690-1762). They were actually written to 
Judith Cowper (ca 1701-81), who had. won Pope's esteem by a 
poetical compliment to him. See Elwin and Courthope, Works 
of Pope. 1871-89,•ix. 416. HW's copy of the Letters is now 
WSL; he has written 'Mrs Martha Blount* under 'a Lady' on 
the half-title.

37Ante 8 May 1769.
3®See HW * s verses to West on this subject (GRAY i.

121-3).
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they were not born” you Sir, who found, your patent in your 
cradle, call me my Lord., as English peers condescend, to give 
their own appellation to the peers of Ireland, though 
conscious that the latter are only commoners: for my part I 
give up all pretensions but to your esteem, with which you 
have flattered, me, and. which I beg you to continue by marks 
of friendship to, dear Sir,

Your much obliged, humble servant,
Hor„ Walpole

39Mason’s Proposed Alterations 
I, iii, 189-192:

BENEDICT
N e ’er fir'd, her breast save only for her Lord; 
And. him she lov'd, with so entire a Soul,
That she had died, e'er wilfully foregone 
That Faith she plighted, with him at the Altar.

39Mason's proposed alterations to The Mysterious 
Mother, which were first printed, in The Castle of Otranto 
and. The Mysterious Mother, ed. Montague Summers (London, 
1924-25), are taken from a copy of the 1768 edition of the 
play now owned, by W. S. Lewis. Thi edition was inscribed, 
by Walpole "with MS alterations by Mr. Mason"; Lewis 
believes it to be the copy of the play returned, by Mason 
to Walpole in 1781. The copy of the play also includes 
Mason's "Postscript to the Alterations," which also was 
printed, by Summers in his edition. See W. S. Lewis, ed. , 
The Yale Edition of Horace Walpole's Correspondence, XXVIII 
(Yale University Press, 1955), 9-10.



COUNTESS,
There was a time when my full-sated soul

I, v, 388-389:
COUNTESS„

And that these crimes may be of such black art 
As wakes remorse eternal, tho they spring 
From Passions error, not from horrid guilt 
Premeditated, shall he teach me spells

II, i, 28-35:
COUNTESS,

Did. usher in the morn your father died.
EDMUND.

Well what of that, sage Monitor, 'twas chance 
That killd him, not a lingring fit of sickness 
And. Beatrice and I had. parted, long 
E'er tidings came of this his sudden fate 
The Maid, as I conjecture in her fright 
(For at the time she tended, on her mistress)
Did. let some word, escape which might betray
Our later soft dalliance. Whether thus my mother

III, i, 20-23:
COUNTESS.

Greater i oh impious I yet there may be greater 
There may be such, as would, have dar'd. to it
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From very Vice, what I— 0 mention it not-—
They could, not. be so blackly criminal.

IV, iii, 138:
COUNTESS.

To all I hate, or love—
IV, iii, 145:

COUNTESS.
To the fierce onset of thy own blind, passions 

IV, iv, after 189: [Mason added, four extra lines to this
speech. ]

COUNTESS.
For Adeliza know in such a state 
Our very happiness is its own bane;
It conjures up full doubts that end. in crimes—
0 child, beware beware of jealousy.

IV, iv, 217-219:
COUNTESS.

Hear my last breath Love not the Knight too well 
Ev'n tho he be thy husband., Love may lead, thee 
To crimes which but to think of is perdition.

IV, iv, 241:
COUNTESS.

That 1tis impossible to check their impulse.
V, iv, 198:

COUNTESS.
She wakes the damon— see the couch is spread.
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V, v, 295, 296:

COUNTESS.
Will my own Son then with his Mothers blindness 
Rush on a crime as horrid as her own.

V, vi, 351-356:
COUNTESS.

He know how fondly even to jealousy
/I doated on my Lord; yes I was jealous 

Of every female jealous; Chief of her 
(So would Hell have it) her thy Beatrice.
I would she had been thine! thou thinkest she was 
Edmund she neer was thine.

V, v i , 357-376: [In his attempt to improve upon Walpole’s
original lines in this twenty line section. Mason completely 
altered all of the lines.]

COUNTESS.
More dire than was the deed. My jealous rage 
Falsely surmiz'd it knew the very night 
The very hour when to the damsells bed 
My husband meant to steal, that fatal hour 
I seized her; in yon tower confined her closely 
And in her stead---

EDMUND.
Swallow th'accursed sound

Nor dare to say
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COUNTESS.

Yes thou polluted Son 
I took the dams ells place • and. while my arms
Twined, to my thinking round, my husbands waist
Thine to thy thinking round, young Beatrice 
Hear Hell and. tremble 1 I did. clasp my son 
And. thou thy Mother!
Be that swoon eternal [Adeliza faints.

V, vi, 379: [Again, in his zeal to improve upon Walpole * s
original lines. Mason adds several lines in the place of
one. ]

EDMUND.
Horror! Horror! .
My dagger must revenge— but how revenge
Whom shall I strike myself or her? Say father
Say injured, shade

COUNTESS. [seizing the dagger]
Thus Edmund I revenge 

Both him and thee! [stabs herself.

Postscript to [Mason's] Alterations 
To make the foregoing scenes proper to appear upon 

the stage was the reason why these alterations were written, 
or rather to soften the horror of the subject so far as to 
prevent it from shocking an Audience, which the Author says 
he was well aware it would, do before he wrote the tragedy.
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If the Alterations are for the better, it will prove that 
the original Story was not so truly tragic as he apprehended, 
it to be; and. that in fact it was defective in the two 
essential springs of Terror and. Pity. ■

It was defective for the reason the Author mentions 
in the opposite Paragraph viz that the subject is more truly 
horrid, than even that of Oedipus. [T]o make it equally 
horrid, is the purpose of the Alterations for a Graecian 
Audience would, certainly have been shocked, had. Sophocles 
made Oedipus commit Incest prepense. They would have been 
shocked, equally had. Orestes committed, parricide prepense.
And. the incestuous Passion of Phaedra (a case more in point 
than either of the Others tho not adverted, to by the 
Author) would, have been equally revolting; had. not Euripides 
drawn her character as impelled by a supernatural power; yet 
virtuous in herself and. only criminal by fatality. Parricide 
and incest thus circumstantial may fitly enough be repre
sented. on the stage, Orestes furiis aqitatus, is an object 
of true tragic pity at the same time that his actions 
awakens a true tragic terror. The same is the case with 
Oedipus and. Phaedra, both are driven into crimes by the 
anger of the Gods, and. therefore are nor free agents and. 
consequently their guilt, great as it is, does not d.isgust 
us. which it certainly would, have done, had it been 
perpetrated, voluntarily or with design. And. These examples 
from antiquity I apprehend, fully authorisise the attempt of
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making the Crime of the Countess to arise from mistake in 
order to render her as pityable as Oedipus, Orestes or 
Phaedra.

The canvass by this means rendered, life shocking 
would even still be so if the Character of the Criminal was 
not as greatly raisd. as it is by the Author, nevertheless 
his manner of palliating the crime, by imagining her to 
commit it at the moment in which she had lost a beloved 
husband is a strange one indeed. [B]y this Our delicacy is 
very reasonably shocked, whatever becomes of our good nature. 
Our Common Feelings are more shocked than either because 
common Experience pronounces the fact unnatural and abso
lutely improbable. However as I have said he has been much 
more successful in his manner of raising her Character even 
if he had not done in the very manner he has the foregoing 
Alterations would, hardly have taken place. But going as 
they do upon this axiom, viz.that a crime so horrid as 
incest once perpertrated would affect an ingenuous mind in 
the same degree whether it was done intentionally or no?
The ornaments of sense the unbigotted piety and interesting 
Contrition which he has given her, secure her Character from 
raising indignation at the last. [P]ity instead of lingring 
in the breasts of the Audience, when the denouement is 
compleated, becomes stronger than ever; they blame her for 
nothing but her jealousy in like manner as they blame 
Oedipus only for his rashness of impetuosity and her
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Character becomes one of those perfectly tragic ones which 
Aristotle describes in his 18th Cap: since the great crime 
which she has committed, proceeded, dia martian tina [sic]^ 
from an error into which a different and very excusable 
passion betrayd her. On this account therefore little 
alteration was necessary in any of the scenes except in such 
as immediately related to the denouement; Because had the 
Author originally written the Character to make it cor
respond with such denouement, it is plain he must have made 
it as amiable as he has done with a view of softning it for 
his own purpose that of pleasing merely in the closet.

As the author hit upon a regular plan, as it seems 
without adverting to the rules of the three unitys one 
should think it might have led him to consider whether that 
mode which his own good luck led him to adopt was not 
founded in something more than mechanism, and was not the 
result of just criticism founded on Truth.

In my opinion they are a great if not the best 
preventative against improbable situations. A regular 
Chorus indeed often occasions improbable situations, but 
this is not one of those Unities which I am defending.

[Walpole, in his postscript, speaking of the French, 
wrote: "They are so cramped by the rigorous forms of

40The Greek words, one of which Mason misspelled 
(they should read, "d.ia hamartian tina") translate "from an 
error. "
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composition „ „ » ," Mason keyed his next paragraph to this 
phrase of Walpole, ] This is certainly true. and. the reason 
is that the French plans are better i.e. more regular than 
our own. Aaron Hills translations from Voltaire and. Hooles 
from Metastatio are a proof of this.

It is the mode rather than the manner that has 
cramped, the French Poets. [T]he absurd, mode of Gallantry 
deemed, an essential by Corneille and. Racine. Voltaire 
emancipated, himself from this mode, but not from the 
unities, and. by so doing produced, tragedies which for 
variety of incident and character have no equals amongst 
irregular dramatists, Shakespeare always excepted, who as
Cowley awkwardly but truly says of Pindar is a_ vast species
- . 4 1  alone. •

41With the exception of four lower case letters 
which I have changed, to capital letters, Mason's Postscript 
to his alterations is reprinted., without emendation, from 
his notes in his copy of the 1768 Strawberry Hill edition of 
The Mysterious Mother.



APPENDIX D

STATES, VARIANTS, AND A CENSUS OF EXTANT COPIES:
1770 COLLECTED WORKS1

States and Variants
On p. 525 of Volume I, the last page of the text of 

Royal and Noble Authors as it was originally printed, the 
word •Finis * is placed at the bottom in one copy (now WSL); 
in the other three copies that I have examined (WSL, Clark, 
and Harvard) 'Finis' is replaced by 'End of Volume the 
First,' although this line has been marked for deletion in 
the WSL copy because the Catalogue of Royal and Noble 
Authors has been bound in two volumes. I think it likely 
that 'End of Volume the First1 represents a later state: 
'Finis' appears at the end of Volume II in the editions of 
1758 and 1759, and. it is likely that Kirgate merely followed, 
his copy in setting up the page, and. then altered, the line 
because this was to be the first volume of a set. It .is 
difficult to be certain, however, about such a small point.

The WSL copy mentioned above, bound in two volumes 
by Kirgate, has added title-pages for the Catalogue of Royal 
and. Noble Authors, with imprint dated 1787. These are

1The states, variants, and census of extant copies 
of Walpole's 1770 Works are reproduced, with permission, 
from Alan T. Hazen's Bibliography of Horace Walpole, pp. 91- 
95.
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similar to the fly-title for the Catalogue. p. [243], with 
the addition of volume number and imprint, but the whole 
title-page was reset, presumably in 1787 or later. In the 
second volume of this set, pp. 425-564, Kirgate altered the 
volume„number (on the first leaf of each sheet) by inserting 
a vertical stroke by hand., to make it read 8Vol. II1; 
similarly, 1 End of Vol. I* has been inserted by hand on
p. 424. At the end of the second volume of this special 
set, he inserted. Signature 4C of the edition of 1798, con
taining the Appendix. One end-paper in this copy is dated 
1807, and this is presumably about the time that Kirgate had 
it bound.

An interesting copy, inscribed on several fly- 
titles, 8Printed, at Strawberry-Hill, by me, Thos. Kirgate,
in 1771 [ 8 1770 8 in first folume, on fly-title of Mysterious 
Mother],8 is now in the William Andrews Clark Memorial 
Library. At the end. of the Catalogue of Royal and Noble 
Authors are four extra leaves, pp. 549*-550* (after p. 550), 
containing an account of Robert Nugent, and pp. 565-570, 
containing the Appendix. I think that these leaves were 
copied, by Kirgate or a later owner, from the same leaves in 
the edition of 1798, for several reasons. (1) Page 550 in 
that edition completes the account of Irish peers with Lord. 
Clive, so that Lord Nugent can appropriately be inserted, on 
an extra leaf preceding the account of Lady Luxborough on 
p. 551; but in the SH edition the account of Lord. Barrington



runs over to the middle of p. 551, and Lord. Clive does not 
appear until p. 553„ (2) The running-title on p. 550* is 
'Appendix to' in error* this seems a likely error if it was 
being reprinted hastily with the three leaves of the 
Appendix from another edition, but in an original cancel 
such an error would be very unlikely„ (3) The paper is
smaller than that used, in the rest of the book, and has the 
initials »S L » (probably Lay). Lay was making paper in this 
period, but it is difficult to believe that this smaller 
paper would, have been authorized, by HW. (4) Typographical 
peculiarities show that these leaves were not printed at SH: 
pursuivant (p. 565) is printed, with a short 's , ' as if the 
compositor were more accustomed, to that form; the numerals 
'1789' (p. 570) are modern, with no ascenders or descenders;
the italic type on pp. 565 and. 566 (unfortunately only a 
dozen words) is a rounded modern-face type much later than 
the Caslon italic used, at SH; on p. 569 the misprints 'there1 
for 'their' and 'atchieved' for 'achieved.' suggest hasty 
reprinting without careful correction of the proofs.

Nevertheless, it is not impossible that HW did print 
an Appendix before his death, and. that Miss Berry copied it 
in 1798. In the SH Sale, iv.165, with the Catalogue of 
Royal and Noble Authors (1758) is a copy of the Postscript 
'with additions to ditto, very scarce.' (It is possible, 
but I think unlikely, that this means merely additions to 
the Catalogue of Royal and Noble Authors, not to the
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Postscript, ) The same copy (possibly) of the Royal and.
Noble Authors is recorded in Lowndes (Utterson Sale, 1859), 
described as having an ‘enlarged Postscript,* I think that 
this copy, if it could, be found., might contain the original 
from which Miss Berry printed the Appendix in the Works in 
1798,

HW's failure to complete the edition of his works 
may be explained by a MS note in the Grenville copy (now 
British Museum) of Historic Doubts: 'This copy had belonged,
to Kirgate, Mr, Walpole's printer. Kirgate said that it was 
originally printed at SH; „ „ . but after the printing of 
this part, the whole bundle of the Historic Doubts was 
accidentally destroyed and Mr, Walpole abandoned the 
printing of the edition— this copy was however preserved by 
Kirgate, who considered it accordingly as rare and. valuable, 8 . 
At least one copy of the first volume was used, as part of

*The entry in Lowndes (p. 2818, under Royal and 
Noble Authors) is puzzling: 'Utterson in 1859, with the
Postscript, £,1.12.0, and with an "enlarged. Postscript," 
£3.4.0. ' In the first place, I have no other record of an 
Utterson Sale in 1859; can the date be a misprint for 1852 
or 1857? In 1852 a single copy of Royal and Noble Authors, 
sold, for £  1.12.0, is listed. But in 1857 an uncut copy 
with the Postscript, bound. 3 volumes in 2 in half green 
morocco, sold for £3.4.0; the preceding item. Waller's 
Poems, sold for £1.12.0, according to the priced copy of 
the sale catalogue at Yale. Since £3.4.0 would, be an 
extraordinarily high price for a good copy with the usual 
Postscript, it seems possible that the presence of the 
'enlarged. Postscript' was announced at the sale. In that 
case the record in Lowndes could be explained as follows: 
1859 is a misprint for 1857; and the two adjacent prices 
in a marked catalogue have been mis interpreted to refer 
to two copies of Royal and Noble Authors.
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the first volume of the Works in 1798 (see copy 10 below), 
and. additional copies of the first volume may lurk in other
sets of the published. Works. The watermark in the SH
edition (lily, Strasburg bend, L V G) differentiates it at 
once from the paper of the edition, including the copies on 
large paper, printed, in 1798.

Copies
The rarity of this incomplete work perhaps justifies

a tentative census of copies at this time.
1. . Harvard. (Merritt Collection), Volumes I and. II, 

uncut. This may have been the copy that Kirgate sold, to 
Baker in 1798 for £.2.12.6 (MS bill now WSL) ; Sotheby's,
8 June 1825 (Baker Sale), lot 786, to Cruden, 10/6; Crud.en's 
collection was acquired, by J. W. K. Eyton° Sotheby's, 22 May 
1848 (Eyton Sale), lot 1476, 7/6.

2. Two volumes bound, in three, with the title-pages 
of 1787 added., and with four extra leaves probably reprinted, 
from the edition of 1798; inscriptions by Kirgate; bookplates 
of Sir Henry Hope Ed.ward.es, O. L. Merriam, and. W. A. Clark, 
Jr.; crimson morocco by F. Bedford. This may have been King 
and. Lochee, 14 December 1810 (Kirgate Sale), lot 128, to 
Baker, 17/-; Sotheby's, 8 June 1825 (Baker Sale), lot 828,
to Cruden, 10/6; Christie's, 23 May 1901 (Ed.ward.es Sale) , 
lot 601, to Maggs, £10; Anderson, 12 June 1920 (Merriam
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Sale), lot 669, to G„ D. Smith for W. A. Clark, Jr., $120.
It is now in the Clark Memorial Library at Los Angeles.

3. Catalogue of Royal and Noble Authors only; bou.nd. 
in two volumes by Kirgate, and illustrated by Harding5s 
Portraits (1803)° half russia; armorial book-stamp of Blake 
family. This was almost certainly King and Lochee, 4 
December 1810 (Kirgate Sale), lot 419, to Denley, £,4.10.0; 
offered by Elkin Mathews, Catalogue 19 (1928), lot 223,
£150; Elkin Mathews, June 1928, to WSL, £120.

4. Catalogue of Royal and Noble Authors only; in 
two volumes. This was lot 418 in Kirgate1s Sale, bought by 
Bindley, £  1.13.0; Evans, 5 August 1820 (Bindley Sale),
lot 839, to Taylor, 9/6. I have no later record of this 
copy.

5. Catalogue of Royal and Noble Authors only. This 
was lot 127 in the Supplement to Kirgate1s Sale (14 
December), bought by Alexander for three shillings. I have 
no later record of this copy.

6. Volume I only (to p. 528), uncut; now bound, in 
half red morocco. This may have been lot 400 in Kirgate1s 
Sale, to Unwin, £  1; it was purchased by WSL in December
1939 with the Gaskill Collection.

7. Volume I, pp. 245-528 only; sewed., uncut. 
Hodgson's, 30 April 1902 (Darner Sale), lot 158, to 
Tregaskis, 18/-; offered, by Tregaskis, 1902-1905, for
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&2.2.0; Anderson, 9 November 1909 (Buddy Sale), lot 570, 
$30; Anderson, 25 May 1911 (Bishop Sale), lot 482,' $17.50.

8. Two volumes, but lacking Royal and. Noble 
Authors; bookplates of E. V„ Utterson and. Lord Carlingford. ' 
Evans, 21 March 1834 (Hanrott Sale), lot 1371; Sotheby's,
27 March 1857 (Utterson Sale) , lot 1787, £, 4; now owned by 
Lord Strachie.

9. Historic Doubts and additions only. From 
Kirgate; now in the Grenville Collection, British Museum.

10. Volume I, pp. 1-520 only. In a set of Works. 
1798, now WSL.

11. One half-sheet (pp. 27-30 of Volume I). Bought 
by WSL at Sotheby's, 1932, with a Kirgate letter; sold by a 
descendant of Grosvenor Bedford.

12. Title-page only of Royal and Noble Authors 
(p. [243]). In a volume of Detached. Pieces, now WSL, from 
the Holford Collection.

13. One leaf, Pp^ of Volume II, with MS' alterations 
by HW. Bound, in Percy Morris's set of HW's Correspondence. 
sold at Sotheby's, 19 December 1927, lot 366; now WSL.



APPENDIX E

THE VARIOUS PRINTERS AT STRAWBERRY HILL

William Robinson
When installation of the press at Strawberry Hill

was completed, Walpole engaged William Robinson as printer.
Robinson was the first "of a succession of printers who

1caused. Walpole considerable trouble" until he hired Thomas
Kirgate in 1765. Robinson, an unpredictable Irishman, had.
previously appeared, on the stage, where he had become

2acquainted, with David. Garrick. Walpole described. Robinson
3in a letter to Mann dated. August 4, 1757:

I am turned, printer, and. have converted, a little 
cottage here into a printing-office. . . .  I keep 
a painter^ in the house, and a printer. . . .  I 
should, tell you that he has the most sensible look 
in the .world.; Garrick said, he would, give any money 
for four actors with such eyes— they are more 
Richard, the Third.*s^ than Garrick's own; but what
ever his eyes are, his head, is Irish. ̂

1Ketton-Cremer, p. 151.
2David. Garrick was an actor, co-manager of Drury 

Lane, producer, and writer.
3Sir Horace Mann was one of Walpole's many 

correspondents.
4John Henry Muntz was a Swiss painter, engraver, and 

mechanic whom Walpole engaged, when the press was erected.
5Garrick's acting reputation was established, by his 

portrayal of the role of Richard. Ill in 1741.
^Toynbee, JPO. p. 24.
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Walpole enclosed with his letter to Mann a copy of a letter
written to a friend, in Ireland, which Robinson had.
deliberately left lying in a drawer for Walpole to find.
In it Robinson wrote a grossly flattering description of
Walpole and. of Walpole's way of life at Strawberry Hill.
Walpole wrote Mann that the letter made him laugh "for an 

7hour. . . . "
Robinson lasted, until March 5, 1759. Ketton-Cremer,

in his biography of Walpole, says that Robinson "got into
8trouble and. ran away." Robinson left because of a personal

argument with Walpole. Benjamin"Williams, the printer who
followed. Robinson at Strawberry Hill, ran away because of
some personal trouble. Walpole gave the following account

qof Robinson's departure in a letter to Zouch:
My press is at a stop; my printer, who was a 
foolish Irishman, and. who took himself for a 
genius, and. who grew angry when I thought him 
extremely the former, and not the least of the 
latter, has left me, and I have not yet fixed. , 
upon another. '. . in

, (March 15, 1759. )J"U '
The press remained, inoperative until March 29, 1759, when
Walpole engaged. Benjamin Williams.

7Ibid., p. 25.
8Ketton-Cremer, p. 157.
9The Rev. Henry Zouch was one of Walpole's 

correspondents.
10Toynbee, JPO. p. 34.
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Benjamin Williams and James Lister

Benjamin Williams, engaged March 29, 1759, remained
until May 25, 1759. The only notation in the Journal of the
Printing Office regarding his departure reads: "May 25th.
He [Williams] went away." Walpole did not state why in
the JPO; in the Accounts Ledger of the press he noted that
he owed Robinson wages when the printer left and that those.

12wages were "paid since."
On June 19th the press was back in operation for a 

single, week— the length of time which Walpole's new printer, 
James Lister, stayed in hi employ. Again, Walpole left no 
clues regarding Lister's quick departure. Lister was 
followed by Thomas Farmer, who arrived at Strawberry Hill on 
July 16, 1759.

Thomas Farmer
Farmer stayed with Walpole until December 2, 1761,

'13when he. disappeared under mysterious circumstances.
Walpole had been satisfied with Farmer's work until shortly 
after his disappearance, when Walpole discovered that Farmer 
had lied about finishing Walpole's edition of Anecdotes of 
Painting in England. Walpole wrote Montague, on December 
23, 1761:

 IT-----Ibid., p. 8.
1 2- Ibid. . p. 78.
13 See Toynbee, JPO, pp. 81-82, for Walpole's account 

of Farmer's mysterious departure.
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Just when I thought my book finished, my printer 
ran away, and. had left eighteen sheets in the 
middle of the book untouched, having amused me 
with sending proofs. He had got into d.ebt, and. 
two girls with child.— being two, he could, not 
marry both. . . .  You see my luck; I had been 
kind, to this fellow— in short, if the faults of 
my life had been punished, as severely as my 
merits have been, I should, be the most unhappyof beings.14

Farmer was followed, at Strawberry Hill by a printer named. 
William Pratt, the only one of Walpole's printers who came 
to Strawberry Hill with a wife.

William Pratt • ,
Pratt started, as printer on December 2, 1761, and.

lasted, until December 30, 1764. The entry, under that date
in the Journal of the Printing Office reads: "turned, away

15Pratt. " Just why Walpole discharged. Pratt is not revealed, 
in the Journal° either Pratt displeased Walpole by becoming 
presumptuous and. by taking l i b e r t i e s , o r  Walpole became 
tired, of paying overdue bills to Pratt's creditors.' Three 
months after he discharged Pratt, Walpole engaged. Thomas 
Kirgate, who stayed, at Strawberry Hill until Walpole's 
death.

14Toynbee, JPO, pp. 39-40.
15Ibid., p. 13.
"*"̂ See Toynbee, JPO, pp. 84-86.
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Thomas Kirqate

Kirgate started his duties as printer at. Strawberry 
Hill on March 18, 1765. On August 24, 1765, Walpole dis
charged Kirgate and the other servants at Strawberry Hill
since he was . embarking upon a protracted, trip abroad. Upon

17Walpole’s return Kirgate was re-hired, on April 6 , 1768.
18Kirgate "printed, all the remaining pieces. " He was no

better a printer than were his predecessors, but "he was
discreet, and. in time he became his master’s secretary,

19librarian, and. curator of prints. "
Ironically Kirgate, whom Walpole considered, the only

honest printer he ever had, has been accused, by scholars and.
bibliographers of having forged, many reprints of Walpole’s
books and. letters. Since Hazen’s research, done in the
preparation of his Bibliography of the Strawberry Hill
Press. "Walpole's faith in Kirgate [appears to have been]
technically justified,." Hazen believes that all of Kirgate ’ s
reprints were produced, in 1797, "after Walpole’s death but

20before Kirgate's departure from Strawberry Hill."
Whatever Kirgate' s failings concerning the forged, 

editions of Walpole's work, he was dependable; not until

17Ibid., p. 13.
18Lewis, Horace Walpole, p. 142.
19. Ibid.
20See Hazen, pp. 12-14.
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Kirgate was printer at Strawberry Hill did Walpole attempt 
to print a collected edition of his Works.
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